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foreword

Inspired by the consciousness raising novels of James Redfield´s The prophecies of 
Celestine, the forum of the Celestine Association, the spiritual party The Violets, as well as 
my spiritual work as a lightworker and Reiki practitioner, have developed into a visionary 
world in my mind.
This future novel could indeed become reality in an unknown future, as long as mankind 
does not change in this century and deal more consciously with its environment.
But since political and industrial interests in today's world are still too closely linked and the 
political interests are financially promoted and manipulated by the industrialists, the fictitious 
situation depicted in this novel can become reality in the unknown future more quickly than 
some people might think possible.
This novel may be seen as a warning to all people who do not respect the earth and nature. 
There is still time to convert energy production to more alternative systems. Pollute and do 
not destroy the earth, because  there live all the people and not you alone. What do you get 
out of selling energy for expensive money when one day a global environmental catastrophe
occurs?
Then all financial markets will collapse and your wealth won't get you anywhere.
Do not use your greed for more and more wealth to become murderers of nature and thus of
the whole of humanity. Money and wealth can then no longer help you to wash yourselves 
clean of your guilt, that then remains in your conscience.

                                                      To the novel
In this novel many characters are part of the story, because this story affects the whole of 
humanity. Therefore all important characters have a role in this novel and are told and 
described with their tasks in the novel. Sometimes reading and understanding the story 
might be a bit complicated, but to make a story as realistic as possible and exciting as 
possible.
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                                   introductory remarks  

May 15th 2150

It's quiet and peaceful in Europe, a gigantic metropolis in the Swiss mountains, as this 
morning Frederik Munot, the weather station watched. He sees that today, on this special 
day, there will be beautiful weather, which will be celebrated from today for a whole month. 
As if nature wanted to celebrate with us.
He goes back to the apartment, to the children's rooms and wakes up the children Andrea, 
Nancy and Michel. "Children get up today is a great day, but don't forget your morning 
meditation," he calls. Mary, his wife, has just come out of the energy shower.
"Good morning my darling" she shouts with a laugh and presses a kiss on his mouth,
"Are you ready yet?"
"Yes, and the breakfast table is already served," answers Frederik. As everyone sits at the 
breakfast table, you pray together.

Mother Earth, we thank you for your fruit,
may your power strengthen us,
let all plants and flowers thrive so that we can share our joy with you.
Father heaven do not anger you any more,
Let go of the storms and winds,
Mother Earth will be purified,
and the bad was erased.
Atlantis we thank you,
for assistance in the most difficult of circumstances
Atlantis, we thank you,
for the insights you have taught us.
Mother Earth, Father Heaven
and the ancient knowledge of Atlantis,
we share our energy with you,
because without you,



we'd be lost forever.

After breakfast the children ask,
"Dad, what's so special about that day today?"
Frederik makes himself comfortable and begins with the story,
"Today, one hundred years ago on 15 May 2050, a new social order was founded here and 
thus the foundation stone for a peaceful life on this planet Earth was laid. In 2048, two years 
earlier, the last great tidal wave came, forming new land from every continent, devouring the 
old land mass by seventy-five percent.
Since already in the first years, after the millennium change from 2001 on, warning of an 
impending climate catastrophe was given, numerous groups formed at that time because of 
the disagreement of the governments in Europe and in the whole world, which prepared 
themselves for the large disaster. As a new age is dawning at this time, too. 
which is still valid today, namely the Age of Aquarius, many people began to remember their 
own senses again and respected their own consciousness.
Politicians and their existing governments were not prepared to listen to scientists and 
climate researchers. At that time, many smaller groups were already beginning to explore 
alternative energy systems. Until now, electricity and energy have been produced by burning
fossil fuels, which were robbed from Mother Earth, without paying any attention to nature. 
The planet, already poisoned by CO², began to defend itself.
In Europe, as it looked at that time, as well as on the other continents, stronger and stronger 
storms and hurricanes came and devastated more and more land. In addition, tidal waves 
were triggered by days of rain that flooded villages and cut them off from the environment.
Earthquakes shook the entire globe, seaquakes caused monster waves several meters high 
and as soon as they reached the coasts many people were killed.
Due to the CO² concentrations it became warmer and warmer in Europe and other industrial 
nations, winters did not appear or sometimes extreme cold periods formed for days on end, 
the summer months became unbearably hotter and longer from year to year.
Also the polar caps of the Arctic and Antarctic melted away, the sea level rose inexorably. 
The climate catastrophe could no longer be stopped. Although many houses had already 
been equipped with solar energy by 2010, the major energy companies still refused to 
completely dispense with the burning of oil and gas, and governments allowed this to 
happen.
Money was at that time the biggest power factor with which the energy companies, buying 
the right with CO² emissions, continued to pollute the environment.
Climate researchers already predicted at this point, if your calculations were correct, that sea
levels could rise by 70m. Unless other unexpected factors aggravate the situation."
Andrea interrupts your father at this point in the story,
"What's money?"
Frederik nods and continues,
"At that time there was a currency on every continent and in every country with which people
could buy goods and work to preserve them. Here in ancient Europe, there was a currency 
called the euro a few years earlier, each individual state still had its own currency, other 
states were affiliated in a monetary system to the dollar.
The energy companies that took raw materials from the earth sold or processed them into 
energy and sold them to the population. When the natural resources of the gas and oil fields 
were almost depleted, the energy companies were increasing the prices for gasoline, gas 



and heating oil almost monthly. People who could no longer afford the high daily rising 
energy costs, were not able to afford the supply line of the Energy suppliers excluded, either 
they then found alternative ways to heat your home or house or had to freeze to death in the
extreme winter weeks. But also this the people endured, because the politicians promised 
again and again the energy would become affordable again. Numerous insightful groups 
emerged during this time, which dealt with other energy systems, but were prevented from 
doing so in public marketing by the energy companies, often also with criminal methods.
This is why energy-saving associations were founded, which brought inventors for new 
technologies into their ranks on an association basis and met with great approval among the 
population due to the energy policies of the countries. The larger the associations became, 
the smaller the chance for the energy companies to prevent the advance of alternative 
energy. At the same time, a new political spiritual organization emerged whose goal was a 
new form of society in the sense of the  
To build humanity on earth and to protect nature, Mother Earth and one's own 
consciousness.
2012, in an ancient prophecy, the Mayas and Aztecs, was the year in which mankind 
entered a new world.
should ascend consciousness.
By 2012, about 15 million people had declared themselves spiritual and close to nature.   
They bundled their spiritual energies and some of them recognized a world as old as the 
earth, but in a different dimension parallel to our dimension.
Atlantis, described by many scientists as a fairy tale, by others as a lost culture, revealed 
itself to spiritualists. The spiritualists were now able to travel to the schools of the Atlanteans 
through spiritual journeys to learn what was important for the new future and for the 
forthcoming climatic disasters.
The people were first trained by associated masters from the dimension of the Atlantic 
Priests, so that later everyone had the opportunity to go on a spiritual journey into the 
Atlantic dimension. During the centuries that had passed since the disappearance of the 
Atlantean population without a trace, they had sent observers and teachers from their 
dimension into our dimension to teach certain spiritual people and to give them the 
opportunity as teachers and masters to awaken and carry on the spiritual being in man.
The majority of mankind in Europe was still not ready to reorient themselves in the sense of 
nature, they thought as before, only of its economic advantages and did not respect the 
harbingers of the forces of nature.
In 2018 the sea level had risen by 5 metres. The port cities of Amsterdam, Rotterdam, 
Bremen and Hamburg as well as all other large port cities on the North Sea coast had built 
mighty ramparts to protect them from the water so that the water would not flow into the 
cities. The surrounding villages and small towns remained unprotected and had to be 
abandoned by the population. Two years later in 2020 the sea level had risen by a further 8 
metres and the large cities on the coasts had to be finally will be abandoned.
The continent became smaller and smaller, those who did not drown in the floods saved 
themselves in the mountain regions.
The spiritual political organization, which had already been    
had made a name for themselves in previous years, were unanimously elected by the 
survivors for the first time. Although the old parties were still in place, they had lost 
hopelessly because of the intransigent policies of the past.
The first metropolises Europe-City, LeProvence and NewFlorenca emerged in the mountain 
regions of Switzerland, France and Italy. Due to the small amount of land left and the many 



survivors who were able to flee from the water, such megametropolises had to be built. Built-
up land and remaining cities, with the exception of agricultural estates, were razed to the 
ground to gain new land for agriculture and food production. Some cities were partially 
contaminated, the areas had to be recultivated and decontaminated. Gardens and farms 
were established around the new metropolises to provide food.  Between 2020 and 2040, 
the continuous rise in sea levels stagnated and people began to hope that the climate 
catastrophe might have peaked. The governments of the largest industrial nations at that 
time were still the USA and China.
However, the industrial economic bosses became pirates and despots looking for new 
victims to further demonstrate their power. China, a country still run by your socialist 
government, had created a flourishing industrial nation at the expense of nature in previous 
decades. Since this China was also rich in resources, these economic pirates had set out to 
take over the Chinese country. Immediately it came to armed conflicts and bombs fell on all 
sides.
New dangers were conjured up by the hail of bombs, earthquakes and seaquakes were 
triggered by the bombs. Again many people fell
to the powers that be. The surviving peoples in the USA finally woke up and urged their 
industrial pirates government to join the spiritualists and finally ensure peace. But the 
governments did not think about it. The peoples stood up and civil wars against the 
governments followed. Many industrialists and government members were slaughtered. 
Then the remaining people joined the Spiritual Movements. But some industrialists and 
politicians had been able to save themselves on gigantic floating islands, built by the 
industrialists, also former cruise ships which were rescued from the floods belonged to it.
By the wars, the nature was disturbed further lastingly and the catastrophes increased again.
The sea level rose again. Volcanic eruptions in the oceans, which created new land, 
seaquakes caused the monster waves.
In 2048 the flood peaked and reached its peak.High at 170 meters. By 2050, the 
establishment of further metropolises in Europe and the rest of the world had been driven 
forward. Between 2048 and 2050, isolated monster waves were recorded, but they did not 
cause any more extensive damage. On the 15th of May the new order, as it prevails here 
today, was sealed by a new system.
"Now you love," Frederik says to his children,
"That was the story."

                                    

                          



                           

Chapter 1

Europe 2040

The former large coastal towns have disappeared from the map. Cities along rivers and 
streams are also affected.
Sunk into the sea and with you the numerous villages in the lowlands of the country. Millions 
of people who have lost their homes are fleeing to higher regions. The cities on the plateaus 
and in the mountainous part of the continent have become reception camps for the refugees.
Military and police regulate the conditions in the cities with martial law and try to distribute 
the refugees fairly. But the state power fails here. The people in the remaining cities arrange 
themselves with the fugitives and all agree that their past politicians failed. Already for some 
years a majority of the population is known, that there is a spiritual political organization in 
the country. The population in the whole remainder of the Federal Republic of Germany 
organizes the largest signature action with which they depose the government and schedule 
new elections. In the subsequent election, the spiritual party wins 99% of the votes and thus 
a clear majority.
After the confirmation of the election of the Spiritual Party by the population, the new 
transitional government set up spiritual masters as mentors for the active work with the 
people. In previous years, they had trained themselves spiritually so that they could lead 
people to new goals as spiritual leaders. From 2012 onwards, the future spiritual leaders 
received visions and dreams to prepare them for their future mission.  
On the night of May 15, 2040, all mentors had a final vision and call at the same time.
The next day they were to go to the next higher mountain and trance there and go on a spirit
journey to Atlantis. The next morning all go purposefully to this mountain, without asking 
each other if they also had this dream.
They settled on the mountain, followed by some curious people.
       

The journey to Atlantis

Through the realization of the elevated consciousness, some
Spiritual people took the Atlantians from the other dimension, contacting the mentors 



through the dream.
The mentors were the first to travel with their consciousness and spirit into other dimensions.
As all mentors enter the Temple of Atlantis on their Mental Journey through the magnificent 
gate, they are awaited and received with honor.
The Supreme Atlantic Priest Atsaniel speaks to his
Mental visitors at the telepathic liaison level,
<< Welcome to Atlantis, we left our earthly homeland before the earthly demise of our 
culture, which was caused by a natural disaster, and went into this other dimension, which is
a parallel world to your world. In the past times after our transition into this dimension, many 
new advanced civilizations came into your dimension and disappeared again like ours. All 
those cultures like the Mayas and Aztecs and many other peoples have found their way into 
the other dimension.
From our dimension we have always sent observers into your world to see how people 
develop. In the last 1500 years of your calendar, we had to regret to find that humanity had 
moved away from the path of natural and divine task. We saw the great wars, the genocide, 
the greed for material wealth, the exploitation of the earth and nature, the beginning 
destruction of nature. We could work out when, according to your calculation of time, the 
forces of nature and the earth would rise to punish humanity. People no longer respect 
nature and the earth. After the last great war, we chose some people of different cultures to 
give them the spiritual seed of knowledge. It took a very long time for the laid seed to 
spread. But over time the seed became a plant and the plant got many fruits. The fruits 
became many seeds and plants and thus more and more people came back to the divine 
path.
The proponents of nature were still a minority, because the exploiters and destroyers of 
nature worked hand in hand with the political leaders of all countries.
When we once left our earthly existence and returned to this spiritual dimension, a true 
paradise opened up for us in which time plays no role. We took with us our spiritual culture 
and knowledge, our technology and culture, left behind in a secret place in the ocean. 
Hidden and untraceable to knights of fortune and unworthy people, until such time as 
humanity was deemed worthy to use our technology.
When we left the earth to go into the new dimension, we had left stories and narratives about
our presence to some scholars in antiquity.
When 2012 began according to your calendar, we sent souls, dreams and visions to bring 
you on the spiritual path. Last night in your dreams you received the Last Message that 
brought you here.
You are the chosen ones, the Atlantic technology and all the knowledge that our Masters 
have allowed you to experience in order to survive the disaster and build a new culture and 
order. But before we let you return to earthly consciousness, you will be connected to your 
Masters at a ceremony that will familiarize you with all the Atlantic technologies. In 
connection with the ceremony you will receive new names that will distinguish you as 
mentors.
The group of mentors consists of six women and six men. The names of the mentors are in 
honor of the former metropolises that perished.
The six female mentors are now called Elektra-Athena, Elektra-Romana, Elektra-Britania, 
Elektra-Germania,
Elektra-Parisi, and Elektra-Kolon, the six male mentors are called Terran-Iberius, Terran-
Rottam, Terran-Londo, Terran-Cordo, Terran-Lisboa and Terran-Germanius.
<< When you have returned from your journey to earthly being, you will find a boat on the 



shore near you that will take two of you to the secret place to get the Atlantic technologies 
you need to build it up.
<<Your Chosen, are you ready to connect with the Masters and vow to use this technology 
only for the salvation of the earth, nature and the people who respect both? Then swear this 
in the name of Divinity, Nature, Heaven and Earth.>>
The chosen ones answer in the choir,
<< Atlantis, we swear by the holiest of our world, the earth and nature and the divine, that we
will protect and not abuse the help of Atlantis, that people, animals and plants in need 
receive our help.
Atsaniel spreads his arms and calls solemnly,
<<Atlantis, your children are ready for your task at Earth, Atlantis bless and join your 
children.
A blue light appears and envelops the present elect in this light, twelve golden lights appear 
and connect with the elect.
<< Now you are connected with your Atlantic Teachers and Masters, they will be connected 
with you and teach you everything to survive, but now go home to fulfill your tasks. We are 
always with you in spirit.>>
The blue light shimmers in many shades of blue and changes in a flash into white light and 
the chosen ones travel back to their earthly being.  
 
The Return

Many people watch over the place where the mentors went into trance. A little girl asks her 
mother
"Are they dead? Why aren't they moving?"
The mother seems helpless and answers, "Seems so, the mentors have been sitting there 
for two weeks now, without water and food."
Suddenly the sky lights up and a blue light appears over the bodies of the twelve mentors. 
The light glides gently into the bodies and the chosen ones open their eyes. They straighten 
up without seeming cramped and the people standing around look frightened and anxious at
the twelve.
Elektra-Athena first breaks the silence,
"What's the matter, what are you looking so afraid of? We were only in a trance for a few 
hours! The mother of the child answers, "No, you were in a trance for two weeks, actually 
you should have starved to death and died of thirst!
Terran-Cordo turns to the people and speaks to them,
"We were in a trance state in Atlantis and while we were there, we were nourished with light 
energy. So don't be afraid of us anymore. But now we have to go down to the shore, there is
a boat waiting for us."
Everyone goes to the shore and sees a big round boat Ufo like vehicle.
Terran-Cordo takes the floor again,
"On our trance journey we learned a lot. Since it is expected that the sea level will continue 
to rise in the coming years, it does not make much sense to build the city for the future here 
in this area. So seek out the High Mountains of Switzerland, our inner masters will choose 
the mountain that will be good. I and a second one will get into this boat and go to the place 
that is meant for us to get the things that are important for all our future".
Terran-Londo answers intuitively,
"I'll be your companion, best we leave immediately."



The other chosen ones nod in agreement and say goodbye to the two.
"We wish you a good journey and come back soon, we will make our way to the Swiss 
mountains. I have just had the vision that we will be south of Lake Constance," says Elektra-
Athena.

The journey through the ocean

Terran-Cordo and Terran-Londo go to the Atlantic submarine and discover that it consists 
entirely of crystals.
They are looking for an entry but can't find one.
"I think we have to do this differently, because the Atlantians have communicated 
telepathically with us, we have to open the entrance in this way," says Terran-Cordo.
One thought later, the two of them can board the crystal boat. The crystal boat had a large 
interior. The walls to the outside appear transparent and you can see the landscape all 
around, the wide sea. Under the boat some fish swam happily past.
"Strange, from the outside you can't see in, but from the inside you can see everything that 
happens above and below you." Terran-Londo remarks.
The two of them examine the ship further and come to a helmstand with two crystal 
armchairs and sit down. Blue light gently envelops them and the two notice that they are now
connected to the crystal boat.
There are no control valves on board like those known from ships, here everything is 
controlled by the power of thought. During the voyage the two also converse spiritually.
>> What do you think, should we first drive on the surface for a while ? Then we can see 
what still exists on land. With danger or view of other water vehicles
like these floating islands, we dive. So on to Atlantis.">> says Terran-Londo.
The crystal boat glides silently over the water with
at a tremendous speed. They leave the coast and drive towards the sunset. Three hours 
later, without having seen any significant altitudes as islands in the vastness of the sea, you 
enter the waters of the Canary Islands. Above the islands there is red light, a sign that the 
volcanoes on all the islands are active again. Volcanoes that had slept for centuries have 
awakened again and emit glowing lava and ash in a huge eruption. The former tourist 
strongholds and villages, which have been destroyed by the lava in a spooky picture, see 
from a safe distance.
The lava flows through the streets of the cities into the sea and makes the water boil.
In the crystal boat they feel nothing of the enormous heat which must prevail in the sea. 
Dead fish float on the surface of the water. Suddenly an ear-splitting bang sounds, which is 
even noticed in the crystal boat by vibrations. A huge explosion blows the crest of another 
mountain and another volcano pours over the island. << Diving Immediately Diving
and double speed>> thinks Terran-Cordo, not a second too late. Because in the vicinity, 
where the crystal boat was a few minutes ago, a huge rock struck the sea. The force can be 
felt a few kilometres further on and it can be assumed that this will cause a huge tidal wave. 
On their way back, the two of them decide to drive past here again to see what is left of the 
Canary Islands.
<<Either all volcanoes explode and what used to be the Canary Islands sink into the sea or 
the volcanoes connect the islands to a big island. In this case there will be an even greater 
displacement, which in turn would cause a huge sea level rise. >>Says Terran-Londo.
<<I hope that by then the others have reached a safe height>> says Terran-Cordo.
With the speed they are now travelling you will soon see the island of Madeira in front of 



them,
Here you can also see a mushroom cloud over the island. When you come near the island 
you see one of the big floating islands of the former big industrialists. You apparently take in 
people who want to leave the island and save them.
Terran-Londo thinks they dive best because they don't want to attract curious glances. They 
are moving away from Madeira at breakneck speed. The travellers reach the Bermuda 
Triangle without any further incidents. The boat reduces its speed as if it knew it had arrived 
at its destination. Independently, the boat dives deeper and deeper until they reach an 
underwater mountain range. They are at a depth where no manned submarine could go. It is
pitch dark at this depth and the crystal boat shines in soft blue. A phosphorescent giant 
octopus swims past the crystal boat, but does not attack because it can feel the power of the
boat and the power of the occupants.
A dark cave becomes visible on the massif in front of them, into which the crystal boat now 
glides gently. Starfish on the walls of the tunnel shine bluish and show us the further way, 
which now leads in a spiral even further into the depth.
Thousands of shining fish accompany the boat.
After a while a glimmer appears in front of them, announcing the end of the tunnel and 
becoming brighter and more glamorous. Then they drive into a huge cave, below them lies 
Atlantis, a magnificent city that still seems to be in time.
The tunnel behind them closes through a gate. The crystal boat glides on to a large building. 
It seems to be the temple and the building looks familiar to them. It is the temple they saw on
the spirit journey in the other dimension.
The cave appears very alive at one time or another, blue light floods through the cave, an 
unknown force pushes the water out of the cave and oxygen floods through this magnificent 
hall. The buildings of the city are all made of crystal glass and have survived the millennia 
without damage .
Terran-Londo and Terran-Cordo rise from the crystal boat that now lies on the dry ground in 
front of the temple.  
The Atlantic Masters connected with the two are taking the floor,
<< We reached the goal, the city was freed from water and supplied with oxygen. But we 
only have 24 hours, then the water comes back. Only in one hundred years, there is again 
the possibility to travel here. We will show you the old technologies of our time, which you 
have to take with you. With these you can build an uncertain but secure future for your 
people. The other masters connected with the chosen ones have already begun to build the 
city of your future. But now come and follow us.>>
The inner masters separate from the bodies of the two chosen ones and materialize to their 
original form. They are of great stature, slender and with blonde shining hair and look like 
twin brothers.
<< I am Rhan and this is my brother Thar. >>
The two brothers lead the two mentors into the interior of the temple and come to a hall in 
which there are several crystal balls, each shining in a different colour.
The balls have the same shades of the chakras.
Rhan now speaks, << you see here the eight crystal balls that once determined our lives. 
Yes, they are the colors of the eight chakras. But in the boat we only have room for four 
crystal balls, so we only take the most important ones with us.
The blue crystal for energy, the green crystal for water and plant growth, and the white 
crystal for universal use. Then there is the yellow crystal, for health, the orange for fertility, 
the red for defence and struggle, the dark blue for wisdom and the violet for the Divine Being



and the whole. But which you will take, be left to you, but choose wisely.>>
Terran-Londo and Terran-Cordo have a short consultation and decide for the Violet Crystal.
<<Very wise to take the Violet from you, with this you strengthen the power of the other 
crystals and can make the missing crystals by the Violet yourself. The dark blue that stays 
here will turn into a purple crystal over time, and the other crystals will re-produce their 
missing brothers. We don't have to carry the crystals physically, but can teleport them into 
the boat.
The four go into a trance and move the selected crystals into the boat through their 
concentration. After loading, the four go into another building, which shows itself as an 
armory.
<< Although we are and were a peaceful people, we were exposed to enemy attacks. So we 
developed these weapons to protect us. Let's take some with us, because we can't drive as 
fast on the way back as we can on the way there. We take the crystal swords, the light 
sabers and the light throwers with us from each of four.>> says Thar.
Also the weapons are loaded like the crystal balls. Since there is still a little time until the 
water returns into the cave, Rhan and Thar show the two another and magnificent buildings 
and apartments. An hour later, they return to the boat and the two masters dematerialize 
themselves again and reconnect with the chosen ones through the blue light. Terran-Londo 
and Terran-Cordo, entering again the crystal boat close the hatch. In addition, both secure 
the cargo. Then you take your places again and connect with the crystal boat.
After a short while the water flows back into the cave and the city sinks again into the 
protective floods. The gate to the tunnel opens when the cave of Atlantis is completely filled 
with water. The crystal boat moves towards the tunnel and disappears in the darkness of the
depths. After one hour the boat arrives at the entrance in the massif and approaches the 
sunlight in an oblique long angle.

Pursuit and battle

A few miles from the secret hideout, the crystal boat glides to the surface and continues 
east. It is night and so they have a quiet ride. The next morning they see to their right, from 
the south, two floating islands approaching.
Apparently they have already discovered the crystal boat, as these two islands seem to be 
on an attack course. They are faster than the crystal boat and are getting closer. It looks as if
the pirates are unscrupulous former industrialists who are doing a new business of 
plundering other ships and enslaving the crews.
The crystal boat is trying to gain a little more speed and in fact it is getting a little faster.  
Fortunately, it is just getting into a favorable current, which increases the speed of the crystal
boat a bit and thus gains a head start again. But also the pirate islands come into the same 
current and soon they are within range of the crystal boat. There the two gates on the 
islands open and a dozen speedboats come out of the interior of the island. They circle the 
crystal boat and try to stop it. The inner masters Rhan and Thar take control of the ship and 
activate the shield, making the chosen ones understand that they are familiar with the 
defense system.
The speedboats are now up to 20 meters away from the crystal boat, but it can't get any 
closer. The energy shield prevents them from doing so.
A crew member of the speedboats points a grenade launcher at the escaping boat and fires 



it.
But the grenade bounces off the energy shield and is catapulted back to the starting point, 
where the grenade explodes and destroys the speedboat. Now the other crew members fire 
machine guns at the crystal boat, but these bullets also fly back to the boats and injure some
of the shooters. From the second island, a second squadron of speedboats is fired, and they
ally themselves with the first group. All boats lay side by side and reach a strong rope further
on which there is a trawl net. The pirate boats circle the crystal boat and try to tow it to the 
island. Suddenly the crystal boat fires two light lances and burns the rope, the net sinks into 
the sea. The drivers of the speedboat are very angry and don't know what else to do to 
board the mysterious thing. An island has started its full journey and tries to swallow the 
crystal boat with the open harbour. The inmates in the crystal boat have meanwhile 
discovered that a monster wave is approaching them and are starting to dive, not to be 
shaken too much by the monster wave.
<< See there in front a monster wave, of 30 meters height comes towards us, this is our 
rescue, better we dive.>> Terran-Londo notices.
A few seconds later, the crystal boat is 75 meters deep and the small crew feels the violence
of the monster wave.
The floating islands and the speedboats have no chance, Terran-Londo and Terran-Cordo 
see how they are pushed under water and torn apart by the violence. Due to the force of the 
wave, the crystal boat rushes forward and reappears far behind the wave in calm water. 
Only a few pieces of the wreck are left of the enemy attackers.
The masters hand over control to the chosen ones and continue their journey. A few days 
later you come back to Madeira and soon see what is left of the island. The volcano has 
blown the island in half and split the two parts by a deep crack. As you come near the shore,
you see a small piece of the ancient paradise that still seems to be intact. Trees and green 
plants can be seen, a whim of nature not to destroy this spot. There are two women on the 
shore. The crystal boat steers to the shore and Terran-Cordo gets out and speaks to the 
women in Spanish.
"Senoras, are you the only survivors here?"  
The women understand Him and answer,
"Si Señor, we my sister, I and our children are still here.
A few weeks ago one of these big floating islands was here and took most of the population 
with it. Those who were too poor were not taken by the island and stayed on Madeira.
These then died in the explosion of the volcano, only here God had the understanding to 
spare this piece of earth. We would also have been taken in by the floating islands, but we 
did not want to come with these bad people. We hold this co-responsibility for what happens 
to our earth. We recognized the guilt of these people and advised our neighbors not to go 
with us to the metal islands. But you didn't want to listen to us because you never wanted to 
understand our way of life anyway. We are herbal witches who live in harmony with nature 
and have spiritual abilities, including telepathy and the gift to see the souls of other people. I 
see with you that you are also Spiritual People and I see in you a second spiritual power that
accompanies you. My name is Mary and this is my sister Rosita" says the woman.
Then she turns around and calls into the forest,
"Kids come here, they're good people, because I can feel and see that you're good people."
The children come from the forest, two girls and boys who still look a little anxious. These 
are Juanita and Jose my children and the other two are the children of my sister, Paolo and 
Mercedes. Says Senor, "Will you take us with you?"
Terran-Cordo nods and now introduces himself with his name, "My name is Terran-Cordo, 



but it's enough if you just call me Cordo. I belong to the chosen ones of the priesthood of 
Atlantis. Our task is to build a new future for the survivors of the disasters. Europe has 
become very small since the rise in sea levels. My friend on board is Terran-Londo and also 
a chosen one.
Furthermore, as you have already noticed, we still have two souls in us, from another 
dimension. Two Atlantic Masters accompany us, you teach and help us to build a new 
paradise for the people.
Yes, we will take you with us.
Do you have anything to take with you? Maybe some rare medicinal plants, also plants for 
food cultivation and flowers, which can please the souls of humans.
Maria and Rosita answer the question in the affirmative and set out in search of the plants.
Terran-Cordo asks the children on board and assigns them a place. Terran-Londo welcomes
the children with a welcome. And to Terran-Cordo he says with Telepathic Communication,
<<My master has just explained the use of energy weapons to me, so that we are better 
prepared for the next confrontation.>>
The two women come loaded, with numerous plants on board, go ashore again to thank 
Mother Earth for saving their lives. Then you come back on board and say, "We are ready."
The women sit next to their children.
Terran-Cordo now says to you, "Here in this Atlantic crystal boat, we speak to you 
telepathically. You are now connected to the Atlantic energy that is replacing food and water.
The plants are also nourished by the energy and will arrive safe and sound in the new home.
Well, we have to leave, time is running short and many more disasters lie ahead for Mother 
Earth".
Terran Londo throws in more,
<<My inner master and I have corrected the power, for the speed of the boat and the 
continuation. I also secured the cargo. The crystal boat can now go a little faster, but it still 
takes five days until we are back home.
will arrive.>>
You continue your journey. Around noon of the next day you are near the Canary Islands 
and still see smoke clouds rising into the sky on the horizon. The closer they come, the 
clearer it becomes that here, in contrast to Madeira, a new the land formation is about to 
emerge. The huge masses of lava have connected all the islands and the lava is still flowing 
into the sea. The crystal boat travels all along the newly formed coast. The sight is 
fascinating and gigantic at the same time and gives an idea of what it must have looked like 
on earth millions of years ago when it was formed. They drive for several hours along the 
newly formed coast and on the horizon one can already see the coast of the North African 
continent. The emergence of the new formation of the Canary Islands suggests that the 
displacement of water will have drastic effects.
The crystal boat changes direction to the Spanish mainland and drives along the former 
north coast. Once high cliffs only protrude halfway out of the water, valley incisions became 
new bays and fjords. Dried-out rivers have become kilometre-long lakes that have swallowed
up all life here. The northwestern Spanish cliffs are flattening more and more.
The journey continues towards the French coast. Former coastal landscapes have 
disappeared everywhere. Isolated heights look out of the floods. Since it is to be assumed 
that the French plain is now connected with the lowlands in the former Germany by 
numerous waterways, the crystal boat strikes a southern direction. One can still recognize 
Paris in the proximity by the Eiffel Tower, but it stands up to half of its size in the water.
The Mont-Matre´ and some other altitudes around Paris look defiantly up. The crystal boat 



now hits the direction Frankfurt. A few hours later they see the Vosges rising out of the sea. 
Further south, where the Eifel begins, one sees many new island groups. Frankfurt lies 
before you only isolated skyscrapers look out of the water. The crystal boat glides on.
Everywhere the same picture isolated altitudes, which have become islands and refuge 
places for surviving humans and animals.
A few kilometres further the crystal boat meets a motionless and battered looking floating 
island. Some people try to repair parts of the ship. The people on the floating island also see
the crystal boat, but are not considering an attack. Cordo and his friends agree to learn a 
little more about these people and approach within shouting distance. Londo opens the 
hatch and asks if everything is okay. An officer calls over,
"What kind of boat is this? I've never seen anything like it before. We have suffered quite a 
lot of damage from a big tidal wave, now everything is being repaired in a hurry because the 
drive motors have also been damaged. But who are you?"
"We are a delegation of the spiritual population from Europe returning from a mission," 
Londo replies, "And what population is on board with you?
The officer answers,
"On board are former members of the governments of the European states. But there are 
also other floating islands such as these, where there are former big industrialists who have 
now switched to piracy.   
About three weeks ago we had a fight with the pirates, we lost many lives and our doctor 
also died in the fight. Many injured people are below deck, can you give us some medical 
help? I have heard that the spiritual population works with ancient healing methods."
Londo answers, "We also got into a fight with pirates a few weeks ago, but they couldn't hurt 
us because a monster wave saved us from you. Our crystal boat can swim and dive. So we 
escaped from the monster wave with a diving manoeuvre and survived. The pirate islands 
did not have this luck and were completely destroyed.
From Madeira, we have rescued two healers who no longer exist in their beauty, Madeira 
was divided by a volcanic eruption in two halves. The two healers will be able to help your 
wounded. After that we passed the Canary Islands which are not what they used to be. 
Numerous volcanoes connected the islands and formed a new country. By the rapid heating 
of the sea there exists the danger that in the near future some storms over the seas hunt 
and new tidal waves develop. Also the transformation into new land, there still is not finished,
therefore one can only guess what is still coming from there to us. If we can trust you, we will
come aboard now."

On the floating island

The port gate of the island opens and the crystal boat goes into the port. Terran-Cordo and 
his friends leave the crystal boat and go to the deck of the island. The small group and the 
crystal boat are admired by the crew. Terran-Cordo speaks to the crew," Well we will help 
you to get your island afloat again. But there is one thing you have to keep in mind, our boat 
is taboo and cannot be entered. It's not possible to get in, so don't try to get in with tools.
Mary, Rosita, if you are ready to help the wounded, begin now."
Terran Cordo turns to the officer and says to him, "My name is Terran Cordo and my friend 
here is Terran Londo. But you can address us with the names Cordo and Londo. Now show 
us the damage to the engines and explain everything worth knowing about the speed and 
manoeuvrability of this ship".
The officer also introduces himself,



"My name is Archibald Cunningham and I am the first officer of this ship. But call me 
Archibald, on my officer title I give nothing. Now we go to the engine room. Despite its mass 
per hour, this ship can cover 100 nautical miles when all engines are running. But 
unfortunately, we no longer have enough combustible raw materials, so we can only 25 
nautical miles an hour. There are about 1200 former members of the government and ex-
minister on board."
Arriving in the engine room you can see
Terran-Cordo starts the machines and speaks to Archibald after a while.
"I would have an idea how to get all the machines running.
Archibald if you want to trust us, let us spend an hour alone with the machines. We don't 
need your technicians here. Meanwhile, you gather the population of the ship in the largest 
hall and call a conference that we will hold together later."
Archibald nods in agreement and goes out with his technicians.
When Terran-Cordo and Terran-Londo are alone, they ask their inner masters to materialize.
Cordo then speaks to the masters,
<<Can we connect the Atlantic energy of our boats, with the engines of the ship ? If so, we 
should consider it as soon as possible. I also intend to propose a treaty of alliance to the 
people afterwards, if they are willing to recognise our spiritual order as the new order. 
Certainly it would also be to the advantage of our people. Then I have the idea to rebuild this
island in such a way, that
this will become an underwater city anchored to the lake floor and from there will become 
algae and underwater farms for breeding fish and planting underwater food in the future. 
What do you mean my brothers?
The Atlantic Masters answer,
<<The energy transfer from the crystal boat to the engine room, will surely be the easiest 
and fastest way to get from here to safety as quickly as possible. We also welcome an 
alliance with the population. And a conversion to an underwater city off your coast is also 
feasible with Atlantic technology.
We will start immediately with the energy transfer, since our crystal boat is in the harbour, it 
can connect from there, with the whole ship and the engine room. The energy crystals 
support the strength of the energies.>>
The Atlantic Masters dematerialize themselves again and connect with the machines and 
their crystal boat. The engines of the ship start. Terran-Cordo and Terran-Londo go back on 
deck, where Archibald is already radiating joy towards you.
"Heaven, the machines are already running, then we can pick up speed again. Where can 
we take you to thank you? "he shouts.
Terran-Cordo answers,
"On the coast of the Swiss Alps, south of Lake Constance, is the new home of six million 
survivors."
Archibald goes to the helm and instructs his helmsman to set course for the Swiss Alps.
The two healers Maria and Rosita and their children, who are also familiar with the art of 
healing, have meanwhile taken care of the injured and come back. Now Archibald takes the 
chosen ones to the on-board casino, where they have already been the residents wait 
discussing.
Archibald, Terran-Cordo and Terran-Londo enter a podium to speak to the population.
Archibald begins to talk,
"Dear friends, fellow citizens and survivors escaped the catastrophes, our island is 
seaworthy again. All our engines are running and for the first time we do one hundred 



nautical miles per hour. In about 5 hours we will reach the coast of the Swiss Alps and 
hopefully be safe. How our guests managed this is a mystery to me. The injured were 
treated with care by the healers and already feel more comfortable. Now I hand over the 
word to Terran-Cordo and Terran-Londo."
Some voices of applause become loud, but because the others do not join in, it becomes 
quiet again in the hall.
Terran-Londo steps up to the microphone and looks into the hall. "My name is Terran-Londo,
I was born thirty years ago.
born in London in the last few years. Because the former metropolis of London was 
destroyed by the tidal waves, I discarded my old name and chose this name. Terran is of 
Atlantic origin and means Protector of the Earth and Londo is my homage to my hometown."
Terran-Cordo also introduces itself, "I am Terran-Cordo, I was born thirty years ago in a 
province near Cordoba. Also this city does not exist any more because the surrounding 
countryside in the province became barren by drought and for the population the life in this 
once beautiful city became inhospitable. That is why I have discarded my original name and 
also adopted the Atlantic name Terran and named myself Cordo in honour of Cordoba. The 
two of us are not the only ones who have discarded their old names - there are four more 
men and six more women who honour their old homeland in this way. We all realised early 
on that the climate catastrophe would take on enormous proportions and prepared ourselves
for it physically, mentally and also with our minds.
The former governments have again and again, engaged themselves in the power games of 
the big industrialists and have been hindered by them in a people-oriented, humane policy. 
Money and wealth had become the power factor of mankind, with it the industrial 
construction of an economically successful country was promoted, people had jobs, but at 
the expense of the earth.
The earth is our mother, and it was mercilessly exploited, polluted and betrayed in favour of 
money, wealth and power.
When the earth and nature began to defend themselves, only a few thousand people fell 
victim to the catastrophes, but the industrialists still saw no reason to rethink their 
responsibility towards nature, the earth.  
They continued to act and administer as before. Then came ever stronger and more 
powerful catastrophes, which flooded whole regions in the former coastal areas with tidal 
waves, and the lives of many people were ended. A few million people began to take an 
interest in spiritual ways of life shortly before the great catastrophes and found their harmony
with nature again. Since the Mentally conscious people who respected nature could prepare 
themselves better for the catastrophes and survived. To the place where we will arrive in a 
few hours unless more incidents happen, six million people are waiting for us to build 
together a new order, a new consciousness and a new world. Fifty million survivors are 
waiting for us across Europe."
Cordo takes a break and lets his words affect the people in the room. Some of the people in 
the room have tears in their eyes or are sitting in their seats, knowing that their former 
policies are to blame for the arrogance of the earth.
Terran-Londo now takes the floor,
"But the surviving people will forgive you if you are ready to build together with the spiritual 
world a new future on earth, in the sense of nature and for the protection of nature. That is 
why we have decided to forgive all of you here for the past. To build the new future together, 
we want to propose an alliance to you. You shall anchor off our coast, with this floating 
island, together we shall transform this island into a submarine city with Atlantic technology 



and anchor it on the seabed. There, underwater farms and breeding stations will breed plant 
life, other seafood and fish for food and the preservation of nature. I just deliberately said 
Atlantic Technology, which at the moment the engines that bring us closer to our goal are 
powered by Atlantic energy and we are in direct contact with the Atlans. The Atlantians in 
ancient times were technically and mentally highly developed. Other peoples at that time 
were envious of Atlantean technology and saw it as a great power and wanted to have it. But
the Atlantians were a peaceful people and did not want their technology to be misused for 
warlike purposes. In an undersea cave system they hid their technologies and they 
themselves went into another dimension. In the centuries that followed, they sent observers 
to Earth to see if humanity was ready for paradise. In the last century, you saw what humans
did to the planet, but you also saw people who found their way back to nature and planted 
the
spiritual seed. Until today the spiritual people have developed so far that the Atlantians saw 
the time to familiarize us with their technology. Then, through a dream, we were told that we 
might go on a spiritual journey into the dimension of the Atlantians. Other spiritual leaders 
were also called into the dimension of the Atlantians, such as the Dalai Lama and many 
others. We will be your teachers if you want to bring yourself closer to spiritual being, 
perhaps one day you will be ready to travel to the other dimension and experience the 
magnificent paradise of the Atlantians. We will now go on deck to see where we are. You 
now have the opportunity to consult with us on whether you want to I don't think you want to 
agree to this alliance.
Please make the consultation as short as possible, not as known from the past of your long 
debates. One more thing we want to tell you, the final catastrophe was not yet here, but it 
will come and other still existing governments will most likely take care of it through their 
actions. I have just received a message about our Atlantic connection to China. The 
American industrialists and their private armies have launched an attack on China trying to 
bring this country to its knees, throwing bombs at those who hurt the earth again. China will 
surely strike back soon, but so will Earth.
If you want to help them, then you go to your death and you will not get our help for a 
peaceful new life. So think about how your future should look like.
Maybe you also have radio stations or radios on board that will confirm this message to 
you."
At this moment a radio operator comes running into the hall and calls,
"These lunatics, the U.S. is attacking China, many bombs have already been dropped. 
Shortly after that there was an earthquake and a seaquake right after. A monster wave three
hundred meters high rolls over the globe and rolls everything down. That's the end" and runs
out again.
The two friends Londo and Cordo leave the casino, go on deck and see the Swiss 
mountains appear in the distance.

The Alliance

Archibald is the first to speak again, because everyone is looking at him anyway.
"Well, then we do the following, everyone takes a piece of paper and writes his choice on it, 
alliance or no alliance, no more. You can save yourselves debates and we don't have time 
for it either and as the past has shown, your debates have seldom brought in anything 
sensible. So write down your election. I also write down my choice and put the note in this 



champagne bucket here. I need ten people to help me evaluate the election. Papers are 
brought here, a lively murmur sounds in the hall. All those present wrote their votes and put 
their papers in the jar. Ten former ministers count the election results. While counting, most 
wait eagerly and silently for the result only some discuss with each other.
"Atlantic energy hah, such a nonsense, they should prove to me first of all that such a thing 
exists" says a somewhat elderly gentleman in the finest English to his neighbour.
The neighbour answers,
"You don't want to believe it? I have been doing a lot of things in the past years and I think 
this theory about Atlantis is possible. Sometimes I get the impression that our previous way 
of doing politics doesn't fit into this world, but that like a museum piece belongs in the 
archives."
Archibald gives the sign that the votes have been counted and wants to read out the result.
"Ladies and gentlemen, I will now begin by announcing the election results. Total number of 
voters 1299 for alliance 1111, against alliance 188, so the majority has approved the 
alliance."
At this moment the elect come into the hall. Londo calls into the hall,
"A monster wave rushes toward us at a height of about 100 meters. It will be here in less 
than an hour. But the island is now moving towards a fjord protected by two high rock 
massifs, yet we'll be shaken a bit."
Archibald comes to him and tells him the result.
"We thank you for your decision to put reason before reason. We now drive into the gorge 
and soon we will have reached our goal, put on life jackets for safety. I don't know yet how 
the wave will continue."
15 minutes later the floating island has entered the fjord. The big wave thunders against the 
mountain that protects it and breaks the wave apart. The wave's runners continue to race, 
but not as high as the previous one. A wave with a height of about 20 meters follows the 
island up and throws it to the shore. The population and the crew get away with a fright. On 
land Terran-Cordo and Terran-Londo see some of their brothers and sisters standing.

 Chapter 2

When Cordo and Londo started from the centre of Germany, they left a strong and 
courageous community behind. The aim of this community was to reach the Swiss Alps and 
find suitable mountains south of Lake Constance to build the new metropolis.

The caravan of rafts

The trek into the Swiss mountains led from the heights of the Hunsrück with hundreds of 
rafts, rescued motorboats and abandoned barges drifting on the water. At the beginning of 
their trek, there were few who trusted the chosen ones. 150,000 people set out on the 
journey. But many more followed on their journey. On the first day after the departure the 
chosen ones passed several mountain islands, on all of them they found survivors. The 
mentors ask you if you want to come with them or starve on the barren hills. The barges 
became fuller and fuller and more and more new rafts followed. The barges and the 
motorboats drove ahead and connected by ropes they pulled the rafts slowly behind them. 



With every kilometre the caravan grew. Between the sunken and flooded cities of the former 
Main metropolises and the Black Forest heights more than 4 million people join the trek. 
Rafts and boats also come from more distant eastern areas. When you reach Lake 
Constance there are 6 million people in the raft. After two more days they see the  
Foothills of the Swiss Alps and thus a dry, solid country. The rafts of the people moor there. 
The mentors lead the people up into the mountains. They set up camp in a vast high valley. 
The mentors climb a rock and overlook the valley with its many people. Elektra-Athena steps
forward and spreads her arms apart to show that she wants to give a speech. The people 
look up and become silent, they crowd under the rocks and listen to the words the mentor 
has to say.
"Dear people, dear survivors of the catastrophes that have struck us, dear mothers, fathers 
and children, who, like all of us, have lost many relatives and friends.
Since I am the mentor Elektra-Athena, connected with the energies of the Atlantic Masters, it
is my task, as well as the other mentors who stand here, to build a new future for you here 
and the people who are still out there somewhere in the world waiting for salvation.
Here in this high valley with the four mountain peaks the new city with the name Europe-City 
will develop. It is a huge task that we have to face, but we are many people and if we all stick
together as a community and forget everything old and past, this will be your new paradise. 
With our courage, our strength, our will and the help of the Atlantic champion we will reach 
our goal.
Each one of you once learned a profession, but here we need people for food cultivation first
and foremost, because the millions of people who stand here in front of me, you will all soon 
get hungry.
Therefore we first need collectors of fruits and berries, we need people who can cultivate a 
field, even former hobby gardeners are needed for this. Many of you have come a long way 
on the spiritual path, perhaps be herbs and medicinal herbs experts, fishermen and hunters. 
Lead your groups wisely and collect so that you can still collect later. At your side are the 
mentors Terran-Germanius and Elektra-Britania. Anyone who can and would like to cultivate 
a field with a hoe and shovel, now go with the two mentors to the foot of the mountain back 
there."
And points to the mountain in the east. Terran-Germanius and Elektra-Britania go to this 
mountain and the people who feel addressed follow. Elektra-Athena continues with the 
speech.
"Now we also need people who can and want to participate in the construction of the new 
city, for this we need craftsmen, bricklayers, carpenters, roofers, carpenters,
Glaziers, carpenters, engineers and architects. The mentors Terran-Iberius and Terran-
Cordo are at your side, but Terran-Iberius will be alone until the return of Terran-Cordo´s 
Mission. You'll gather on the mountain south of here. Other areas we need include food 
craftsmen such as bakers, cattle breeders, butchers, and cooks. You will also be under the 
direction of Terran-Germanius and Elektra-Britania and will help until the first food can be 
processed. Those who once worked in the field of security, as soldiers, police, fire brigade 
and Terran-Lisboa are under my leadership. You will be needed for defensive measures, 
tracing services and organizational tasks. Finally, the other professions, such as commercial 
and all other unimportant professions, are free to choose which group you want to help, what
you think you can do best".

The construction of the first city   



The approximately six million people, each with their mentors, form a dedicated community 
for the fulfillment of their task. All these people are aware that it will take a long time until a 
normal life will be restored, but many of them are also of the opinion that they don't want to 
have their old way of life back.

Under Elektra-Athena and Terran-Lisboa a protection force will be formed to explore the 
surrounding area. Possible localities, villages and farms in the neighbourhood are to be 
visited and trade relations established. Since money and currencies have become almost 
worthless due to the demise of the financial metropolises, future trade will be based on 
goods against goods or goods against services. The possibility of material enrichment is 
virtually excluded. The Schutztruppe consists of 25,000 people who will not only be available
to protect the Swiss farms and villages, but will also be used to warn of bad weather, check 
the sea level in the surrounding area for further refugees and as coast guards. Elektra-
Athena, together with part of her troops, will take over the fair distribution of food. Terran-
Lisboa and his troops take over the tasks of the other protected areas.

Initially under the direction of Terran-Iberius, housing construction and urban development 
are initiated. He moves with some people through surrounding villages to find sources for 
suppliers. Equipment for cave construction and earthworks is needed. The Swiss population 
is friendly and agrees to accept services and goods in barter. In addition, the residents of the
villages ask themselves where and how the six million want to live without destroying the last
remnants of nature.

Terran-Iberius and his Atlantic Inner Master named Rhao study the Four Mountains. Rhao 
analyses the composition of the mountains and determines that the mineral content of the 
rock is optimal for the construction project. <<Go to the next village, there's a glass factory 
and I'll visualize the construction plans for your town. Let there produce these glass tubes 
and glass domes.>> informs Rhan.
Terran-Iberius records the visualized plans and pictures and enters the village.
"God's blessing, light and love the Lord, are you the owner of this glass factory" asks Iberius.
The one mentioned answers,
"My name is Alfons Schlatter, my sons have disappeared since they tried to save people 
from the first tidal waves in the lowlands. Therefore I am alone, with my wife. For months 
now I have been unable to get electricity because many large power stations have gone 
under or others are charging monstrous prices for energy in the form of food and water".    

 

Terran-Iberius replies, "Well, first look at these plans and see what we need, then I'll explain 
what we're going to do".
Alfons looks at the plans and ponders them for a while. Suddenly he looks up and says 
grinning,
"At last a task again, a challenge to build something grandiose. But how do we do that with 
energy? And how many tubes of this size do you need?" Terran-Iberius brings out the 
second plan and answers, "Look at this plan too. We need a few thousand tubes and a few 
hundred glass domes of this size and eight glass domes of this size" and Alfons shows the 
dome pictures.



"If you need people to help you with that, you can you pick some in our camp, we'll do the 
electricity with Atlantic energy."
Alfons replies, "I enjoy you, what should I pay a few hundred employees with? Since the 
collapse of the world economy we have been plunging back into the Stone Age. Hm, as far 
as these domes are concerned, it's a bit more difficult, you need a specialist for that. I have a
friend, Alberto Racuzzi in Italy, who can make such domes. Jesus, if I could call him, but I 
can't even call him anymore."
Terran-Iberius has a solution and asks Alfons for a photo of his friend.
Terran-Iberius receives a photo of Alberto Racuzzi and closes his eyes and tries to contact 
Alberto through telepathy. He sends him his streams of thoughts and the inner call to come 
here.

Alberto Racuzzi, in the Italian Alps, thinks he is dreaming when he hears a voice in his head 
calling out to him to come urgently to the place where his friend Alfons Schlatter lives and 
works, who needs his help.
Alberto Racuzzi thinks that if Alfons needs help, I will leave immediately. Since he also has a
spiritual disposition, otherwise the thoughts of Terran-Iberius would hardly have come 
through to him, he thinks that everything in life has a meaning. Alberto Racuzzi goes into his 
garage and looks if the carriage is still usable and gets it out, he does not own a car. Then 
he pulls his horse from the paddock and bridles it in. He says, "Come on, Rosetta we're 
going to Alfons in Switzerland, he needs our help". He packs all his tools and sets off on the 
two hundred kilometre journey.  

Terran-Iberius opens his eyes again and says to Alfons," your friend Alberto has received 
my message and he is already on his way here with his Rosetta and the carriage. He'll be 
here in about a week."
Alfons is not surprised and asks, "Am I dreaming all this or am I crazy? Are you a spiritual 
master?
Terran-Iberius nods and smiles and answers with his thoughts
<<I have the feeling that you are also spiritually inclined and that you can understand my 
thoughts Alfons.>>
Alfons nods and first sits down on a stool.
"Yes, I have been on the spiritual path for a long time and I am happy that you are finally 
here, the chosen ones. I and many friends of mine have believed in a prophecy, now it has 
entered and I am happy that I may still experience it.
He has tears of joy in his eyes. At this moment his wife Henrietta comes to the
production hall and asks Alfons,
"Alfons, why are you crying and who is this stranger? Alfons looks up at his wife and still 
smiles blissfully and answers, "The prophecy has come to us in this valley, the chosen ones 
are here. This is one of the chosen ones, his name is Terran-Iberius, as the prophecy once 
predicted".
Henriette looks skeptical, because she has never actually been She believed in prophecy, 
yet out of love for her husband, she went through the spiritual evenings with her friends and 
a little bit of her husband's spiritual work also left its mark on her.

Terran-Iberius therefore addresses both with his thoughts,
<< Henriette, Alfons is coming to our camp with us. There you can choose the right people 
who are suitable for the production.



Terran-Iberius, Alfons and his wife Henriette are on their way to the camp. There he calls his
people together and introduces Alfons and his wife, "This is Alfons, the glassmaker and his 
wife Henriette. We need many glass tubes and domes for the new city.
Next week there will be a master glassmaker from Italy who will build the domes. First we 
need 100 people who have already worked on a blast furnace. So anyone who has ever 
worked in a glassworks or in a metal foundry should contact us. About two hundred people 
contacted us, including two master glassblowers. Terran-Iberius turns again to Alfons and 
gives him a note with a recipe, "the Alfons is a special recipe for Atlantic glass. This glass 
has the advantage that it cannot be destroyed by pressure, bullets or other things, so it is 
absolutely indestructible.
Terran-Iberius says, "Down at the bay there are many more
useful rafts we used to get here. Take this wood for the mould construction and protect the 
forests.
Alfons gathers his helpers around him and takes them to his glassworks to build the moulds. 
Terran Iberius is visibly satisfied with the result and now turns to the next steps.
With his helpers he goes to the mountain you want to work on in the next weeks and 
months. He instructs his people to drill round holes horizontally into the foot of the mountain, 
three metres in diameter and four metres deep. Each of the holes is drilled at a distance of 
20 meters at the same height and shape. As a second step, vertical holes will be drilled 
exactly opposite the boreholes at a distance of 50 meters, which will be used for the city's 
supports. The excavation from the mountain will be brought to the glazier's by another troop,
as the rock is very rich in minerals and has the best conditions for the production of glass. 
Since the work will be very difficult at first, but there will be enough construction workers 
available, the shifts are set at 4 hours.  Each team has an engineer as site manager so that 
everything is as accurate as possible.
The first group starts work and Terran-Iberius also works hard.

Terran-Germanius and Elektra-Britania see their task in immediately initiating the cultivation 
of food crops and initially looked for a site with fertile soil on the slopes and in the high 
valleys. Another small department, under the leadership of a herb witch, was commissioned 
to develop edible forest and crops and root vegetables. A hunter was ordered to kill game, 
but with the condition to kill only so much that the cycle of nature is not disturbed or comes 
to a standstill.
When the two had examined the area and were sure which crops could be planted, 
gardeners and farmers were entrusted with this task. Mills and bakeries were built on the 
edge of the fields.
Since the many people would soon demand food regularly, spiritual and Atlantic energies 
are used as growth accelerators.
Fruit trees are grown in another nursery.
For Elektra-Kolon and her group, water procurement and well construction are their tasks. 
Water reserves for drinking water were established near the field and supply lines to the 
construction sites were laid. Near the shore they built a plant for seawater desalination.

In the glassworks



Alfons and his helpers prepare the forms from the wood of the rafts. So that the moulds do 
not burn when pouring the liquid glass, they are given a layer of fired clay.
In front of the glassworks, the first mineral stones are already piling up so that Alfons can 
prepare the first mixture according to the Atlantic recipe. After a few hours the first tube is 
finished and Alfons has Terran-Iberius tell him about it. When he arrives to examine the first 
tube, he speaks,
"Let's see if the procurement of the tube is so good it can withstand all hazards."
He takes a rock in both hands, the present helpers and Alfons hold their breath and he 
throws the rock with all his might against the tube. The rock crumbles into thousands of 
splinters, the glass is stronger and harder.
Alfons says, "Heaven the glass is harder than metal, then we can also make bolts and 
screws out of the material".
"The glass is perfect, as soon as the first ten tubes are finished, we want to start building the
city," Terran-Iberius replies and asks, "How many tubes can you pour per day?
"Hm, just think, we've made 5 moulds, we'll probably be able to cast 3-5 times a day, that's 
15 to 25 pieces a day and 50 to 100 screws and bolts."
"Do you know anyone who produces ropes?" asks Terran-Iberius.
Alfons answers, "Oh yes two friends of mine have
one here in the village and one in a village, a little further away from here. Both are also 
spiritual friends of mine. I bring you to them and introduce you to each other."
The two go to the rope factory in the village. There you not only meet the local rope maker. 
Georg but also his colleague Kuno from the other village.
"Good day Georg, good day Kuno, that you both are there, that saves us a way. May I 
introduce Terran-Iberius who is one of the twelve chosen ones from the prophecy. He and 
his brothers are building a city of glass up in the mountains and I'm building the glass tubes 
for it. The builders of the city need many ropes for storage and protection from you. The two 
rope manufacturers answer together," Servus Alfons, "we have already heard about it, here 
nothing remains hidden as you can imagine" and to Terran-Iberius you say,
"Welcome Mr. Iberius, how many meters of rope do you need?"
Terran-Iberius answers, "Please just say Iberius to me without Lord and we spiritual people 
are all brothers so you say to me. We need many thousands of meters of ropes and also 
strong holding ropes for securing and storing the glass tubes.
Georg frows his forehead and thinks," Hm I still have about 1000 meters of rope in stock, for 
10000 meters of material for production. You can take the 1000 meters directly with you. 
Only what I still need are some employees and energy for the production." Kuno says "I 
currently have 20000 meters of rope in stock and material for 100000 meters of rope and I 
have the same problem as Georg, I will fetch my material tomorrow and then we both 
produce here together".
Terran-Iberius replied, "Well then we are in agreement,
come with us to our camp, there you will get everything you need helpers and materials and 
energy. The two rope makers Georg and Kuno, Terran-Iberius accompany Alfons back to 
the glazier.
Once there, a newcomer is waiting for Alfons. Alberto from Italy has arrived. Alfons shouts 
excitedly, "Alberto, what a joy to see you again, this is the man who called you on the mental
path with telepathy, Terran-Iberius. We're building a glass city here, and besides the pipes I 
make, we need someone who can make dome roofs."
Alberto replies, "I thought something like this would happen, which I was called to mentally. 
Well then there is a lot of work on the agenda. I'll go with you to the production immediately 



and look at the plans, come Alfons, we still have so much to tell each other since we were 
last together. Where are your wife Henriette and your sons Marcel and Peter?"

Alfons looks sad and answers," Marcel and Peter are missing, but I feel that they are still 
alive, they are somewhere out there on an island and have no chance to come back. 
Henriette is upstairs in the house.
"Oh Scusi, my old friend, I'm truly sorry, but either they find a way home or the way finds 
them. You'll see, at some point, they'll be standing outside the door."

Terran-Iberius and the two rope makers Georg and Kuno have arrived at the camp in the 
meantime. There they choose the best craftsmen and go with them to the rope factory in the 
village, Kuno continues to drive around his materials. and wants to come back the day after 
tomorrow.

A few days later, the first glass tubes arrive at the construction site and construction of the 
city's basic scaffolding begins. A road is being built along the mountain, which will have to 
wait a few weeks for transport as long as the energy of the Atlantic Masters is radiating.
Four weeks later, the city's basic structure is ready. Further glass tubes are installed, glass 
platforms are created on which the first domed buildings are to be erected. From the first 
platform, corridors are carved and drilled into the mountain and connect the domes with 
each other. The corridors in the mountain will be star-shaped. During the drilling work the 
workers come across a natural cave in the middle of the mountain, through the light which 
penetrates through the corridors the cave hall glistens in a fairytale glitter. Crystals on the 
walls enchant the light and the mentors decide to build a temple here. They call it the 
Temple of the Earth. The chosen ones kneel at the sight of beauty and thank Mother Earth 
for this gift. They decide to hold a holiday for the coming day and give the many people a 
day of prayer in the beauty of this place.

Joshua's Adventure

The next day the people stream into the crystal cave and sit down there deeply moved by 
the beauty of the natural hall and pray to Mother Earth. They all feel the energy of the earth, 
the love and beauty of the mountain. A woman detaches herself from the crowd, goes to a 
high place in the hall that looks like an altar and kneels down there and tunes in.
an old shamanic song she sings with soft tones. The gentle power of her singing makes 
people feel that she should be the first priestess of the temple.

Message from the Wind

We are Sisters and Brothers of the Sun,
we are children of the Earth.
Our Journey in the New Live has began.
Hey-jaho-jaho, Hey-jaho-jaho,



natawahee yanawatuu natawahee.

We are Sisters and Brothers of the Sun,
we are children of the Earth.
And the wind say to me,
love these World and any Live.
Hey-jaho-jaho,Hey-jaho-jaho
natawahee yanawatuu natawahee.

We are Sisters and Brothers of the Sun,
we are children of the Earth.
Living in happyness is our way,
love the Earth is our prayer.
Hey-jaho-jaho, Hey-jaho-jaho
natawahee yanawatuu natawahee.
We are Sisters and Brothers of the Sun,
we are children of the Earth.
The nature of Gaia
have a place in my Hearth.
Hey-jaho-jaho, Hey-jaho-jaho,
natawahee yanawatuu natawahee.
(This song was written by the author in 2009 during a shamanic retreat)

In a distant corner of the hall, an 8-year-old boy sits, curiously exploring the cave wall, 
finding a passage that seems to lead on. His mother doesn't notice that he crawls into it, 
because the singing shaman attracts her attention.
The boy is in an exploratory urge and explores the cave passage. The passage through 
which he moves is just enough for his height, an adult can't get through here. At the end of 
the passage, he discovers a new cave, a flashlight he has with him, lights up the small cave. 
A waterfall rises in the wall in front of him and gushes into a small lake at his feet. A stream 
at the end of the small lake disappears under the rocks in the mountain. He has a great 
desire to stand under the waterfall and takes off his clothes. The water is very cold but 
refreshing like never before. He places himself under the waterfall, after which he has got 
used to the temperature of the water in the lake to some extent. He discovers another 
passage behind the waterfall which leads him to another cave. Through this passage he can 
walk upright. When he arrives in the next cave he sees that it is made of pure gold and feels 
that this cave is a bit different, here it is warm in contrast to the front caves. It seems to be 
an unknown energy behind the wall of gold. He strokes the gold with his hands and feels the 
pleasant warmth.
He sits down on a block on the wall and starts to think about what to do next.
He thinks, << When the adults hear about the gold, they will be grabbed again by their greed
for wealth and the misery of mankind of rich and poor starts all over again. I think I should 
only tell the mentors and the Atlantic Masters. But I will tell everyone about the waterfall. And
how good that I always carry a bottle with me. I'll fill it right away to bring something to drink 
to the parents and brothers and sisters. >>
He nods to himself and walks back through the waterfall. He drinks a strong sip of the water 
and feels a tremendous energy and clarity in the water. He fills his bottle with the water and 



gets dressed again and makes his way back to the temple.
In the meantime his mother has noticed his absence and is very worried, also other people 
who know the boy are looking for him.
A few minutes later he comes crawling out of the wall. His mother and the other people 
standing or sitting nearby notice him and shout,
"There he comes out of the wall. Has probably played discoverer" and laugh encouragingly 
to the mother. The shaman and the mentors have noticed the incident and come to the place
where the worried parents stand. The mother calls out admonishingly,
"Joshua, you can't just go around saying nothing you're too young for that."  
"But mother, I am already tall and eight years old, I have brought you something from the 
place I have discovered.
"What have you brought me?" the mother asks.
"The most delicious water I've ever drunk, here try a sip." Joshua replies and gives the bottle
to his mother. The mother drinks from the water and passes the bottle on, by chance to the 
shaman who then also drinks a sip of water. Then the shaman says, "Joshua, this water is 
holy water and tastes better than any other water I have ever drunk.
Since you are the discoverer of the spring, I appoint you guardian of the spring and elevate 
you to the priesthood.
Joshua blushes easily and feels honored like never before. His mother no longer looks so 
strict and is visibly proud of her great boy and the honor he receives for his discovery. The 
shaman looks into the passage leading to the cave of holy water and finds that the task she 
has given Joshua cannot be taken over by an adult.
"Now Joshua, I am floating feather, the priestess of this temple, you are now appointed 
priest of the holy water and I feel that you will perform this office with dignity. Whenever 
there is prayer here in the great cave, you can pass the holy water to the praying people. 
Since many people will come here to pray, you will not be able to supply everyone with water
alone, so look for more children, your age and your height to help you. These children will 
also be appointed priests of the Holy Water, and as you grow, the priesthood will be passed 
on to subsequent generations of children. Now choose the children whom you will appoint 
for this office," says the floating feather and priestess of the Temple of the Earth.
Joshua nods and seeks his friends as well as other boys and girls of the same age. Some of 
the children come into Joshua's field of vision by themselves, others hide shyly. But Joshua 
doesn't choose those who want to draw attention to themselves, but he consciously chooses
those who want to hide or who don't want to stand out. Humility and humility are the 
strengths of a priest. Not profiling and the urge for recognition. When he chose those he 
liked, a boy asked him, "Why don't you take Joshua from us too, we are your friends after 
all?
Joshua answers," "Yes, you are my friends, like the other children, but you made the 
mistake that you emphasized yourselves and the other children did not. The children who 
want to remain humble and not to distinguish themselves are the right friends and deserve 
the status of priests of holy water. Humility and humility are the most sacred rules of a priest.
If you had waited until I had found you, you would have fallen into my selection."
The shaman applauds Joshua's statement and Joshua's mother, is very proud of his speech 
and already suspects that he will become a great spiritual leader.
The mentors now approach and visibly say moved by Joshua's speech to Him," Joshua, "for 
your age you are a very wise man and we agree with your speech, you have chosen right, 
now you have chosen your helpers, so we will raise these children also to the holy state of 
priesthood." And now to you three, you have believed that when you push yourselves 



forward, you are immediately chosen by your friend, who was not so, you must not bear him 
down, he will continue to be your friend. So that you are not completely disappointed, we will
assign you three another task. We'll appoint you three guardians of the coast, your task is to 
report tidal waves, uninvited guests like the floating islands, collect flotsam on the beaches, 
and whatever other adventures you may have. We think this will be a task for your heart. If 
you three always stand together and like once the three musketeers want to act according to
the motto <all for one and one for all>, you will come also into the favour of other tasks, in 
the future. Now our question you want to become the guardians of the coast so answer with 
yes".
The three boys are thrilled, because in the long run a water pouring would not have been 
exciting enough for you and they agree to the order. The leader of the three answers," Yes, 
that is something for us, I think the priesthood in the temple,
would have become too boring for us in the long run and we respect Joshua's decision."

Meanwhile it is evening and the people go back to the camp to be fit again for the work that 
is still waiting for them. Joshua says to his mother, "Mother go home, I'll be there soon, I 
have something important to do." He gives a sign to the shaman and one of the mentors to 
wait. When all the people have left the cave, Joshua places himself to the mentors and the 
shamaness floating feather. Joshua begins to tell about the cave,
"When I crawled into the cave through the passage, I was also obsessed with the spirit of 
adventure, when I drank the waterfall and the small lake in the second cave and the water, it 
was clear to me that I had found a wonderful treasure. I undressed there and stood under 
the waterfall with its cold sparkling water. It was like a baptism. Then I saw behind the water 
curtain another passage, which I could walk upright along, it is about 25m long and leads 
into a small warm cave. In this cave there is a very strong energy that I could feel and now 
comes the point why I wanted to be alone with you chosen ones and the floating feather. 
The last rear cave is made of pure grown gold and at that moment I realized why I found this
cave. If another child like the three I didn't choose had crawled into the cave, we would have 
6 million crazy people out there with gold fever. And all good intentions for a peaceful future 
without hatred, envy, murder, and manslaughter would have been destroyed.
About this picture I have already been in the cave, with the gold in the clear. I am only 8 
years old and Life is still ahead of me, but my talk will certainly seem to you like the talk of an
old and wise man. I can't think otherwise and I don't want any more evil to come over the 
people out there. Therefore I would like to ask one of the Atlantic Masters who are in you 
and are connected with you to go back to the cave with me. I believe that one of The 
Masters can analyze the energy that is there in the Gold Cave better than I can, and after 
that it would be good if the cave were sealed energetically so that none of the children who 
belong to my priesthood would get lost and talk themselves away at home.
When Joshua ends his speech and makes his words seem silent, he feels a calm in himself 
and a certainty that the mentors understand him and his actions. After a while of silence, 
Elektra-Athena begins with an answer," Joshua, "you are really wise, even wiser than we 
are. I believe that one day you will be one of the greatest leaders of this country. You have 
made the best and only decision. A gold fever would have been the final downfall of 
mankind, so Mother Earth has given you this honor. She has great faith in you and really 
knows what your future task will be. That is why we also have great trust in you. You are not 
only a priest of the holy water, you have earned the title of the high priest of the holy water." 
The other mentors nod in agreement and bow before Joshua. The inner masters detach 
themselves from the bodies of the mentors and materialize before Joshua. They also bow 



before Joshua and speak to Him spiritually, and the mentors and floating feather hear the 
words of the Atlantic Masters also with their spirit.
<<Joshua we bow before you, you are really wise and can understand your worries very 
well. We see in you a real master, even if you are still young.
Therefore we will give you something special, Atsaniel and the Old Atlantic Masters we call 
you, give us the strength and the energy to raise these young wise men to the honor of the 
Atlanteans, give us the strength to equip them with all Atlantic abilities, give us the strength 
to share our knowledge with them.
The Blue Light emerges from nowhere, and Atsaniel and the Old Masters appear in this light.
<<Joshua are you ready to receive the honor of Atlantis with your soul and spirit, are you 
ready to carry this honor always and indelibly in your heart, are you ready to live forever, are 
you ready to become a new race of Atlantis on earth?>>
Joshua runs it hot and cold down his back but he appreciates this honor and he also knows 
that he was born under a special star so he answers
<<Yes I am ready to immortalize the dignity and honor of Atlantis for the future in my heart, 
mind, and soul. I am ready to live forever if humanity can survive through it. I am ready to 
become the foundation stone for a new Atlantis on earth.>>
The Old Masters and Atsaniel speak further
<<So be it Joshua of Atlantis, priest of the Atlantic Order and Honorary Master of the Atlantic
Energy, receive the power of Atlantis.>>
From the blue light field a blue lightning beam emerges and envelops Joshua in this light. 
The Blue Light dances around Joshua and fills his aura, his spirit, his soul and his body with 
Atlantic energy.

The Blue Light fades slowly and the voices of the old masters sound again
<<Now you, Joshua of Atlantis, Atlantis' newborn son on earth, honor your earthly parents 
and honor your spiritual parents, you are now eternally connected to Atlantis, use the power 
entrusted to you wisely and honorably, learn and teach to always use your power wisely and 
do not let yourself be used. You can now go into the golden cave without having to crawl 
through the tunnel, dematerialize yourself here and there, materialize yourself again, 
examine the golden wall, feel into the mountain and if you don't know further, we are with 
you and help to find the secret of the mountain>>
Joshua concentrates and seconds later, he stands in the golden cave. He approaches the 
wall and now feels the Powerful Energy inside the mountain he feels the golden wall, 
suddenly he feels that there is a switch or sensor and presses it. As if by magic, the wall 
opens and he sees a room in front of him, with relics from ancient times, characters 
unknown at first glance, but still with his Atlantic knowledge, he knows how to understand 
the signs. It is a kind of Atlantic time-space ship, the original Atlantean or more precisely a 
time-space ship of Sirius.  Sirius and Atlantis once belonged together. Atlantis was the 
earthly colony of Sirius.

Joshua closes the room again and seals the access to the golden cave. Then he returns to 
his friends.
<<I now know what the secret of the mountain is, inside the mountain is a time spaceship 
from the planet Sirius. Sirius and Atlantis once belonged together.
Atlantis was an earthly colony of Sirius. Whether the Sirians still exist today, was not to be 
recognized in the short term. In any case, this space is in the mountain, the source of an 
inexhaustible energy and also the water which springs in the mountain is refined by this 



energy.
I will spend every day a while in this room to fathom the secret, I suspect that in due time it 
can be very useful for us and our people. But now I am tired and want to go home, tomorrow
I will see further. >>
The mentors and floating feather nod understandingly and wish Joshua a good night..Joshua
says goodbye and goes home to the tent where his parents are waiting for him. When he 
finally gets home, he goes to bed without telling anything and falls asleep immediately.

The first construction phase  
 

The next day the construction work will continue and four weeks later the first platform with 
the dome halls will be completed. In the following four weeks, the dome halls will be 
removed from the inside and made habitable.
In a way, the cupola halls resemble gigantic winter gardens. The dome halls are connected 
to each other by glass tubes that run through the ring on the outside as well as across the 
mountain.
Each cupola hall has a garden zone and a living zone. The living zone consists of three 
floors which are built in a ring around the centre of the hall. On the fourth floor is the sun 
deck and the gardens with artificial watercourses and waterfalls. Here plants of all kinds are 
planted, trees palms and bushes and kitchen gardens are planted. The plants and streams 
provide a pleasant climate inside the dome.
In the middle of the garden there is a community square where all residents of the dome can
meet. There is a playground for the children, a restaurant and sports facilities. Four tubes in 
which elevators are located transport the residents from their living levels to the gardens. On
the lowest level there is an information centre in the middle to get the latest news from the 
outside world.
Each dome offers living space for 50000 people. Ten domes will be built around the 
mountain, so that the first 500000 people can move in and have their permanent residence.
All apartments have running water and energy. Joshua and his family are honored to choose
the First Apartment themselves and they choose one of the apartments on the third floor. 
While the first inhabitants of the domes settle in, the second construction phase begins, 
which is laid out over the first dome ring.

The allies

As construction continues on the platforms, the three coast guards Mike, Andrew and Will 
set off on their first trip to the coast. Playfully they explore the landscape as explorers. As 
Mike looks at the horizon of the sea, he sees something coming towards the coast. He takes
his binoculars out of his pocket and looks into the distance. "Floating island in sight, course 
our coast" he shouts, the other two guys pause in their game and ask, "Is this real or game? 
"Mike answers and passes the binoculars on. Andrew also looks through the binoculars and 
passes it on to Will. The floating island quickly approaches and s getting bigger and bigger. 
Will also puts the binoculars on his eye and now sees even more and says," The island is 
being pursued by... Wait a minute, I think it's being followed by a monster wave, that's how it 
looks. "Impatient calls Mike," give me back let me see again." He takes the binoculars again 
and looks into the distance again, "The floating island has doubled in size in view, but so has



the wave behind them." Quick Andrew, Will runs into town and tells the mentors the arrival of
the floating island and a massive tidal wave." The two friends run as fast as they can to the 
construction site. They see one of the mentors as they pass a plantation and rush to him and
report the arrival of the floating island and the monster wave. The two boys hurry back to 
their friend. The mentor who received the message mentally notifies his brothers and sisters 
of the arrival and rushes to the coast. As he arrives at the lookout point, he sees the island 
enter the fjord to escape the wave.  Just in time before the wave hits the mountain, the 
island disappears behind it. The monster wave crashes violently against the coastal 
mountain, so strong that the children and the mentor can feel it at the top of the hill. Sprays 
spray up to them.   The mountain trembles under the force. The wave breaks into two 
smaller waves and continues its way into the fjord and other directions, although they are 
much smaller waves, but much faster due to the force of the impact. The floating island is 
caught by the wave and thrown onto the beach of the fjord. Then silence. Gradually on the 
deck of the island some movements of people come out of the dwellings and thank God that 
they are still alive.
The mentor who stands with the three guardians of the coast recognizes in the front people 
on the deck Terran-Cordo and Terran-Londo and runs towards you.
The crew throws strong ropes ashore and fastens the island to some rocky outcrops. The 
other mentors and some construction workers come down the slope.

Terran-Cordo and Terran-Londo are standing with the three boys and the mentor. They wait 
until the other mentors have arrived and then the two returnees speak." We have 
successfully accomplished our mission. We have seen and experienced a lot and we have 
saved these people on the island from the tsunami, as well as two herb witches with their 
children on Madeira, from the decline of the island by a volcanic eruption.
The inhabitants of the island have become our allies and have agreed to convert this island 
into an underwater city and then, in the depths of the sea here off the coast, build 
underwater farms for the food supply through algae farming sea plants and fish farming.
But now let's unload the crystal boat and bring the crystal balls to the city."
The people cheer and go back to the city to do their work. The islanders also get to work and
repair their island. Two days later it will repair the most serious damage. Then the 
inhabitants set off for the city and take with them all the equipment that can help with the 
construction of the city. Transporters, cranes, drilling tools and many other things are 
brought to the construction site and make life much easier for the people in Europe-City.

A week later, the second level of the dome ring is completed. Again 500000 people move 
into the new apartments. The crystal balls from Atlantis are brought into the temple of the 
earth and set in motion there for the energy supply. Later, when the Temple of Light is 
erected on top of the mountain, the crystals will be installed in a fixed place and the city will 
receive its heart.

In the Temple of the Earth

Here now the crystals stand and shimmer energetically in your colours. The purple crystal 
ball connects the mountain and the other crystals with the universal energy.



The blue crystal ball spreads its energy field over the whole mountain and its surroundings. 
All equipment that used to run on gasoline or diesel is powered by the energy of the crystals.
The green crystal ball produces further green crystals, which are later installed on the coast 
in drinking water conversion plants. The White Crystal produces the missing Red, Orange 
and Yellow Crystals, which are gradually born through it. Their energies work together for 
the mental and spiritual well-being of the people in this city.

Joshua's insights

Due to the fact that the Atlantic primeval crystals are standing in the temple of the earth and 
thus also near the secret golden chamber with the Sirian spaceship, Joshua already feels in 
the temple that the power radiating from the spaceship has become stronger. Obviously both
energies have closed a connection to each other.
Joshua enters the sealed space, opens the golden chamber again and enters the spaceship.
He examines the spaceship very carefully and finds out some things. The spaceship is not a 
flying object but a gate to the Other World, a gate to Sirius and a gate to other dimensions. 
In the middle of the room there is a cuboid with four possible sides to the north and south, 
east and west. In the cuboid on the surface there are square openings with 7 x 7 fields each.
In a shelf which is above this cuboid, 7 crystals are stored in the chakra colours. At the 
bottom on all sides of the cuboid there are small recesses which look like footsteps in the 
snow. Obviously the traveler can determine here by the gates over these footsteps and by 
putting the crystals, into which world he I want to travel. Since there are 49 fields in the 
cuboid here and four different directions are possible, Joshua assumes that for uninitiated 
users of this cuboid, in these 196 possible destinations some traps are hidden. Assuming 
that the crystals are laid exclusively in the order of the chakra colors from the root to the 
crown chakra. If the crystals are not placed arbitrarily in any particular order, the probability 
increases to over 14 million different targets to come or to plunge into nothingness. There 
are pictures on the opposite walls. When Joshua examines the pictures he comes to the 
conclusion that these pictures can be a source of information which should confuse the 
inexperienced. Joshua is curious to know what happens when he enters the foot positions 
on the cuboid. He takes the southern position and stands on the footprints. The cuboid 
begins to radiate a pulsating glow, the small shelf with the crystals descends. However, he is
careful not to remove the crystals and place them in one of the 49 fields. After a few minutes,
the shelf moves up again and the pulsating glow of the cuboid goes out. Joshua moves 
away from the place and leaves this room again.
Joshua decides to share his knowledge and discovery in the other dimension during a 
spiritual journey to the Old Masters and Atsaniel.

He goes back to the temple of the earth and sits down at the altar. He closes his eyes and 
embarks on a spiritual journey.

One thought later he is in the temple of Atlantis and goes to Atsaniel. The high priest 
Atsaniel is already waiting for him and speaks to Joshua << Be welcome Joshua of Atlantis, 
you were in the spaceship, weren't you? Joshua answers << Yes, but it is not directly a 
spaceship, but a gate that transports travellers into other worlds and dimensions and as far 
as I have found out, this cuboid is even older than your culture, but also has connections to 
Atlantis. Through a few signs I could unravel, I noticed that this gate was installed there by 



your ancestors. And your great-grandfathers came from the planet Sirius here to earth and 
then founded Atlantis as a colony.>> Atsaniel is amazed <<I knew you were very wise and 
hoped you would find the riddle of our past.>> Joshua continues << In the middle of the 
room there is a cuboid with 49 fields on the surface, on the 4 sides of the cuboid there are 
markings you can place yourself on. When you enter one of these markers, the cube will 
start to glow and a shelf will descend with 7 crystals in the colors of the chakras. But since 
there are millions of different codes possible, I didn't try out any code, because I suspect that
with so many possibilities there are also some traps hidden.
Atsaniel answers <<You did the right thing, there are traps in the system, but which codes 
are the right ones, only our ancestors know that and I'll do it… ask, come back to me 
tomorrow, then I might have an answer for you.>> Joshua wakes up from his trance and 
goes home. In the night he dreams of his experiences of the day. In his dream the seven 
crystals float in a certain formation into the boxes and bring him into the world to Sirius.  The 
next morning Joshua goes back to the temple in trance and travels with his spirit to Atlantis.
Arrived in the temple he goes to Atsaniel but he is still on a spiritual journey himself. He sits 
down near him and waits for his spiritual return. While he waits, his gaze falls on a shelf 
behind the Supreme Priest Atsaniel. In this shelf there are books, but his gaze is magically 
attracted by an inconspicuous book. On this book there are the secrets of the crystals in 
Atlantic script. The book floats towards him and opens itself.

The key of the gates is the title.
The key is the way, the crystals are the code, use the codes way, otherwise you are lost in 
infinity.
Use the code that is shown to you in thought, go into space, think of your goal and go into 
trance and you will be shown the key.
The book closes again and floats back to its place. The shelf becomes invisible and Atsaniel 
awakes from the trance. << Have you read and understood the instructions?
Joshua ?>> Joshua answers <<<Yes, I already had a dream this night, which showed me a 
code>>
<<The code that appeared in your dream is a trap, it won't get you anywhere, forget it. 
Follow the rules in the book. Wherever your journey is to go, your thoughts go first and your 
being follows them. Four footprints can be seen on the box, four people can start the journey
into the other dimension at the same time. You can not only travel into another dimension or 
other planets, but also go back in time and into the future, but be careful in the past, you 
must not change anything, because everything that has happened is predetermined and 
cannot be changed. A change can erase one's own being. I wish you much success on your 
path of knowledge.>>
Joshua answers <<thank you Master Atsaniel, but I have a question before I go. Does Sirius 
still exist the home of your ancestors?>> Atsaniel nods and says <<Ja Joshua, Sirius 
expects you already and now go, don't make Sirius wait too long.>>  
Joshua awakes from his journey and hurries into the Secret Room to experience the 
greatest adventure of his life.
Once he arrives there, he places himself on the square and goes into a trance with the 
desire to be taken to Sirius. The crystals move and float into the key position of the cuboid. 
The room fills with a bright glow, Joshua has the feeling to be lighter than a feather, flashing 
and colorful lights buzz past him. The lights will change more slowly and the light again. He 
awakes from the trance and is back in the room. Joshua opens the exit of the room and sees



the world of Sirius. Strange plants line a path that leads to a temple and lies at his feet in a 
valley. White robed creatures walk along the path to the temple. Joshua walks down the path
into the valley to the temple. On the way there he passes by a hut, there a human being is 
waiting for him who gives him a robe and says it to him << Be welcome, Joshua of Atlantis, 
dress in the robe like everyone here who wants to walk here is holy. Joshua nods and puts 
on the robe and goes full of excited expectation and yet with a relaxed ease to the gardens 
of the temple in front of it. The temple looks similar to the temple in Atlantis. In front of the 
temple there are numerous Sirians who
and spray it with essences and throw flowers at it. Then the gate of the temple opens and 
the beings show Joshua the way in.
A priestess of indescribable beauty awaits him. Like him, she is still a child, judging by her 
size and earthly comparison, for example, at his age.
She speaks to him <<Welcome Joshua of Atlantis, Son of the Earth and Chosen One, who 
restored the connection between Earth and Sirius, you came here because you were 
destined to come here. Just as on earth there are prophecies of new events, so you who 
enter this temple today are our expected prophecy. Because our two planets belong together
again, the balance of both planets is restored. To complete the prophecy, I have chosen 
Alea, the youngest priestess of Sirius, to become your wife and re-seal the sacred laws of 
both planets. Through our marriage to each other, the earth will become your home, again a 
paradise as it was in ancient times. Sirius is the sister of the earth and feels how the earth 
suffers, humiliated by people who have forgotten their purpose of being. Injured by the 
vanities you indulge in, led to infamy by a dark power that has brought our two worlds to the 
brink of destruction. For if the earth dies, Sirius dies too. Sirius and Earth are ONE, are 
brother and sister.
The mighty universe has united us and reunited us.>> Joshua quite confused, just wanting 
to say something, but now the eldest supreme priest steps forward, spreads his arms far 
apart and speaks <<I am the Supreme Priest Sirion and am pleased to let Joshua of Atlantis,
the Chosen Son of the Earth, Honorary Priest of Atlantis marry you to my granddaughter 
Alea.>>
Joshua is still slightly confused, answers and he hardly believes what he says << It is an 
honor for me, the Lovely Alea, to marry your granddaughter to reunite the two sisters Earth 
and Sirius and so neither of both planets suffers anymore. I am ready to be a part of Alea's 
life, I am ready to liberate the earth from its ulcer through our marriage, so that the Sirion 
calls to his people << Well, the ceremony can begin, connects what belongs together.
Numerous temple priestesses come into the hall and
lead Joshua into a chamber, undress and bathe him and he gets for his marriage a white 
robe in the style of Atlantis and Sirius. Joshua is brought back to the temple hall Music 
resounds, gentle spherical sounds, drums, singing bowls and glockenspiels conjure up 
soothing music. The high priest leads Alea to Joshua´s site and gives them a ribbon bearing 
the signs of Sirius and Earth.
<< In the name of Earth and our homeland Sirius, I marry you Joshua of Atlantis, with Alea 
the Princess of Sirius, you are guarded in the lap of Earth and Sirius, your souls are 
connected so that you can save the siblings Earth and Sirius. Alea and Joshua from now on 
you are united. Now travel together to Earth to begin your work. In case of trouble with those
who caused it, the unscrupulous destroyers of the earth, be sure you and your people on 
earth that one thought from both of you will suffice and the warriors of Sirius will come to 
assist your people in battle.
Now Joshua of Atlantis takes the princess Alea with her into the transporter and travels back



to Earth you will surely be missed at home too.
Alea and Joshua, accompanied by the Sirian people, set off for the transporter room, where 
he entered Sirius for the first time.
The room closes and the two go hand in hand to the cuboid and take their positions, sink 
into trance and wish to return to Earth. The crystals move back to the surface and form the 
key to Earth.
The Bright Light reappears and their journey begins. After a while they land gently in Joshua
´s world.

Homecoming

The two of them leave the cave, cross the cave of the holy water and go through the tunnel 
to the temple of the earth. When the two of them come out of the tunnel, a cry sounds, his 
mother shouts, "Joshua, where have you been? We have been very worried. Do you know 
how long you were lost? And what kind of robe are you wearing? Two weeks and without 
saying anything.
And who is the pretty little one at your side?" Joshua looks a little embarrassed, in his simple
modesty he didn't tell his mother that he was appointed honorary priest of Atlantis two weeks
ago.
In the temple there is not only his family but also many other people's friends and 
neighbours and floating feather the shaman. "Moment Mother" he says briefly and goes to 
the point where the altar of the temple is located. Alea does not leave his side and goes to 
the altar with him.
"Dear mother, dear friends and neighbours, some things have happened in the last few 
weeks that I didn't really want to talk about, but now I can and must, I can and I have to...I'd 
like to talk to you about it. When I was in the cave of holy water I discovered something else 
there. But before I didn't know what it was, I preferred to remain silent and only talked about 
it with my mentors. They were amazed at my farsightedness and found it very wise. Since 
they also could not do anything with the device, we called the priests of Atlantis.
I also told them about this thing, which radiated a lot of energy. The Atlantic Masters 
encouraged me to investigate this thing and because I had done something very honourable
in your eyes, I was appointed honorary priest of Atlantis, with all Atlantic abilities and was 
initiated into this. I am still little Joshua, but I am also Joshua of Atlantis, Honorary Priest of 
the Atlantic Order." Joshua takes a little break. But continues immediately, "Now I was able 
to explore the unknown something, since I can read through all Atlantic abilities, also the old 
writings. The unknown something turned out to be a transporter with which one can travel to 
other worlds. I travelled with the transporter to another world to find out how our earth and 
the people on it can be saved. My journey went to the planet Sirius, this planet looks like our 
earth and the people who live on it, life in a paradise like once our earth was. These people 
there know no envy or hatred, just pure love for everything that lives.
I was chosen to be an honorary priest of Atlantis and it was also my divine destiny. The 
priests and the people of Sirius had already expected me, also the Princess Alea of Sirius, 
who stands here at my side and was married in a ceremony, the two of us. We have been 
destined Sirius and his sister to reunite the earth and revive the dying earth".

When Joshua has finished his report, the people cheer for Him. And his mother can hardly 
understand that she is smaller, already so big. She goes to her son and to Alea and takes 



both in her arms. During Joshua's report the mentors also came to the temple and listened 
to the essential part of the report. Now you also come to Alea and Joshua and greet both.
"Mother before I come home with Alea, we still have an important task to do. We have to go 
into the other dimension and give the Atlantic high priest Atsaniel
"I will bring you a message." The mother nods and goes home. Also the other people go 
home, only the mentors and floating feather remain there. When Joshua and Alea go into a 
trance, the mentors and the shaman follow them.

The Message

Having arrived at the temple of Atlantis, Joshua goes to Atsaniel and speaks to Him << 
Master Atsaniel , I have experienced and experienced much. Atlantis is of Sirian origin but 
also related to the earth, because the earth is the sister of Sirius. And Sirius can feel that her
sister is not well.
I have been on Sirius and was married to Princess Alea of Sirius as a sign of the new 
connection between Earth and Sirius. The people on Sirius and the people on Earth are 
related to each other.>>
Atsaniel replies, <<yes long ago we were sent as colonists by Sirius to planet Earth to 
protect the Earth. But our ancestors, who founded the colony here, became renegade from 
Sirius and wanted to administer their own paradise without Sirius. Only a few were still loyal 
to Sirius. Sirius sent a comet to shatter the colony, the loyal ones went into this dimension 
because the renegades had hidden the paths to their homeland from the loyal ones.
The renegades mingled with the people of Earth to cover their tracks. When they saw that 
the people of Earth were easily influenced, the renegade Sirians founded a powerful 
religious movement called Religion, and the gullible earthly mankind was guided by this 
power.
The comet did not completely destroy the city of Atlantis, but enclosed it in a mountain under
water, in the area you now call the Bermuda Triangle. You are the Venerable One who 
reconnected the path and re-opened it through marriage to Princess Alea. Thank you and 
Princess Alea.

Princess Alea speaks to Atsaniel
<< dear Atsaniel many centuries have passed since yours were separated from Sirius and 
Sirion has given me a message for you.
My grandfather Sirion and high priest of Sirius compared your ancestor line and his ancestor
line to each other and found that you and he have the same ancestor and so you are my 
uncle, Atsaniel.>>
Atsaniel is deeply moved <<I am very happy that I have such a beautiful niece and that 
Joshua is your chosen one. When the earth has come to rest again and peace and love 
have returned to the world there will be a great feast. Your task is to pave the way to 
almighty love on earth.
Joshua and Alea leave each other and the mentors with them. For in the world all are 
needed.  



Visitors

In the following days, wandering pilgrims from many parts of Europe arrive in the city in 
search of other survivors. They all had a vision of this city in one dream and received the call
to come to this city. So almost every day spiritual people from Italy, from the
Balkans, Greece, France, Spain and Portugal in the city. They come to gain new knowledge,
preserve the knowledge and learn the technology of Atlantic architecture. From Italy comes 
the spiritual Sebastiano di Silvani, from the Balkans the spiritual gypsy Roseanna, from 
France an alternative practitioner called Georges Fabi, from Greece Dimitros Sanopolos, 
from Spain Jose Gomez Garcia and Pedro Gonzales, from Portugal Juan Pedro Valdez.
They all came to transfer the new old technology of the Atlantians and their culture to 
mankind and to bring a new future to the survivors of Europe. These spiritual representatives
of their countries are just in time for the festivities that are being prepared.

The birth of Europe-City
 
After the third and fourth dome ring around the hill is completed, the temple of light is built on
the hilltop and the community hall is a little smaller next to the temple.
In the community hall the spiritual political unit and its leading organs, as well as a school 
and a university are integrated. In the Temple of Light, next to the main hall, there is an 
Atlantic Spiritual Academy.
The construction on the First Mountain has been completed. The chosen ones call for a 
feast to celebrate the first stage of construction, the completion of the temple and the 
foundation of the city. Finally, before the celebration begins in the temple hall, the Atlantic 
crystals are anchored there.
The whole population of the city, the population of the surrounding villages, and the 
inhabitants of the Floating Island meet in the huge temple hall on the rings which are like 
circles gradually, around the temple square in the middle.
Under triumphant yet gentle music, the mentors, Joshua and Alea, the spiritual healers of all 
directions, the wandering pilgrims from the former European nations, as well as the leading 
personalities of the floating island and the Senate Council of the Spiritual Political Movement
enter the center of the temple hall.
The Atlantic Masters inside the Mentors materialize in front of the Mentors' bodies and open 
the ceremony with a speech to the people,
"Dear people, you have lost so much and yet here you have found a like-minded, great new 
family. Your old homeland was flooded by the floods of the and the forces of nature. But 
here you can make peace with nature if you respect the laws of nature in the future. Only 
then will you have a good new future on earth. Live in harmony with nature, honour and 
protect it, then Mother Earth will feed, love and protect you.
With this Temple of Light, you will be given a spiritual source that will be inexhaustible, the 
energy crystals are your light, your energy and your life. You have a life full of joy in front of 
you. There will no longer be a life for you to work for, it is a thing of the past.
Your only work is to completely expand the city on all four mountains around this valley so 
that all people here can live in peace, happiness, without fears and worries in the new future.
What you don't know about nature, you can learn, the
Atlantic and Spiritual Universities are now available to you. As you learn to love life, you will 
be loved and protected by Mother Earth. The disasters are not over yet, the bad is still 



among us on earth, but with our help you will survive that."
Applause from the people.
Next the mentors, led by the speaker Elektra-Athena, will speak, "Dear friends, neighbours 
You are our big family, you have already succeeded so far and soon the other mountains will
be cultivated. Then all people here in the valley will have a home and then you will also be at
home here. Today we are already appointing your and our new home Europe-City.  
Europe-City will be a new metropolis that only protects and cares for nature. Your new 
home, the energy, the food from the gardens you will not have to pay, because on the one 
hand, we will not accept money or gold from this planet, nor are these basic needs for sale.
The only thing that applies here is to help each other in the community. In the future it will no
longer mean you have to get up early because you have to go to work, but you have 
registered yourself for tomorrow to work in the fields and because you feel like going fishing 
the following day, then you go fishing. In the past we had to do too many things because 
someone told us we had to do something.
Here nobody has to, here everything is based on voluntariness and love for life.
Europe-City will not be the only spiritual megacity, others will follow. I now give the floor to 
the Spiritual Senate Council.
Again applause in the rings.
The oldest member of the Senate Council steps forward and speaks," Dear spiritual and 
nonspiritual friends, "I am Henry Munot one of the co-founders of the spiritual-political 
movement, our members are people of different nations, of different faiths, who have 
collectively drafted the rules for global peace.
Today we want to mark the birth of Europe-City and lay the foundation for a new order. With 
appreciation to all the people who have already achieved so much here, I would like to thank
all of you for your support.
We would like to thank you very much and emphasize once again that we are starting a new 
future here and now. Until we will all live according to the spiritual rules, there will be some 
more years in the country. We will try to do as little politics as possible, but still some politics 
will be necessary until we get where we want to go. Freedom to live, freedom to love, 
freedom for the spiritual community.
What will no longer exist are money, power, greed and envy.
Every person is equal, nobody needs power, because power means oppression, brings the 
envy of others, the power has greed for more power.
In the last few weeks we have drawn up a constitution with the cooperation of all of you and 
are founding the USWE.



United Spiritual World of Earth short USWE
All statutes of this constitution are titled with Spirit.  
The spirits are:

Spirit 1
All people, regardless of skin colour, faith and sex, have equal right to food.

Spirit 2
All people have an equal right to responsibility towards their fellow human beings.

Spirit 3
All men are brothers and sisters.

Spirit 4
Who wrong his brother,
inflicts on his sister
shall be excluded from the Community.

Spirit 5
The environment, our Mother Earth, is always protected, honoured and respected by 
everyone.

Spirit 6
Those who do not respect the environment are excluded from the community.

Spirit 7
Everyone has the duty and the right to support the community at all levels of spiritual being 
and consciousness.

Spirit 8
Everyone can and may use his spirituality for the community.

Spirit 9
Every spiritual, every nonspiritual person can and is allowed to support the spiritual advice.

Spirit 10
Those excluded from the fellowship have the opportunity to make up for their mistakes 
through missions to the fellowship; after successful missions, they are reintegrated.

Spirit 11
Former values such as money, gold and other metals, power-handling and accumulation of 
goods have no value for the USWE and are not recognized.

Spirit 12
If possible, sea dwellers in need are rescued and accepted into the community after a 
spiritual examination.



Spirit 13
Every (not) spiritual citizen has the right to have a marriage, to have offspring to ensure the 
continuity of the spiritual world.

Spirit 14
Energy is the foundation of all being and cannot be used against
Goods of all kinds or possessions can be exchanged.  

Spirit 15
Light, love, warmth and energy are our constant companions and greetings to every living 
being, be it humans, animals or plants.

Spirit 16
The Council of Atlantians, the divine universe, all the teachers of the Spiritual World are holy.

Now my dear fellow men, friends and neighbours, I hope you agree with this Constitution 
and now I wish you all a happy holiday.
The people stand up in the rings and cheer.
Now music is being played again and danced, drunk and laughed until deep into the night.

The city is getting bigger

Two days later the construction work is resumed and the second mountain is rebuilt with the 
glass tubes. The expansion of the energy crystals and their energy radiation made 
construction progress at a rapid pace. In two months the second mountain will be habitable 
and furnished. A further two months later the third mountain is completed, the farms in the 
high valleys receive all dome roofs and are connected to each other by the pipes. All the 
domes are connected by the pipes. Crystal vehicles are available to the population, who can 
use them to travel from one mountain to the next.
The fourth mountain will be completed another two months.
Europe-City is finally finished and the many people who have participated in the construction
of the city can only to get some rest. The city of Europe-City now has room for 12 million 
people. The farms produce food.

Aquacropolis

A week later, the dome for the floating island is completed and mounted on it. At the dome 
sides locks for divers and further tubes for the underwater farms are attached. A vertical 
tunnel will be drilled into the mountain from a mountain on the lake side, from where the 
tunnel will be built horizontally towards the underwater city to the depth of the seabed. As 
soon as the floating island is moored at the planned position, it will be connected with the 
tube to the city. An elevator will be installed in the vertical tunnel. A secret emergency 



entrance will also be installed at the top of the earth's surface.
The converted island will be moved to the planned position in a ceremonial act and then 
placed on the ground and anchored. A sluice is connected to the tunnel to the elevator. 
Divers who are in the underwater city indicate that the dome is tight. The inhabitants of the 
floating island move into their new domicile under water.
In a ceremony the underwater city is called Aquakropolis.
In the underwater city of Aquakropolis, a further 7 crystals are installed for energy supply.
On the seabed around Aquakropolis, numerous farms for the cultivation of algae, aquatic 
plants and fish will be established.
In order to revive the oceans, numerous plants are settled so that they can develop further in
the underwater flora.
Fish farming follows the same procedure and, after each new generation of young fish, 
releases a third of the fish into the wild.
Through the crystals another crystal boat is produced, which is used as a submarine for 
Aquakropolis for exploration tours.

Enemies in sight

The three friends of Joshua, Mike Will and Andrew who have been appointed Coast Guards,
spend every day on the coast since the appointment. Mostly they play explorer or defender 
of the coast. But on some days they also make discoveries that are helpful to the 
community. On the coast you will find seabird nests that register these three and note that 
the birds have rest from natural enemies. Another time they will find a cave where bats live. 
The excrement of these animals is a very good fertilizer for the farms and always bring this 
to the farmers. From time to time, the three visit the herb witches of Madeira to learn 
something from them about botany, as they often roam the coastal forests and always bring 
something delicious with them. They do not always find but also poisonous plants, which can
use the herb witches because they are used to make natural medicines. Mushrooms and 
wild berries that they find and gather always bring them to the central kitchen in their 
apartment block.
Today they have something special in mind, they want to go east along the coast to explore 
unexplored areas. At their starting point, their so-called lookout tower, they want to walk east
this morning when Will asks, "Hey, there's something moving on the horizon, do you see that
too? Mike and Andrew pinch their eyes together and answer at the same time, "Yes, there's 
something on the way." Mike fetches binoculars from his backpack and looks through them 
in disbelief, "3 pirate islands, no, there are more islands coming towards us behind them. I 
now see ten islands, all with a pirate flag in the middle. Until we are in the city, the pirates 
land here at the coast and the city does not have much time for countermeasures. The next 
farm is directly behind the hill, we walk along and report the imminent attack to the mentors."
"Wait, I'll stay here and keep watching," says Andrew.
"Ok" says Mike and runs off with Will.
Halfway, one of the mentors Terran-Cordo approaches them and asks the two," Hey guys 
where are you going in such a hurry? Mike stops and answers, "Hello Cordo, there are about
twenty pirate islands coming towards our coast back there. They'll be here in an hour or 
two." Cordo replies, "I'll give the others a message and send his thoughts to Londo and the 
other mentors. Then he takes the boys to the lookout to watch the pirate islands. "By the 
time we arrive in town they will have landed here. Let's take the secret elevator that takes us



into the tunnel between Underwater City and Europe City, there is a vehicle ready to take us 
to safety in a matter of seconds.    
You get into the camouflaged emergency entrance and take the elevator into the depths.
Via a telecommunications line with
of the underwater city and Europe City the situation is portrayed and announced 
Aquakropolis and
Europe-City turn on your energy shields and are thus protected against the penetration of 
enemies.
The four are in the city in a few minutes. The spiritual council and all mentors meet at the 
temple square and await the pirates.
Through the dome you can see the pirates storming up the slope from the valley on the 
coast and running towards the dome city with confidence of victory.
Over a loudspeaker the voice of the highest senate sounds, ?stop, you are at the edge of 
the peaceful city Europe city, I am Henry Munot the highest senate of this city and the 
USWE of the United Spiritual World OF Earth. You are violating the peace of this city." In 
response, he receives a volley of rifle shots, but they remain ineffective thanks to the energy 
shield, the bullets rebound and are catapulted back to the shooters. The shooters are fatally 
hit by their own bullets.

The Pirates
 
When the first floating pirate islands dock at the coast, the pirates jump ashore and 
penetrate into the interior of the country. Another troop led by a great man in a fantasy 
uniform follows the advance group.
Before the city and after the call of Henry Munot everyone stops and looks at Mr.Big James 
Bates.
The BigBoss pulls out his voice box and calls over loudspeakers, "I am Big James Bates, the
new ruler of the former USA, China and the oceans. My army will shoot your ridiculous 
spiritual union into nirvana if you do not surrender. Come on boys, let your guns speak." The
vanguard will lay their rifles on the dome halls and fire your bullets. Seconds later the 
shooters' death lies on the ground.
Henry Munot speaks again," Mr. Bates "they have no chance against our technology our 
domes are made of glass, but no weapon of this world and other worlds is able to destroy 
the domes. In addition, our city is protected by a shield of energy that will throw back all the 
bullets your soldiers are firing, and those that have fired their bullets. The first have already 
felt this power. If you want to die then shoot off, if you want to live it's best to get away. Even 
with bombs and laser cannons, you won't be able to do anything here."
"For you, spiritual weirdo, am I Mr. Big James Bates understood? Not just Mr. Bates.
I've heard a lot about this city and I've come to take over this magnificent city, nice that 
you've been so busy, Hahahhhhehe. I find here a made nest for me and my glorious warriors
and you become my slaves, attack people storm the city, who defends himself, that one 
down. Come on now," the BigBoss yells.
A few hundred soldiers scream and run towards the city and hit the energy shield, which 
immediately burns them to the ground, not even a grain of dust remains from the pirate 
soldiers.
Big boss James Bates loses his composure when he sees the advance troop disintegrate 
and burn up.
He rages and is angrier than ever and calls his troops with the grenade launchers. But they 



hesitate after seeing what happened to their cronies. Big Bates orders you to finally fire the 
damn mortars. Only one of them goes forward bravely and fires the grenade launcher and 
runs back immediately, but the power of the grenade thrown back strikes right at his feet and
tears him apart instantly. His comrades are badly injured by the splinters.
The courage of the pirate soldiers drops below zero.
Big James Bates angrily calls his air force and orders the city to bomb. Some planes climb 
into the sky and fly your attack on the city, drop your deadly cargo and turn off, but also that 
does not use anything the bombs bounce off and fly partially after the planes until these hit 
you or some Pilots were faster and the bombs exploded over the ground troops and on the 
ships.
"Bates, do you know what you are? An unscrupulous despot who wants to impose his will 
without regard to losses in your own ranks. What have they promised your soldiers if they 
die for you? The earth as it once was, you and your peers have already condemned with 
their greed for more and more wealth to die. But if the earth, through its greed, is finally 
further hurt by you and others of your beat, you will one day have no more chance to 
continue to exist on this planet and you will be the last person on this planet who will die 
alone without assistance." Bates hears Munot call from the city senator.

Bates calls his troops together and grins dirty. "Get the hostages off the ship, they're spiritual
weirdoes too, we're going to torture them here in front of the city if they still don't want to 
surrender."
Minutes later some soldiers bring 25 tied up hostages outside the city.
Big Bates calls to the city " Hey you there, we've been able to capture some of the spiritual 
spinners of your kind on the way at sea, if you don't go down the shields now, we'll kill every 
hostage after one or more hours of torture. Decide quickly, I'll give you one hour to think, 
then I'll let the specialists go and the poor hostages will scream and howl in pain."

Joshua and Alea follow the events. Alea says to him, <<Joshua, "I have an idea, with the 
transporter room we can free the hostages, but we need a little more time than an hour".
Joshua answers, <<How that, I thought only we could travel with it from place to place.>>
<<Not only, we can dematerialize the people in the middle of the group with an energy beam
and send them directly to the temple, but we need a diversion, maybe through the secret 
tunnel with the elevator. Let's talk to the mentors.>>
The two go to Terran-Cordo, with him also the mentors stand for the security, Elektra-Athena
and Terran-Lisboa and are obviously, also already on the search for a solution.
Joshua says to Terran-Lisboa, <<Lisboa we have an idea how to free the hostages, but we 
need a time corridor of two hours. And a diversion.
Can a few of our security guards launch a surprise attack through the secret entrance? Then
the scoundrels might see a supposed chance to get into the city.
Terran Lisboa replies, <<Yes that would be a good idea, but what are you going to do?>>
<<Alea and I go into the transporter room and bring the 25 hostages with an energy beam, 
into the temple of the earth, but as a precaution we put some security people there, too, 
because if the hostages are in the Temple can be transformed it can happen that some of 
the pirates are transformed with. With the security troops you draw the pirates' attention to 
the secret entrance and then drive down again.  Near the elevator down in the tunnel you 
take the guys in receipt and report to the head villain that everything is OK, then he always 
sends down new four troops. Then you activate down in the tunnel, the energy shield and 



the pirates run into your doom and we have time to get the hostages into the temple.>>
Elektra-Athena and Terran-Lisboa agree with the plan, Alea and Joshua go to the temple of 
the earth and afterwards to the transporter room.

A security squad of 50 men make their way into the tunnel to the elevator. With the energy 
gliders that can travel through the tubes, the troop is at the elevator shaft in a few minutes. 
Since a maximum of four people can only travel up with the elevator, the four best fighters 
get into the elevator and travel up.
The elevator shaft opens, there is no pirate nearby. Four more fighters get out of the secret 
elevator. The first troop sneaks into the vicinity of the hilltop and looks over a rock into the 
back of the pirates.
The second troop secures the retreat of the first troop by building an energy shield. Their 
brought energy beam weapons are shot down on the rear troop and some pirates fall to the 
ground. At first the pirates are insecure because they can't find the direction of the shot, but 
a second flash of energy shows them where it comes from.
They run screaming towards the mountain, the shooters scream even louder back. And they 
slowly retreat until they come to the secret entrance and get into the elevator.
The pirates see the snipers disappear into a rock. One of the pirates gets Big James Bates 
while the others examine the rock. A few minutes later the elevator opens. The pirates wait 
until the boss arrives and he comes running. His face is red with anger and yells at the 
pirates," "What are you waiting for, for an extra invitation, to come in with you and then send 
a message that everything's okay down there, then we'll let the others come down."
The first four pirates get into the elevator and go down. When the elevator door opens again,
they carefully look into the passage a few meters, but don't see any more attackers and 
report that the others can come. Seconds later energy flashes shoot through the darkness 
and the four pirates are destroyed. The defenders now activate the energy barriers, ten 
meters in each direction to the city and the underwater city, and switch off the lights in the 
tunnel. The following four pirates step out of the elevator and send the elevator up again and
go further into ruin.

Joshua and Alea have now reached the transporter room. Alea puts a key code on the 
surface of the cuboid and the place where the hostages are appears in a picture on the wall. 
Alea taps on the first hostage with a stick and it dissolves and is transported to the temple. 
Then the next hostage follows.
The guards of the hostages are confused and startled as they see the hostages disappear 
into thin air. Two pirates rush to the next hostage and hold it.
but they are also dissolved and transported to another place. As soon as the two pirates are 
in the cave, they are arrested.
After half an hour all twenty-five hostages are in the temple of the earth.              

 
When about 100 pirates entered the tunnel system with the elevator, Big James Bates gets 
suspicious and goes into the elevator with three of his people. They go down like the others 
and order his three people to "Go ahead! The people obey and a few seconds later come 
into contact with the energy barrier and burn up like the other pirates. Bates rages when he 
sees that this was a trap and goes back to the elevator and goes back up again. On the way 
he swears that the hostages will be executed immediately. At the top he goes back to the 
place where his hostages are.
"Where are the hostages?" he screams and rages. The pirates don't dare to tell him about 



the last events and are afraid of him. "Do you want to tell me what's going on here? Where 
are the hostages, damn it? You answer there," and point his pistol at a pirate. "Uh, I can't 
help it," he replies, "the hostages have disappeared, have vanished into thin air."
James Bate's face becomes dark and screams, "Are you kidding me? If someone 
disappears into thin air, you're the same," and shoots a bullet in the pirate's head.

"Leave your soldiers alone, they can't help it that your hostages disappeared and are now 
safe with us. Give up and get out of here,' Bates hears from the city.  
"No I won't give up, someday you'll have to deactivate your energy shield, we'll besiege you 
from now on and starve you to death." it echoes back.
The pirates spread around the city and besiege it.

A meeting is called in the Temple of Light.
The mentors, shamans, the spiritual council as well as Joshua and Alea meet at the temple 
place.
Henry Munot speaks to those present," Now we are besieged, what can we do? How long 
can we maintain the energy shield without danger?
Terran-Cordo ´s Atlantic Master materializes and answers, <<<The energy is inexhaustible, 
but the energy shield will shut itself off for a few hours after about 24 hours. Afterwards the 
Pirates can penetrate at least as far as before the city. The glass domes and pipes are 
against projectiles and bullets insensitive. But what it looks like with bombs is beyond our 
knowledge, because in our time such a thing did not exist on earth. Due to the energy 
showers in the flats, the inhabitants can get along without food for one week.

Alea steps forward and speaks, <<That's all, it doesn't have to come, we can, like we freed 
the hostages, transport the besiegers with the transporter space, to all possible corners of 
the world, to the moon or to other dimensions. For this purpose, a siege group is targeted 
with an energy beam and transported through an energy tunnel to any target where they can
no longer do any damage to the Earth. I would suggest that we do this right away, before the
scoundrels down there think of other infamies. However, we still need two of the mentors to 
increase the power of the transporters.
Alea's suggestion pleases, all those present very well and this is approved.
Alea , Joshua as well as Terran-Londo and Cordo go to the temple of the earth. From there, 
the four teleport themselves by thought power directly into the transporter room.
Alea shows the two mentors the positions they should take. Londo looks to the west, Cordo 
to the east, Joshua to the north and Alea to the south. Alea activates the planet board, the 
dimension board and the screen on the wall. Above the screen you can see the siege troops 
that have split up and are camped in a ring around the city.
She says, <<There we see the siegeers, the table on the left shows planets and stars, the 
table on the right the dimensions. This staff, which I hold in my hand, links the positions of 
the besiegers with the target and thus transports them to the target. On the planet board I 
can touch the planets and see what kind of planet they are.
Here we have the desert planet Xanthu with oxygen and an underground cave system with 
water. It is inhabited by former enemies of Sirius, the next the water planet Sepirus, 
inhabited by intelligent marine animals. On the dimension chart, the dimensions of forgetting,
absolute love, sadness and fear.
Each one of you should choose a dimension or planet and connect it with the enemy troop 
chosen by Him. Cordo du first, then Londo, then you Joshua and finally me.>>



Cordo nods and takes the staff, he chooses the planet board and the desert planet and 
connects them with the troop in the south of the city.

The troop in the south of the city is completely captured by the energy ray that shines 
brightly and transported through the energy tunnel by a flash of lightning to its destination.
I find the troop after a short time on the desert planet again.   
Londo takes over the staff from Cordo and chooses the water planet and the troop in the 
north of the city with its floating islands. He makes the connection between the two points. 
Again a bright flash the floating island and the troops disappear in the light. Londo passes 
the staff on to Joshua.
Joshua chooses the dimension of forgetting and chooses the troop in the east of the city and
connects it to his chosen destination.

Another bright flash and the penultimate troop disappears.
Confusion and chaos prevail in the camp of Big James Bates. The soldiers run to the beach 
again and report that the islands also disappeared. Bates hears them, but doesn't pay any 
attention to his people and bulls at the city.
A girl's voice sounds in his head, << Bates? Now you can see where your stubbornness has 
led you. You have messed with us without knowing who you attacked. Our spiritual power is 
greater than your power to spread fear, our power is based on love, your power is based on 
greed. We have scattered your troops all over the universe, the first troop is now on another 
inhabited planet. Either they become friends with the inhabitants of the desert planet or they 
continue to live as warriors, only then they will not live there for long. The second troop was 
sent to Sepirus, the water planet, where intelligent animals live that cannot be slaughtered. If
this troop is insightful, they will also survive there, if not, they will also perish.
The third troop was sent into another dimension, that of forgetting, these people will forget 
who they were, why they were and where they were, they will forget their whole life.
The last troop comes into the dimension of love and there they will live only in love.
Bates also you, I will send into this dimension, into the dimension of absolute love, there you 
will be showered with love from all sides, there love will be preached to you every day from 
morning till evening. In this dimension you will live eternally, you will not get older, you will 
remain in the dimension as an immortal until you yourself consist of pure love. Only when 
you have managed to feel love, to give, to live will your immortality come to an end.>>
Around Bates the strange light appears again and the rest of his troop disappears into the 
dimension of fear.
Bates thinks as an answer to the voice, <<No I hate love, my life is hate and greed, I don't 
bear love I rather die. But the light is faster and suddenly he is in the dimension of love.
  
Alea Joshua Cordo and Londo return to the Temple of Light.
With cheers the four are received.  
The liberated prisoners are led into the temple.
The spiritual counsel speaks, "The pirates have been banished to other dimensions and 
worlds where they can either perish or come to terms with the new conditions.
We, our earth is relieved of this evil, thanks to you Joshua and Alea. Any other reckless 
despot who allows himself to attack our city will go the same way and there will be enough 
scum out there on the seas like Bates.
But now we want to know who the rescued hostages are, would you please introduce 
yourself and tell your story?"



 

The Liberated

Before the liberated can introduce themselves, the inhabitants of the city come to the temple 
to celebrate the end of the siege.

My name was Paul Sanders, today I call myself Running Water, I am a shaman from the 
Highlands. I was on a pilgrimage with my little boat to visit the holy places of Rome, 
Jerusalem and Lhasa. On the way I was captured by the pirates south of old Hamburg.

My name is Peter Schlatter and this is my brother Marcel, we originally come from this area. 
Our father is the master glazier Alfons Schlatter. When the tide came and the New Coast 
formed, we took our boat to the hilltops to save survivors. We had brought several hundred 
of them to the next coast and went out again and again to help even more people cut off 
from the outside world. But suddenly there was a tidal wave that made our boat capsize and 
we swam to a piece of land where we hadn't been before. On land there were about thirty 
survivors, we were first welcomed friendly. A survival on the island which seemed big 
enough was possible for everyone. We fed on plants and fruits. With the time we noticed that
something was not right here, the inhabitants were divided into two camps.
When we once roamed the island we found the remains of a man who had gnawed to the 
bone.
In the dark we watched the other camp and found out that they were holding three prisoners,
who were their living pantry, before they had killed a man in front of the prisoners, they were 
cannibals.
Disgusted, we decided to leave as soon as possible. From branches and lianas we built 
ourselves a raft and disappeared in the fourth night, whereby one of us almost became the 
next victim, from these beasts. These guys had probably spied out where we slept at night, 
but that night someone else had taken the place where Marcel slept. Instead, the beasts 
took the other one with them.
We disappeared in that night with our raft and aligned ourselves to the stars and the sun 
around after to come from the south. The next day this floating island of Big James Bates the
Pirate passed us and collected us. Since we didn't want to serve as pirates under him, he 
locked us up with the others."

"My name is Peter McLean from the Irish highlands also I am a pilgrim because I had a 
dream that called me to this city. I had travelled with a floating island where former traders 
and entrepreneurs wanted to continue their existence. A few weeks later on a trip, the island 
was attacked by Bates and his pirates, captured and the people who resisted were killed, the
cowards on this ship became pirates."

"My name is Padre Sanchez, I am a monk from the north of Spain and was on the 
pilgrimage to your city there also me a dream appeared, which said that I should come here. 
My itinerary ran along the coast. At night I slept at brooks, sheltered between rocks. When I 
woke up one morning, the pirates stood around me and captured me."

"My name is Sandra and these are my four sons Pete, Jeff, Craig and Matt we are from 



Scotland. When our town went under, we were on our way to the Highlands with my 
husband.
On the coast we saw a fire, we were hungry and wanted to ask if you had anything left for 
the children.
They laughed and bawled and said if I would love them, the sons would get something to 
eat. My husband asked the guys what that meant, the men answered him they wanted to 
have some fun with me. My husband replied that I was his wife, then they killed him, then the
guys raped me and dragged me and the kids aboard Pirate Island.  

"My name is Marcel Dupont I was at home in Paris until the city was flooded by the floods of 
the seas, I was able to save myself on the Mont-Matre.
The restaurant owners there sold their remaining food at monster prices and those who did 
not want to starve paid the prices. Obviously the landlords were well prepared, because they
were able to get along at least six months with the food, which they hoarded in their cellar 
vaults. Then one day the pirate islands appeared and plundered the whole neighbourhood. 
The landlords said they had been waiting for them and became pirates. With this island and 
thirty other islands this pirate convoy, with which also an aircraft carrier was, drove to China 
to exploit this country. Once there, the remaining Chinese cities were burned and plundered.
The aircraft carrier had enough airplanes and bombs to subdue the country. Most of the 
Chinese government was killed. Then the pirates moved away again, but left a strong troop 
behind, led by Big James Bates brother Earl Bates.
If he ever finds out what you did to his brother James, he will come and attack you.
He is even more brutal than James Bates.
         
A group of 10 people steps forward and one of them speaks, "We were on our sailing yacht, 
on our way to Brazil to come by water to the Andes. We wanted to found our new home at 
the Mayan temples in Peru and live and work with the shamans there. On the way there we 
were attacked and captured by James Bates. He brought the sailing ship to his private 
harbour. He also took us with him to the fight in China so that we could medically care for his
wounded soldiers.

Finally four women come forward, one of them speaking,
"We are nuns from a monastery in Portugal. Most of the nuns of our monastery were in a 
hospital in the mountains feeding the survivors of our village. We were alone in the 
monastery when the pirates came.
To them nothing was sacred, they plundered the art treasures, the wine cellar and finally 
they took us with them and sinned against us. During the whole time we were on Pirate 
Island we were soiled and abused by these scoundrels. But we always prayed to God 
afterwards and purified ourselves."   

When Alfons Schlatter hears that his sons are among the liberated prisoners, his joy is great.
Hurriedly he runs to the temple place and calls," Marcel, "Thanks be to heaven you are back 
again some joy. I have always felt that you will be found again." Tears of joy run down his 
cheeks." "And where is mother?" asks Marcel. "Mother Henriette is at home in the old 
glassworks," Alfons replies. "Let's go home, a lot of new things have happened here and I 
have a lot to tell you."
Alfons goes home with his sons to the glass factory.
Marcel and Peter stand astonished in front of the city made of glass and ask, "Who built this 



fantastic city? Alfons smiles and says, "I, at least partly, have contributed to it. All the glass 
pipes were built by me and my helpers. The domes were built by Alberto, who also lives with
us at the moment. But come with me and I will tell you everything. Or don't you want to see 
your mother at all?" Laughing, the three run home together. "Mother, hello mother we are 
home again." Marcel and Peter call together. A window above the factory opens and mother 
Henriette looks out of the window. A cry of joy comes out of her mouth and a few minutes 
later she walks out the door and hugs her sons and sobs with joy.
"Lord God, I thank you for answering my prayers." The reunited family goes into the house.

Journey through the mountains

The pilgrims want to return home the next day, some of the liberated want to go with the 
pilgrims. I'd like to go. The Frenchman Marcel Dupont stays in Europe-City. Paul Sanders 
and Peter McLean take Sandra and her sons to the Scottish Highlands, Peter McLean 
travels from Scotland to Ireland. The ten people who actually wanted to go to Peru postpone 
their journey to this destination and stay in Europe-City for the time being.
Paul Sanders, receives the building instruction of a city in the mountains of Scotland. Padre 
Sanchez, Pedro Gonzales and the four nuns from Portugal go to Northern Spain to build a 
new future there. Gypsy Roseanna and Dimitros Sanopolos travel through the Austrian Alps 
via the Dolomites to the Croatian highlands.
Sebastiano di Silvani, Georges Fabi go with Terran-Cordo and Terran-Londo over the 
French Alps to the Italian Apennines. Cordo and Londo want to explore connecting routes to 
the next two new cities in France and Italy.
After the other pilgrims and the liberated people have been bid farewell, Cordo and Londo 
also leave with the two pilgrims.
On their way to the French Alps, Cordo draws the mountain landscape and calculates the 
tunnel construction to France. After a week, the four arrived in the Western Alps north of 
Marseille. The four explore the terrain and soon the suitable place is found where 
LeProvence is to be built. The mountains in this area contain the same minerals as the 
mountains in Switzerland, which are suitable for the recipe. However, here the mountain 
landscape is much drier and the climate is warmer. Therefore, the farms for the cultivation of
food are built under the domes without exception.
Cordo, Londo and Sebastiano say goodbye to Fabi and travel across the mountains north of 
the Gulf of Genoa further south to the Apennines, another two weeks pass until you have 
reached your destination north of Florence. The selected area has two high valleys with 
seven peaks that must be cultivated.
Only the mineral content is unsuitable for glass production. They also examine all other 
massifs in the immediate vicinity, but all examinations turn out negative.
Cordo and Londo agree with Sebastiano that they will start building tunnels in Switzerland as
soon as they return home. But it will take months until the first raw materials can be 
delivered.
"On the way back, we will stop by Georges Fabi again and put together a transport team 
from there who will supply you with the raw materials you need.  How many survivors are 
here," asks Londo.
"20 million people are scattered here in the mountains. Until we have organized them so far 
that something new can develop here, it will take a few more weeks, that's our mentality 
here," answers Londo.



Sebastiano.
"Well, gather your people together and also put together a squad to get the people moving 
and get the resources from France. After our return home in Europe-City, we will organize a 
transport with the Crystal Boat, which will take Crystals and supplies raw materials."
Cordo and Londo say goodbye to Sebastiano and start their return journey.
 
Two weeks later they are back with Georges and are amazed at what he and his people 
have already achieved. The first glass tubes have already been made and the base of the 
first construction phase will begin in the next few days.   
"Yes, we have sixteen million people here who are participating in the construction of the city
and the farms," says Georges.
"We will send the crystals soon. Sebastiano will send a team to pick up raw materials for the 
glass production. Unfortunately the rocks in the Apennines are not as rich as here or in 
Europe-City. We will build a connection from Europe-City, from our glass tubes they will build
up to here, which will then go on to the people of Sebastiano".
"That's good, we will provide material for Sebastiano´s and send him a transport, as far as I 
know he has a people of over 20 million people who need a new home. A pipe connection 
between Europe-City and LeProvence, an ingenious idea, then we are soon only a few 
hours apart from each other. But it will also be a lot of work for your people," Georges 
replies.
"If Europe-City, LeProvence and NewFlorenca are connected, we will also build the 
connection to Spain and the Balkans and Greece. As well as an underwater connection to 
Scotland and Ireland." "Big targets, when our city is ready, we'll be in on it."
Cordo and Londo say goodbye to Georges and trips home. Two weeks later they are back in
Europe-City.
In the time of their absence, the people here have had no special experiences. Everything 
was peaceful and quiet.

The connection

In the Temple of Light it is announced that the new cities in France and Italy are under 
construction.
But since there are hardly any usable materials in Italy to produce the glass tubes, a 
transport with the crystal boat is envisaged. In addition, the crystals produced must now be 
transported to the two construction sites. The mentors Terran Iberius and Terran Cordo will 
lead the construction of the connection. Terran Londo will supply the two new cities with the 
crystals and take some raw materials in the Crystal Boat.
The people see the need for a connection and are ready to participate in the construction. 
Also because the people still have to get used to the new way of life, not necessarily to go to
work anymore, they are glad that there is a task to master again. Alfons and his sons are 
producing new pipes with their people and Marcel will be pulling with a mobile glass factory 
with the travelling construction site so that the pipes don't have to be transported too far.
The next day, the first pipes are laid, up to the next mountain. A drilling team is deployed 



there to drill a tunnel through the mountain. The drilling equipment is Atlantic technology and
is very fast.
A shaman celebrates in front of every mountain that is drilled, a ritual so that no unpleasant 
accidents happen.
Every hour the drills eat ten meters into the rock. The machines work 24 hours a day, around
the clock.
On the first day, the first 240 metres have been completed. The glass pipes are laid up to ten
meters into the mountain at the beginning and end. No pipes are laid in the mountain itself, 
unless there are caves in the mountain in which one could get lost. It is the top priority not to 
impair the naturalness of the mountain, apart from drilling through the mountain. Caves are 
part of a mountain and connected with its soul.
Ten days later, the first tunnel is completed, 2.4 kilometres of tunnel, followed by one 
hundred and fifty metres of free space for the glass pipes. And the next mountain can be 
drilled after a shamanic ceremony.
Months go by and the first ten mountains are completed without any special events. In the 
valleys between the mountains, the construction team occasionally meets a shepherd or 
hiker who lives in a lonely hut near the route.
At the eleventh mountain the drillers meet a water vein, some people examine this water 
course and discover a cave with a lake under it. In the light of the spotlights rock crystals 
shine for the first time in their brilliance. The path of the water vein is deepened so that the 
natural path of the water vein does not need to be diverted, and the cave lake continues to 
receive its water. A bridge is built over the watercourse.

The tunnel construction continues from here and after a few hours they meet again a crystal 
cave which in the light of the spotlights show a variety of colors. This cave is about 280 
meters long in the drilling direction and about 120 meters wide.
This crystal cave has something magical about it and the tunnel builders feel enchanted. In a
ritual the shaman asks the mountain, its enchanting and mystical cave, for forgiveness for 
the disturbance. At a particularly beautiful and enchanting place, the cave, he makes an altar
so that in the future travellers of the tunnel system can pay homage to this mountain. The 
size of the cave saves a few days of time. At the end of the cave the drill is put back on, but 
at this point there is only a thin rock wall, the drills encounter a passage that seems to date 
back to prehistoric times. Cordo, Iberius and the shaman Rolling Rock, examine the passage
that makes some turns and come out of the mountain after two hours of walking on the south
side. On the way you will see small niches and branches leading to small cave rooms. They 
want to take a closer look at the three after you have found the exit. The cave passage is 
about the same size as the drilled tunnels. In some places of this cave passage there are 
small bottlenecks and one decides to leave them as they are. The small sinuses look like 
burial chambers and also prove to be such. Mural paintings from the early Stone Age 
indicate a primeval culture. Rolling Rock goes alone into a burial chamber to show his 
homage to this place in a ceremony. In order not to get the spirits of the dead angry, he 
needs the whole night for his ritual. Rolling Rock decides to learn more about this culture 
and takes a spiritual journey into the dream world of this culture.
In this dream world he sees a peaceful tribe who have practiced a mortuary cult, and in their 
time practiced an ancient type of black and white magic.
On his journey he finds the spirit of the shaman of this people. Rolling Rock speaks to the 
spirit of the primeval shaman,
<< peace, light and my homage to you wise shaman. My name is Rolling Rock. This planet 



has become very small due to the unnatural treatment of the people who see a service shop 
in the earth and have robbed it of its power. But many of these nature destroyers have 
already found their destiny. The valleys fill with the floods of the seas. Only the mountains 
are still the last hope of the spiritual surviving population. We are building a path through the 
mountains that will connect all spiritual people on this continent. Much time has passed since
your era and nature has experienced many bad things. I don't want to disturb the peace of 
your people, but if you allow it we would like to use this way of connection to reach our goal. 
If you do not want to allow it, we will not disturb your resting and find another way.
This spirit of the shaman gives him to understand, <<I was and am Fiery Stone and 
expected you. My people called themselves Sumakhan.
We were the first in this world to speak with fire. I have been a shaman and magician of that 
time.
On the caves and the resting places of our warriors lies a curse. We were at war with a 
people called Zumanji. These Zumanji have killed and cursed all our warriors. Only a 
shaman can lift our curse and give the spirits their rest. Only then can the cave passages be 
passed through safely for your people.
You must find the graves of the Zumanji and fetch the four black crystals from their cave 
temple and place them in their rightful place in the temple of this place on the Shrine of Fire. 
Only then will our curse be lifted. You will find the Zumanji Caves a day's walk south of here.
The mountain of Zumanji, a mountain with a double point, with two nose-like projections 
above the two entrances, will lead you to the temple, or to death. Choose the right entrance 
and trust your intuition Rolling Rock. Be wise in the Temple of Fear the Zumanji people were
very evil and practiced the dark magic.
There too you will find graves, do not touch any of the bones, for otherwise you are cursed 
yourself. Watch out for the guards of Zumanji, poisonous arachnids worshipped by the 
Zumanji. The entrances were used by me as last living shaman of the Sumakhan, sealed 
with flowing rock. Above the entrances there are signs in our sign language, many of which 
you will find in our temple.  Some time ago, hundreds of years after our time, a shaman had 
been entrusted with this task before, but he was seduced by the golden bones of the 
Zumanji. The dead of the Zumanji were covered with liquid gold so that grave robbers would 
not survive their shameful deeds because of their greed for gold.  I wish you good luck on 
your mission, Rolling Rock.>>
<<I thank you, Fiery Stone of the Sumakhan People, I will prove myself worthy of your 
task.>>

Rolling Stone goes back to Cordo and Iberius and tells them what he has experienced. "This
mountain is cursed and a migration of the construction workers, through this mountain can 
have catastrophic consequences for us. Only I, Rolling Rock, have received permission to 
cross and explore this mountain. Try to create all materials around the mountain and then 
work on the next mountain. I have a mission to accomplish, if I have successfully completed 
this mission, the Sumakhan people will be able to rest in peace and the curse will be lifted. 
Only then will the passage be safe for travellers. This is the will of the shaman and we 
respect this will. Lead them all out of this mountain."          
    
Iberius and Cordo are directed by the will of the shamans and lead the drilling team back into
the valley. From there a way is looked for which can bypass this mountain. To the west of 
the mountain you will find a hill that is even a little more convenient to the following valley 
and the following mountain. Iberius and Cordo decide to cut the intermediate hill with the drill



in V-shape and continue the way.
From the last pipe, which was built 100 meters before the cursed mountain, a turnoff is built, 
which leads one kilometer to the west, where the next turnoff is set to the south again.

The shaman's mission

Rolling rock goes from the crystal cave of the mountain back into the corridor turns not to the
right to the tombs but follows the corridor to the left that leads to the temple of Sumakhan. 
He walks along the passage for about an hour, which leads in a curve deeper into the 
mountain. At the end of the passage he enters a large cave. At the entrance there are 
torches in small cavities on the wall.
Rolling rock ignites the torches and takes one to the temple. In the middle of the temple 
there is the shrine of fire, in a semicircle behind the shrine there are circular holes in the 
ground which emit a smell of petroleum. In fact there is an oily liquid in the holes. Apparently 
the fireplaces are fed from the mountain because from each firehole going out there are 
grooves in the ground coming from a wall. There in the wall there is a slide which opens the 
inlet.
Rolling Rock goes back to the fire holes and ignites a spot. The other fireholes ignite with 
what Rolling Rock can conclude that the fireholes are connected to each other. The temple 
is now brightly lit. At one place in the temple there is a throne made of crystal. On this there 
is a skeleton, around the throne there are shamanic utensils. Rolling rock now knows that 
this was the shaman of the Sumakhan. He kneels in front of the skeleton and honors him 
with old rites which he received from his ancestors. A quiet chant to the spirits of the four 
wind directions. He lights incense in a bowl standing in front of the shaman's throne.
In the smoke of the holy incense he sees the spirit of the shaman and hears in his spirit the 
voice of the shaman. <<I thank you for the honour you have bestowed on me, for a long time
I have missed the song to the winds and it has been so long denied me to join in the holy 
song. For this I want to tell you the signs that open the entrance, these signs are on moving 
stones that you have to press in the order I tell you.
Show me.  But now look at the signs that give you the right access to the temple of Zumanji. 
The smoke swirls a little and from it three signs form one after the other. They are ancient 
signs.
שץא
Remember these letters because the wrong order triggers a trap. The right character is the 
first, the left character the last. Our people are descended from the Hebrews.
But the story of how a Hebrew tribe got so far north is not important now. Our God is your 
God and we once belonged to a people that lived in the south of Sinai 2000 years before the
Son of God was born, according to your calendar. When the persecution by people of other 
faiths became unbearable, we gathered our people and migrated to the north. Here we 
found a new home under the protection of the mountains and introduced shamanic customs 
and traditions and the popular name Sumakhan to protect the people. But now go to the 
mountain of Zumanji. I am with you and will lead you in spirit to the mountain, only this 
mountain I cannot even enter spiritually for the protection of your self. That is why you are 
alone in the mountain of Zumanji. Before you go, here in the temple the fire a figure standing
next to the shrine is a slider that suffocates the flames.
Rolling rock goes on the day march, to the goal that its spiritual leader points him.
In the evening of the next day he stands opposite the secret gate.
<<My spirit will leave you now, I still feel the dark power of the Zumanji, it feels like this 



people is still active and existential. Be careful and heed my warning again, don't be tempted
by the greed for gold before the golden skeletons. Farewell and see you soon.>>
Before Rolling Rock opens the entrance, he sits down on the earth and opens his holy 
space, which is his spiritual shield against attacks from the spiritual world of Zumanji. He 
invokes the four elements, the protection of heaven, angels and Mother Earth.
    

The world of Zumanji

Rolling Rock presses the signs in the order that Fiery Rock has called it. With a grating 
sound the wall moves and the passage opens. Darkness, a musty smell of rot and mildew, 
comes towards him torches hanging on the wall. He ignites a torch and slowly enters. Fifty 
metres further on, there is a staircase in front of him that leads down into the black darkness.
Rolling rock slowly continues and counts the steps that lead him down into the dark world of 
Zumanji. At the 500th step he has reached a level, a passage leads straight on. After a few 
meters there are 5 rooms to the side of the passage. The light of his torch scurries over the 
golden skeletons. Many quiet voices try to influence his mind, <<<Yes just come and get the 
gold, come and you will be rich. Rich, immeasurably rich come and get it."
Rolling Rock doesn't care about the voices in his head and goes on.
<< Whatever you want, none of this wealth? Come and get it, come here is enough," the 
voices whisper.
Rolling Rock shakes off the voices and ignores them.
He goes on, after a while he comes back to a spiral staircase that takes him further down. 
Again there are 500 steps as the stairs end. In front of Rolling Rock lies another passage. 
Also at this passage there are 5 branching rooms with golden skeletons. But this time he 
hears no voices, but a rustling on the ground. The path in front of him consists of narrow 
beams bridging a pit. The pit is teeming with thousands of spiders. In the light of the torch 
the spiders wake up and climb up the walls. But for some reason they are too smooth for 
their fine limbs and always fall back into the pit. She ignores rolling rock and balances on the
narrow walkway across the pit to the other side. Carefully he feels his way forward, the 
ground shows deceptive features. In the light of the torch he sees a golden gate and two 
golden guard skeletons blocking the way to the gate. He cannot consider touching them. He 
concentrates on looking at the walls to find any switches. Unknown signs on 5 stones on the 
wall put him in front of a riddle.
The five seems to be a significant number in the Zumanji world 500 steps by the stairs, 5 
rooms by the corridors and now 5 signs. Rolling Rock goes a little inside itself and tries with 
its mental power to find the right switch. Intuitively he chooses the 5th switch and slowly 
pushes it in. Nothing happens. He now presses the first one. Still nothing. Then the 4th 
switch. Still no movement not even an arrow or another shabbiness happens. Now he 
presses the 2nd switch, a creak sounds quietly. The 3rd switch he now also wants to press 
but can only be pulled. Before he does this, he prepares to have to dodge by jumping. He 
pulls the 3 switch.
The guardian figures drive into the ground and the gate opens.
Rolling rock continues and enters a hall. Torches and fire holes ignite automatically as if by 
magic. Rolling rock is in the Temple of Fear.
On the walls there are stone figures with devil's heads. In the middle of the temple is the 
altar with the 4 black crystals. Should this be so easy to walk in here to take the crystals and 
disappear again. No, I don't think so. Here are even more puzzles to solve. His gaze 



wanders on, behind the altar there is also a throne. A figure sits there. But this time it is not a
skeleton sitting there.
The figure moves and stands up. He is tall and strong.
His voice resounds in the temple of fear, booming, dull and rough, "Haahaaahaa, you have 
made it this far, I congratulate you. I am Zantor, the high priest of Zumanji our cult still exists,
for nine thousand years our life has been guided by the power of darkness. You have found 
your way to us to get the four black crystals and break the curse that lies on the Sumakhan. 
Yes, I know that you are a Chosen One, like many before you who have tried. But you even 
made it this far, the others chose wealth hahaha, but they found death, they themselves 
became golden skeletons.
I also know what is happening outside in the world, the rich who exploit the world for even 
more wealth. The catastrophes that are near, to wipe out this scum of the world, that 
presume only money, gold and wealth can rule the world, yes, I know that too. For our order 
is older and more powerful than all other churches. The Sumakhan were idolaters who 
betrayed their true God. They became shamans and paid homage to nature. Only our order 
has not lost the true and pure faith in God. And every other faith is destroyed by us. We will 
also destroy you, get ready to die, fool." Zantor draws his sword and jumps in front of his 
victim Rolling Rock.
Rolling Rock pulls the Atlantic lightsaber out of its cape and parries the first blow. Blade 
against lightsaber, steel against energy. The energy drives into the sword Zantor´s and 
pushes it back. He roars with anger. The energy weakens him further energy blows against 
the sword shake the high priest. He throws away the sword.
Rolling Rock responds," Zantor your opinion of the humanity of today's world is only partially 
correct. Every other faith in this world is always directed to the same God, only that it has a 
different name in every culture. According to our and my faith God is everywhere and no 
man or order has a right to call the True God his own. In the new world view in this age, the 
In the Age of Aquarius people have found their way back to their being and fully 
acknowledge a higher power, no matter if the One and Only is called Universe, God, Allah, 
Energy and by many other names. God is everywhere in every human being, in every plant, 
every animal, every stone and mountain, star and planet, God is nature, God is the earth 
and whoever destroys the earth is truly scum in this point I agree with you.
But I cannot share the presumption that your order, the sole right for itself claims to serve 
God,
on the contrary, when I see here the dark figures on the wall of the temple, it serves only one
person, the Antichrist the devil.
Those who died here heroically on their mission were the true believers and your golden 
traps have only awakened greed in man and only the devil has an interest in carrying the 
bad into the world."
Zantor drops his mask and reveals himself as a devilish being and now tries to use the black
magic against Rolling Rock. Rolling Rock his sacred shield, repels the black magic, raises 
his sword and fires an energy beam of bright light.
The divine light hits Zantor hard. Rolling Rock says, "This is the divine energy of pure white 
light, Atlantis and Sirius are with us, in this energy is the omnipotence of God.
bundled. Soft Satan go back to your world and ask God your Lord for forgiveness."
Zantor shrieks and screams with pain, which the white rays inflict upon him," "I will never 
yield, nor ask the Father for forgiveness, never.
He spreads out his hands and radiates black magic rays. At this moment three Atlantic 
Masters emerge from the body of Rolling Rock and strengthen the power of the white divine 



light the black magic has no more power and dissolves. The amplified white light bundles 
into a powerful flash and drives into Zantor´s body and chases it back into its dimension.
The Atlantic Masters speak to Rolling Rock, << When we heard that you wanted to go to this
mountain, we crept in with you. The Zumanji were already a strong enemy in our time on 
earth and without our help the fight would not have been over yet. But now take the four 
crystals and bring them back to their true owners. We now give you the power of 
teleportation so that you can leave this unfortunate mountain faster than you needed to get 
started.
<<thank you>> answer Rolling Rock and go to the altar and take the 4 black crystals. When 
he has removed them the shrine opens and bright white light shines on the temple, a large 
white crystal rises out of the shrine. A voice sounds in the spirit of the Atlantic Masters and 
Rolling Rock <<<Now this is again the Temple of Joy, which has lost fear and all those who 
have lost their lives here are saved, go in peace my children.>>
Rolling Rock and the Atlantic Masters dissolve and materialize again at the entrance to the 
cave, the has lost her terror. The shaman closes the entrance to the cave and sets off on his
way back to the cave of
the Sumakhan´s The next evening he enters the temple where the spirit and skeleton of 
Fiery Stone is located.
He places the four black crystals in the empty frames.
The crystals sink into this one. The shrine opens and also here a white crystal appears in its 
bright light.
The balance of black and white, ying and yang good and evil is restored.
Fiery stone's spirit appears over the shrine and materializes. He says <<Finally the curse is 
lifted and our time of torment and pain is over. At the time when there was danger for our 
people, we had sent some families of us to other areas with the mission to continue the line 
of ancestors until the Age of Aquarius, you Rolling Rock is one of those
Great-great-grandson and I feel that you are my direct descendant. I thank you and the 
Atlantic Masters.  Finally the time has come for me and my people to find the peace for 
which we have waited 3000 years. As I have now appeared to you, other ancestors will also 
appear to their descendants and enlighten them about their origin. You were prudent in your 
mission and courageous did not surrender to the temptations of the other side.You are a 
very special shaman and whenever you need my advice, I will be with you, but now I want to
rest a bit, I have a lot of catching up to do. Rolling rock goes through the cave passages, up 
to the old exit of the mountain, to see how far the construction team has progressed. They 
have laid the glass tunnel through a small chain of hills in order not to disturb the peace of 
the dead in the mountain. The tunnel section is already fifty meters before the next 
mountain, the drilling team has already started drilling the next tunnel. Rolling Rock goes to 
this mountain and prepares its usual ceremony so that the workers are not harmed by the 
mountain.  This mountain is much bigger than the previous mountains. Rolling Rock 
estimates that this tunnel will be about 20 kilometers long and is already curious what 
secrets this mountain hides in its interior.



backstabbers

The rock of this mountain seems to be particularly hard and its minerals have a completely 
different composition than the previous ones. The mentors and the inner Atlantic Masters are
at a loss because the minerals are neither earthly nor volcanic in origin. Some former 
chemists are among the people who operate the drill. Two of you are trying to analyze the 
boulders. After a few hours both come excitedly to Cordo and Iberius.
"These rocks are several million years old, and probably originate from a comet. This one 
seems to have fallen on the mountain a few thousand years ago and has united with its 
original form. The rock contains metals that are harder and more resistant than all known 
metals on earth. That is why they were not burned when entering the earth's atmosphere 
and remained in their pure consistency. When the industrialists get wind of the fact that the 
hardest metal from the universe is on Earth, they will take the whole mountain apart. The 
boulders must be hidden and made inaccessible for foreigners, otherwise the industrialists, 
who will set up a laboratory here, will demonstrate their still great power with all hardness. 
And harm this landscape again. I would suggest the
Rock chunks for the second analysis after Europe-City
and later, when the construction of the connection between the new cities is completed, to 
deal more intensively with this material."  
Cordo and Iberius agree with the two, but are somewhat suspicious of them and decide to 
have them monitored. "You can deepen the analysis when the construction of the 
connection is complete. Until then, everything will remain the same. Our goal has priority 
first."
Cordo tries to read the thoughts of the two chemists, but apparently they both seem to feel 
that the Mentors try to read their thoughts and therefore don't think of their true thoughts but 
just irrelevant stuff. This cautious thinking of the chemists, in turn, makes Cordo and Iberius 
very vigilant.
The two chemists go back to the drilling team and replace two others.
Cordo asks his Inner Master to read the thoughts of the two people at different times. <<In 
my and Iberius proximity the information I can read is not the right one. As soon as we get 
close to the sea we have to watch them around the clock without them noticing. I'm guessing
that you're up to something and probably want to tell an industrial friend about this find. In 
the report on this metal, I have seen a peculiar shine in the eyes of both of them. Maybe we 
should also examine their storage and luggage unnoticed, can you take over?>>
Cordo´s inner Atlantic Master agrees with this suggestion, <<<I also felt a falsehood inside 
him and while you were talking to him I scanned his clothes and what is hidden under them 
and made a discovery, he carries a cell phone with him. Apparently, he wants to call his 
boss and tell him what he found. That's why it's good that they continue to work. But at the 
latest, when the two of them are removed by the next shift, there is a danger that you will 
contact your boss. As soon as the two of them take their rest, I will try to distort and disturb 
the radio waves of the telephones.
Two hours later the relief comes and the two go to rest in your camp. On the way, one 
quietly asks the other, "Do you see any of the mentors?" The second answers just as 
whisperingly, "No."
Well as soon as we lie down I will prepare my bed after some time and go up to the 
mountain behind us and call Earl Bates from there. With this metal, we will become the new 
rulers on Earth. With this metal and the second substance I could analyze, a substance we 
could fly through the whole universe with. A type of fuel that is much better than fossil fuels. 



From the metal we can build spaceships and fly with the fuel substance into the boundless 
universe. But now I must remain silent, I feel the closeness of the Atlantic masters. Let's go 
to sleep."
Unfortunately, the Atlantic Master could not hear this conversation. He always remains near 
their tent during the rest of the two, but it remains calm in the tent. You sleep for six hours 
and come out of the tent after you are awake and refreshed. Then the two separate and 
disappear in the crowd of people. The Atlantean thinks crap and tries to locate the cell 
phone. It's heading north back to the last mountain.
He teleports himself to the mountain and puts a shield around himself so that the other does 
not feel his presence.
can. A few minutes later he sees the chemist coming.
He stands at an elevated place and brings his I've got a cell phone. One push of a button 
shows the chemist Earl Bates' home number. He presses dial and a dial tone sounds, the 
called party accepts the call.
"Hello Earl, Earl Bates? This is Charles Bates. I have some interesting news for you, brother.
Come on...scratch...beep.... after...E...u...p...a." "I don't understand a word
please repeat." But for some reason, another conversation is not possible.
The Atlanter still wanted to know who the called person is so he allowed the approach of the 
conversation. After that he built a force field on which the radio telephone was destroyed. He
returns to Cordo and informs him that he is the traitor to the chemist Charles Bates, a 
brother of James and Earl Bates. It is to be expected that Earl will come to Europe in a 
certain time to mine this unknown type of metal here.
A few hours later, the two chemists are back with their drilling team and continue drilling on 
the way through the mountain. The rock becomes softer again and the rock of the Urberg 
lies in front of you. You've drilled 17 kilometers to this point. What a mass of alien metal. 
After the mining of the material there won't be much left of the actual mountain.
Cordo decides to call in the security force led by Lisboa and Athena.

Earl Bates

When Earl Bates hears the words of his brother Charles, old memories come back. Charles 
had joined the spiritual movement ten years ago and left the company. He's surprised that 
he of all people calls. But apparently he seems to have discovered something interesting 
that he's abandoning his spiritual convictions
"the beast," as Charles used to call him.
He's summoning his officers and bringing in his troops.
"Somewhere in Europe, my brother Charles has discovered something that seems more 
important than this China. We leave
and go to Europe. The country doesn't offer any lucrative raw materials anymore anyway, let
the corrupt politicians of this country see how they manage on their own.  My radio operator 
was able to locate the approximate location where the call came from. We drive into the 
Mediterranean Sea and go north from the former Marseille ashore into the mountains. 
Departure in two hours, who does not arrive punctually at the ships there, must see how he 
gets along here alone in this country, have I expressed myself clearly enough?     
The armada of the Bates fleet is in the harbour, almost all his soldiers arrive on time. When 
the Chinese realize that their occupiers and looters want to move away, a rage boils in them 
that makes them take up arms. The first to be lynched are the retarded occupying forces 



who did not hear the call to leave because they were sleeping in a whore's house with a 
hooker. The angry population is growing and also the corrupt political functionaries who are 
no longer protected by Bate's men fall victim to their anger. When the angry population 
arrives in the city of the occupiers, they are already on the high seas, heading southwest 
towards the Indian Ocean.
The angry Chinese are destroying the city of the occupiers, and here too some people who 
have benefited from Bate's presence fall victim to the rage.
Bates Armada travels across the Indian Ocean and a few days later she is in the Gulf of 
Oman. From the
Suez Canal has become a wide waterway. Afterwards you drive into the southern 
Mediterranean Sea and set the course for southern France.

From the point where the domed city is built in the French Alps, the builders of the city see 
the huge armada of ships and floating islands heading for the coast. Directly down at the 
coast a single vehicle drives along the coast. The Terran Londo crystal boat.
At the same time comes to the grown city, a messenger of the construction team that is still 
one kilometer of pipe to lay until the cities are connected with each other. This is informed by
the Armada which is located off the south coast. He rushes immediately back to Cordo and 
Iberius.

Londo also sees the mighty Armada approaching the coast. He gives the crystal boat the 
spiritual command to float over the land to get to Europe-City2 as soon as possible. Once 
there, he lets the crystals be brought into the temple so that the protective shield can be 
activated as quickly as possible. At a short distance, he sees the tunnel construction teams 
laying the pipes on piecework so that the two cities are connected to each other and the 
energies of the metropolises can flow.

Even before Earl Bates' troops reach the country, all construction work has been completed. 
The shield is activated and includes not only the second city but also the tunnels and 
mountains.     

      
The power of energy

Cordo had sent the shaman back through the tunnel to Europe City after they had moved 
the mountain with the metal of the comet, with the construction crew, to bring some energy 
crystals and install them in the metal mountain.
Shortly before the last glass tube is connected to Europe-City2, the chemist Charles Bates 
and his buddy are captured and brought before a people's tribunal.
Charles Bates and Don Golden are convicted of treason.
Terran Lisboa and Elektra-Athena will chair the court session.
"Charles Bates, Don Golden your spiritual spirit, was a shabby deception. Even if after 
finding the alien metal. abotaged the continuing tunnel construction, we have reached our 
goal and activated the energy shields. Your brother Earl Bates will bite his teeth out of our 
power. We have let you watch unnoticed since the discovery of the unknown metal and 
listened to your secret conversations.  But first they can now call their brother and tell him 
that he will sacrifice his people senselessly if he does not stop his attack. Our energy is more



powerful than all his weapons and his hatred."
Charles Bates nods and says," Well, we're blown. But our plan has by no means failed. 
Earl's a berserk who's gonna wipe out anything in his path. So surrender when he gets over 
that hill with his troops.
And then I have another brother, James Bates, who will heat you up as soon as I reach him. 
The Bates brothers command and take no orders."
Lisboa answers," Oh, yes, your brother.
you don't even know yet. Big James Bates came to Europe-City a few months ago with his 
fleet and wanted to get the city into his hands but failed miserably, even his bombs could not
do anything against our energy shields. He sent a few thousand of his people to their deaths.
We have freed his hostages and sent him and his troops through alien technology to foreign 
planets and other dimensions. Since you would so much like to be together with your 
brothers again, we can arrange that. James Bates will be happy to see you and caress you 
like never before."
"What do you say James and his troops are no longer on Earth? Heehah ,my brother James 
hates love, so he won't caress us when he sees us, his brothers again."
"But he will caress you, you can be sure of that, for he is in the dimension of love and is 
covered with love from morning till night. "adds Elektra-Athena with a smile. "But now you 
may speak to your brother, here's your phone again, it's working again."

Charles Bates has the feeling that the mentors are serious and look at smiling faces instead 
of worried faces. He is stunned by the apparent
indifference and the friendly offer to call his brother. He shakes his head and picks up the 
phone. He presses the button that connects to his brother.
"Hello Earl, nice of you to come, unfortunately my plan is broken and your arrival here will be
very carefree. Like people here don't know how violent you can be. I'm their prisoner now, 
get me out of here, and James is hiding them somewhere, too. Tell me about some bullshit, 
he's in the dimension of love. I don't believe a word they're all spiritual weirdoes and idiots 
here. I found an unknown metal on a mountain near here that is harder than anything known
and another chemical substance that is responsible for our the previous fuels in the shade. 
So show these people what it means to be
to take Bates brothers for stupid boys and fuck them over."
Earl Bates answers, "Hey boy, brother, we're going to get you right now, my soldiers are just 
climbing up the slope and coming right down into the valley. Why don't you give me one of 
those crackpots on the phone?" Charles passes the phone on to Lisboa and says to her, "My
brother wishes to speak to you."
Lisboa nods and picks up the phone and says, "My name is Terran-Lisboa the head of 
security and spiritual leader of the people here."
Earl Bates screams into the machine, "I don't care who or what they are, they'll immediately 
release my brother and get them to James as well, and immediately I'll let my rocket 
launchers speak."
Lisboa answers, "You can have your brother and his companion, we have no use for such 
people.
He will meet them immediately," and makes a sign that the two will be sent in the direction 
where he can meet his brother Earl. "and as for your weapons whether rockets or bombs, 
they will shoot them down quietly, since only what they can destroy will be their own people. 
Because we have activated our shield and every bullet every bomb and rocket, bounce off 
the shield ineffectively and fly back to the starting point and explode there. So let it go if you 



still want to live a little, but I have the feeling that you still don't want to believe it's what I'm 
saying. So do what you want. And James is no longer in this world, he now lives in another 
dimension. End," and turns off the phone.
In the meantime, Charles and his buddy have left the security zone and are behind the 
energy shield.

The Bates Brothers Unite

Charles and Don run down the slope to where Earl is waiting for them.
"Hello brother, nice to see you again, so what was that earlier from an unknown metal that 
should be harder than anything else?" calls Earl.
Charles reaches into his pocket and pulls out a piece of rock, saying, "This is the stone of a 
huge comet that has rushed into a mountain and joined to it, a chemical reaction of the 
minerals of the mountain and the comet must have created this metal. My analysis has 
shown that this metal is indestructible and then I had made a discovery in the mountain that I
named after me Charleron, is a substance similar to fuels, only much more productive and 
energetic. The mountain where the stuff is located is about 30 km north of here. I don't know 
where they hid James, they just tell me that he is in the dimension of love. “
Earl answers,""Pah, dimension of love, I'm sending the weirdoes into the dimension of death
now."
He gives his ships a sign and a short time later the cannons fire from all pipes. The 
projectiles fly towards the city and are stopped and hurled back by an invisible wall. Shortly 
after, all the projectiles on the ships explode and sink the armada.
Earl´s Face darkens and disbelief spreads.
His soldiers have witnessed this misfortune and are very frightened. An officer yells loudly, 
"Attack that will pay us dearly, attack and revenge for our brothers. Attack away." 20000 
soldiers are roaring forward. After a few hundred meters they are stopped by the invisible 
wall and disappear into thin air. From the soldiers' point of view, they walk through a wall that
leads them to a new area, suddenly they are in a desert.

The officer and his people stop and look around. "Where are we?" ask timidly and frightens 
some soldiers. "That's not the target we saw from the coast. "Some turn around." The coast 
is also gone, only desert as far as the eye can see."
The officer and his people look around indecisively and he leads the way in the direction you
think you came from. You keep walking for hours. In the distance, they see a man coming 
towards them. An hour later they face a confused man, the officer recognizes by his 
shredded uniform that this is a soldier of James. The officer asks the man, "Where's the rest 
of your troop? Where's Big James? What's going on?"
The man stammers, "Here is the madness .... the troop I was with .... we were 5000 men ... 
all dead. Monsters live here in the mountains ... Murderous creatures that have killed all and 
captured some, I was able to escape ... water ... moan ... ahhh. "and collapses.
"Well, those are nice views. Go get a medic and give him some water. We'll camp here until 
he's back to his senses and then we'll have a look at these monsters.
Put four men together to watch around the camp.

The mentors had set the energy shield so that anyone walking against the invisible wall 



would be transported to the desert planet. This was now possible due to the cross-linking of 
all crystals. The mentors didn't want the soldiers to run to their deaths. Then you created the 
transmission to the dimension of love.   

Earl and Charles see his soldiers run down into the valley and then suddenly disappear into 
the invisible wall. The two and Don Golden are standing there, bewildered and helpless. 
Only after a few minutes Earl realizes that he has no more soldiers and no more ships.
Full of rage, he runs towards the city, Charles runs after him. Don decides not to go along 
and goes to the coast down. He doesn't see Earl and Charles disappearing in nothing like 
Earl and Charles and he doesn't care.
Earl and Charles dive into the wall that feels like cotton wool. A moment later you stand in 
another world and see .... James.
James looks at them and smiles and radiates a love and says to them, "Ah, there you are, 
my dear brothers, I have waited so long in this paradise for you. Here is all love, here lives 
love, and I am love."
Earl and Charles can't believe it and first look at James and then at each other and slowly 
love glides over their being. "Charles is the first to find words again and is not surprised at 
what he says, "Yes my dear brother, now we are all united in love, no more hatred, no more 
killing, there is nothing more important than love. Come James, show us this wonderful 
world.  

LeProvence

Three months later, the second domed city is finished.
LeProvence is inaugurated at a ceremony.
From the Apennines in Italy, the news comes that the first part of the city has been 
completed.
The construction team also decides to connect this place with the second city.
The construction team is strengthened by the French friends and the tunnel through the 
mountains to the Apennines is completed in about 6 months later. There the second part of 
the city is now completed. There are still two mountain peaks to build on and everyone who 
has worked on the tunnel section of Europe-City is helping to finish the city. Six months later 
the city is completely finished.
Another inauguration ceremony and the naming of the third city in the USWE network. The 
residents call the city NewFlorenca.
With the inauguration ceremony the year 2045 ends and a new year 2046 begins. The 
construction team from Europe-City travels back again. Only Cordo, Iberius and Marcel the 
glassmaker travel back to LeProvence in order to advance the networking with Spain from 
there.  



Spain and Portugal

For the Spanish population, the environmental changes had been even more drastic. The 
barren land in the south became more and more infertile due to prolonged dry periods, the 
landscape became mostly desert in the years 2030 to 2040. In the course of rising sea 
levels, river courses became extended arms of the sea. The springs in the northern 
mountains of Spain were the last basis to save life in Spain.



At Valladolid, in 2044, the dome city was built, north of the city in the area of the Cantabrian 
Mountains, there are some springs.
The water from the springs is collected and stored in domes. Some existing dams north of 
Madrid were also equipped with dome roofs. Madrid, the former metropolis of millions and 
capital, is located on the edge of the desert landscape of southern Spain. Large shifting 
dunes coming from the south have destroyed the once fertile land around Madrid.
Around Valladolid, from 2044 to 2046, the New Dome City was developed in the plateau up 
to the mountains in the north. Numerous farms were established here. The Portuguese 
population was integrated into the new city.
From Valladolid, the Spaniards are constructing the connection line to LeProvence along the
Pyrenees to the Gulf of Lyon.

The Pyrenees

In the Gulf of Lyon and in the Rhone delta, the inhabitants of LeProvence, already an 
underwater city of which is to be the node for the Spanish city.
From there, Leiten Cordo and Iberius continue the construction of the tunnel route to the 
Spanish coast. On a ship there is the glass factory, which produces the pipes for the 
underwater world and also lets them down into the depths.
At Perpignan, the underwater tunnel comes to light again. Cordo travels towards the Spanish
construction teams, while Iberius accompanies the construction in the mountains of the 
Pyrenees.   
Cordo walks through the mountains. Every now and then he meets a pack of wolves, but he 
has nothing to fear from them, because these animals notice that he is a special being. 
Nevertheless the pack accompanies him in a certain distance.
Cordo reaches a sparsely wooded plateau the next day. At the end of the forest he meets a 
hut, smoke comes out of the chimney. Carefully he approaches the hut, because he knows 
that here in these mountains many smugglers and scoundrels do their mischief.
"Stop who are you?" asks someone hiding behind a tree in Spanish.
"I am a pilgrim who is on his way to San Sebastian to join other pilgrims on their way along 
the northern coast," Cordo replies.
"Do you have any money? If you want to cross this valley, you'll have to pay toll."
"I don't suppose you're up to date with what? There's no more money, the world has 
changed a lot. The seas have risen, causing rivers to rise and many cities like Paris and 
others to sink into the floods. Money, no matter what currency no longer exists."
"Are you crazy? Why is there no more money? Here I look have money," and throws the 
euro notes around.
"But these are worth nothing because the financial markets have collapsed. Stock exchange 
cities and financial metropolises were flooded. That's why the euro and the dollar are no 
longer worth anything, do you understand that?" answers Cordo. "How long have you not 
been in the cities or the plains of northern France?"
"Already an eternity no more, we get no smuggling orders, therefore we stay up here in the 
mountains because we do not like the life in the cities. But what can you give us if you have 
no money?"
"Nothing but work and food in a few weeks, a few thousand workers pass by, building a 
tunnel road to Valladolid to connect the new metropolises of Europe-City, LeProvence and 
NewFlorenca.
"A tunnel road so-so, but why such a road, there are enough roads in this world?"



"The tunnel road is connected to an energetic system by the connection with the cities, 
transports and travellers arrive faster at their destination and are safe on their travels. Even if
the tunnel road is made of glass and is transparent, an external one can neither penetrate 
nor destroy the glass, because it is indestructible. A shot fired from a gun causes the bullet 
to be fired the tunnel's protection rebounds and flies back to the sender, who himself is 
fatally hit."   
"Hm, so our future as highwaymen looks pretty bleak and I see only one way to prevent that,
and I'm supposed to kill and attack you and the construction teams," the smuggler replies 
and pulls his gun.
"Of course you can try that, but let me tell you that I also have the energies, there is a shield 
around me or why do you think the hungry wolves have not attacked me yet, up there at the 
edge of the valley? These animals have certain instincts and are smarter than humans they 
can feel that I am unassailable," says Cordo.
"Those are strong words, energy pah, I don't believe you a word, I think I've talked enough" 
and calls for his cronies. "Boys take up arms, here's one who thinks he can fuck with me. 
Jose go shoot him."
Cordo makes a sad face and shakes his head, "Why don't you shoot me yourself if you don't
believe me? Why should Jose make the mistake in your place? Don't you have the guts?"
Jose stands behind a tree and shoots at Cordo.
The bullet bounces off the shield and cuts through the tree behind which Jose stands and 
hits it deadly.
"You see, I told you the truth, your buddy's dead.
Do you want to send the next one to his death? Or do you realize that you have no chance 
against our power?"
The smuggler and his cronies don't say a word anymore and flee to the mountains.
Cordo walks up to the hut and enters it.
On the floor in the semi-dark corner sit a few tied up persons. Cordo addresses these, "Hello
Senor, who are you? I'll free you from your bonds, the scoundrels have fled."
"Thank you Senor, I am Enrico Valdez and these are my three daughters Diana, Isabella 
and Anna. Those scoundrels captured us and raped my three daughters.
The scoundrels won't get far, the wolves will be
I have made a feast for them, because I have put a curse on the scoundrels, which makes 
them victims of the wolves.
Not only do I have the earthly name Enrico, but I am also a shaman and wear the name, 
Wolf Eye and can communicate with the wolves. The wolves told me your journey through 
this mountain landscape and led you here.
I feel that you are a person with special spiritual powers. Am I right, Terran Cordo?"
Cordo is amazed," Oh, I haven't told you my name yet, and yet you know Him. Yes, I am a 
Chosen Leader of 11 other Chosen ones, who carries the power of the Atlantians within 
himself. I travel towards a construction team that is building a road through this mountain 
landscape. Behind me follows another construction team that is building this road.
Somewhere in these mountains, there will soon be a rendezvous of tunnel tubes and the 
Atlantic energies will become to all new cities. But just call me
Cordo, my friend."
"So soon there'll be a lot going on here when a big construction crew comes by. Girls gather 
all kinds of vegetables and fruits, soon many men will come to this valley and make you 
pretty," says Enrico.
The daughters giggle and go to collect in the forest.



"I hope there's some marriageable men in the construction teams who like my daughters. I'm
old and my daughters are too young to acidify at my side."
"My construction crew will arrive here in about 2 days, I now travel one more day's march 
towards the others, because the people from Valladolid can't be far away anymore," says 
Cordo.
Enrico answers," I put my horse at your disposal, with which you can meet the people you 
are looking for faster."

Cordo accepts the horse gratefully and rides further northwest through the mountains. That 
same evening, a few kilometres further on, he meets the construction crew. The Spanish 
and Portuguese pilgrims, who were in Europe City, are busy leading the construction team. 
When you see Cordo riding into the camp, your joy is great.
"What a pleasure Cordo to see you again." both shout like out of one mouth.
"The joy is also on my side, Jose Gomez Garcia and Juan Pedro Valdez. I'm glad to see you
here. In about a day's ride from here, the connection between your city and the other cities 
will be complete. In a high valley lives a shaman with his marriageable, young and pretty 
daughters, so prepare your workers something for them to handle the girls properly. I am 
now riding back to my people to see how far these have progressed. We meet then in the 
valley with the daughters and the shaman. See you soon, friends."
Cordo rides through the night the way he came. In the distance, he hears the death cry of a 
man. He rides in the direction where he suspects the scream. Arrived there near he sees 
that the scoundrels were caught up by their fate of the curse of the shaman wolf eye. The 
one he spoke to is sitting anxiously on a branch in a tree. When he sees Cordo, he shouts, 
"Hello there, save me from the bloodthirsty beasts."
"I'm afraid I cannot, for your fate is sealed. You and your cronies insulted the shaman and 
his daughters, who abused their hospitality. That's why the shaman gave your life to the 
wolves. The wolves will go wherever you flee, and it is not my place to keep you from it. 
Nothing can save you anymore, not even the tree you're sitting on. If the tree does not want 
you to use its branches as a place of refuge, it will throw off its branch and with it also you. 
Nor does he grant you the grace of time, to change your mind about your lives and perhaps 
to see what wrongs you and your you've done for your cronies. Only if you sincerely repent 
and ask the world, the shaman wolf-eye and his daughters for forgiveness, perhaps your life 
will be saved. The wolves are the connection to the shaman, repent sincerely and honestly, 
the wolves will feel if your repentance is sincere and honest. When the wolves feel that you 
repent from the bottom of your heart, the shaman will tell the wolves to spare you. "Cordo 
answers.
The scoundrel answers," Yes, you wolves and wolf's eyes, I repent my deeds from the 
bottom of my heart. I will never do anything evil again." But the wolves and Cordo feel that 
this is only a half-hearted answer that doesn't come from the bottom of their hearts.
Also the tree feels that the remorse, only so simply therefore is said and repels the branch 
on which the scoundrel sits.
The branch breaks, the scoundrel falls to the ground with the branch and the wolves fall over
the last scoundrel.
Cordo turns back to his destination and rides back to the construction site from LeProvence. 
Five kilometres before the valley where the shaman lives with his daughters he meets the 
construction team.   
In the course of the next day, both construction teams arrive from both directions and unite 
the tunnel tubes.



The daughters of the shaman

When the two construction teams were only a few thousand meters away from the meeting 
point, the shaman's daughters provided fresh fruit and water for both teams.
When Diana, Isabella and Anna bring fresh vegetables and fruit to the Spanish construction 
team, they come into closer contact with three brothers and flirt fiercely with each other.
During the few days until the tunnel tubes merge, the six get closer and closer to each other.
When the route is joined, the daughters come to their father and tell him their wish, "Father, 
we have met these three brothers in the last seven days and want to start a family with 
them".
The father answers, "Do you want to leave me too and leave me alone in the wilderness?"
Diana replies, "No, Father, we are staying here in the valley with our men, we are building 
three glass domes and setting up our farms there. We all wish your blessing so that soon the
valley will be full of grandchildren we will give you."
Diana summons the three young men, the three brothers shyly step in front of the wolf's eye 
and speak one after the other, "I am Raphael del Fuerte and wish me the hand of your 
daughter Diana".
The second steps forward and calls his name," I am Diego del Fuerte and wish me the heart 
and hand of Isabella."
The third steps forward," I am Benito del Fuerte and ask for Anna's hand."
The Father shines with joy at these splendid boys who have chosen his daughters and 
answers, "Now when the hearts of my daughters and chosen men are filled with love, all six 
receive my blessing. When love returns to this valley, the valley will soon become a 
paradise. To celebrate the marriage we need Cordo as a representative of the Spiritual 
Union, as well as another shaman who celebrates the shamanic custom of the wedding. I'm 
glad there's love again in this valley."
Wolfsauge goes to Cordo and asks him, "Is there still a shaman or priest among the 
construction teams? And you Cordo need, I also for the wedding, of my three daughters with
the del Fuerte brothers, as representative of the USWE. After the wedding, three dome roofs
will be needed up here, where the three new families will establish their farms and provide 
for their offspring."
Cordo is pleased and answers," At our construction team is the shaman Rollender Fels, I will
fetch him right away. I am happy for you that the right men have found love for your 
daughters and I am very happy to assist the ceremony at the wedding."
Rolling Rock celebrates a beautiful wedding.
The next day Cordo, Iberius and the construction crew travel back to Europe-City.    
After the Scottish shaman Paul Sanders, with the Irishman Peter McLean, as well as Sandra
and her sons from Europe-City left to build the new future in their homeland in the highlands 
of Scotland.
On their journey home, everyone agrees to forget about past disputes on the islands and 
build a city for everyone. Two weeks later, after leaving Europe City, you will reach the new 
coast south of the Scottish Highlands by boat.
On your way north into the highlands, you will meet many people who will travel with you.
A few days later they have reached their destination. A beautiful high valley with fertile soil 
and forests in the adjacent valleys.  
Here the city of Bitania is built.



2040 to 2046  

With the beginning of the year 2046, sea levels continue to rise slowly worldwide. In the 
countries of the former USA, which is becoming smaller and smaller due to the further rise in
sea levels, a civil war is going on because the industrialists there have still not taken any 
nature-friendly and climate protection measures. The American people are chasing all 
industrialists and former members of the government out of the country. With the first floods 
around 2040, all cities on the east coast sank. The first catastrophes were the triggers of the 
collapse of the stock markets, which rendered the previous means of payment worthless.
The rich economic bosses had known before the financial world went under that much would
soon be different, caused by their own greed. Therefore, even before the first catastrophes, 
they built the floating luxury islands and sold their homes on these islands for valuable goods
such as gold and jewellery.   
Most of them were clear about the future, only some of them were particularly unscrupulous 
economic bosses, like the Bates brothers and some others were indifferent to the 
development of nature. They tried to achieve further material gains through robbery and 
piracy. Like the Bates brothers, other industrialists joined forces, infiltrated the White House 
government in Washington, and abused state defense forces for their own ends. After the 
pirate clans felt strong enough, they set their floating islands on course for China because 
they knew that there were still sufficient resources such as oil, coal, gold and others to be 
found there. With their troops and the armada of floating islands, they drove to the Chinese 
coast and attacked it surprisingly. But the surprise effect did not last long. Strong resistance 
by the defense forces of the Chinese army rubs parts of the clans. Only the air forces and 
the use of bombs and missiles save the advance of the American pirate clans into the 
Chinese hinterland.
Since the Chinese government assumed that these American soldiers are of the regular 
state power of the USA, they respond immediately with long-range missiles directed at the 
American continent. On the part of American pirates are aimed at the most violent bombs 
and missiles on China. In order to escape the murders and pillaging of the American pirate 
clans, the Chinese population and government decide to surrender and surrender to the 
occupying forces. Groups of occupiers, traveling plundering through the land. Some 
members of the Chinese government allied themselves with the occupiers and participated 
in their looting.
After James Bates left China with his troops, the Chinese population saw that their chances 
of a revolution against the rulers were on the rise again.   
When Earl Bates also left China with his troops, the population regained their independence 
in a revolt against the remaining occupiers and corrupt government people. Who can escape
from the angry population settles down with the last floating islands. Others are slaughtered 
by the population or flee into spirituality or confess to it.
The Tibetan monasteries, the Dalai Lama and the Buddhist temples in China are 
experiencing a new rebirth through the acceptance of the Chinese population.    
The bombs and missile attacks against China and the American continent have serious 
consequences. Earthquakes, volcanic eruptions shake the earth's surface, gigantic 
hurricanes of unimaginable magnitude, destroy cities and remaining villages, Tsunami´s and 
monster waves are triggered again. Many people are victims of these disasters triggered by 
human hand.



Chapter 3

2048 The Great Flood

In the spring of 2048, sea levels continue to rise worldwide. Days of rain, monster waves and
storms destroy more land. The last ice plates at the poles are disappearing. The global 
warming has reached its peak, the climate is completely around the whole planet at 30 
degrees. Constant heat repeatedly causes severe storms that destroy the unprotected towns
and villages. The people who still live in these towns and villages cannot save themselves 
because the water masses spread very quickly. Rescue teams with floating islands try to 
evacuate some cities, but the heavy tsunamis and monster waves make rescue operations 
almost impossible. There are no more inhabited islands between Europe-City and the 
northern megacity Bitania.
On the continents of Asia, Australia and America, where the climatic changes of the past 
have not received special attention and the population has not been prepared for the 
disasters, many millions of people become victims of the water masses. Just some spiritual 
tribes like Indians in the American reservations,   
Indians in Mexico and the South American regions, as well as the spiritual inhabitants in 
Southeast Asia and Australia were able to recognize the signs of the impending change and 
saved many people from the floods. Earthquakes and volcanoes become active, even 
volcanoes that have slept for several hundred years erupt again. Seaquakes create massive 
monster waves in the seas and oceans. An undersea volcano in the Pacific, explodes with 
an enormous strength and forms with its lava mass a new island. By the power of the 
explosion at the seabed, enormous masses of water are set in motion. A 300 meter high 
water wall races over the Pacific in a circle towards all continents. The west coast of the 
American continent is the first to be hit by the wave. Central America, at its narrowest point 
where the Panama Canal is located, is completely overrun by the water wall. After that, the 
wave races further east towards Europe with a little less force.  

The tide is falling

Life in Europe-City continues almost normally. The gardens in the domes are thriving and 
the food supply is running smoothly.
The population has grown in the last two years due to more refugees who have had to give 
way to the further rise in sea levels.
A helicopter approaches Europe-City and lands near the city and a man gets out of it and 
goes to the city.
Elektra-Athena and Terran-Lisboa as well as all other mentors await the arrival at the 
Temple of Light.
Two security men are waiting for the stranger at a sluice.
"Welcome to Europe City, stranger please follow us to the Temple of Light there you are 
expected. "Says one of the two security guards. The stranger nods and follows the escort. 
You get into a car that goes fast to the Temple of Light. Once there, the inmates get out and 
enter the temple.



During the trip the stranger enjoyed the view over the city in silence and admiration. In the 
temple he breaks his silence.
" I am Ambassador Han Lo Lee from China or what's left of it. The war initiated by these 
American pirate clans has had devastating consequences for many countries. But also our 
people contributed its part to the fact that the catastrophe which is approaching, was 
released. Not far from our coast in the Chinese sea and in the Pacific several volcanoes 
have erupted, seaquakes produce tsunamis which are more powerful than all previous 
waves. Due to an underwater volcanic eruption in the Pacific Ocean, a 300 metre high water 
wall has built up and is moving across the seas. A part of the wave has lost momentum on 
the west coast of the North American continent, but in Central America the wave has 
continued to speed through the Panama Canal with its momentum and is now moving 
towards Europe. The wave was triggered by the volcano in the Pacific in a circular motion 
and at the same time raced west towards the Asian continent. The tidal wave destroyed 
large parts of our country, Japan was completely destroyed. What the situation looks like in 
the coastal areas of the East Siberian countries is beyond my knowledge. But on the flight to
your city we saw huge volcanic eruptions on the coasts of Italy and the islands of Sardinia 
and Sicily. The land mass of the two islands grows and increases due to the lava flow. 
Sardinia has already doubled its land size.  
Through a pilgrim who traveled through our country, I heard about the new spiritual 
movement and about this city. With the last of the fuel I had at my disposal, I took the trip to 
your city to keep you up to date."
Terran-Lisboa replies, "First of all, welcome Han Lo. We have already suspected something 
like this that soon things will happen that will change this world. That is why we built this city 
here in the mountains and four more cities of this type are located in Scotland, France, Spain
and Italy. Also in the Balkans and in Greece, there should be two more cities of this kind, but
so far we have not had the opportunity to explore the southern regions."
Lisboa turns to one of his security guards and says to him, "Inform the people in 
Aquacropolis of the underwater city and evacuate them as quickly as possible. The power of 
the Great Flood could be dangerous to the underwater city."
Some security guards jump into the vehicles and drive through the tunnels to Aquakropolis 
to evacuate the residents.
"We thank you Han Lo for your information, as long as the earth is in turmoil you are our 
guest. We'll make some changes to your helicopter so you can fly without fuel in the future. 
In the meantime, you will have the opportunity to learn and use our technology. Once the 
Great Flood is over, you can fly back to your land and gather the survivors there and build a 
new future with them. You get all the knowledge you need to build a city like this."
Han Lo is pleased about the hospitable reception and answers,
"I thank you for your help, there are still two people in the helicopter, my wife and my 
daughter, I would like to fetch you. Because the situation in my country seemed too 
uncertain to me, I wanted to have my family with me on my mission."



The Lee Family
 

Athena smiles and answers, "My name is Elektra-Athena, but you can call me Athena. I will 
accompany you to fetch your family and to accompany you to your quarters, as well as to 
familiarize you with some things here in the city. Follow me, Han Lo."
Athena and Han Lo go to the exit of the temple and use one of the vehicles.
Athena says to Han Lo, "Here is a lot different than in the old world, here no vehicle is 
steered by hand. All vehicles in the tunnels are powered and routed by Atlantic energy. A 
pure thought is enough to be brought to its goal." In thought Athena names the goal of the 
lock to the outside.
The vehicle takes them to their destination in a matter of minutes.
Athena and Han Lo leave the tunnel system of the city through the lock and go to the 
helicopter.
Han Lo introduces Athena to his wife Mei Lee and daughter Mae. Together you go back to 
the lock and get into the car. Athena thinks, <Community Centre> and says to Han Lo and 
his family, "We're going to the community centre now, there's a guesthouse and the training 
centre for Atlantic technology."
Arriving at the community centre, Athena takes the family to the guest centre and assigns 
the family a guest apartment. Then she takes the three to the training centre opposite the 
guesthouse.
In the training center there are some teachers who will be introduced to the Lee family to 
learn everything worth knowing about the Atlantic technology in the next weeks. Athena says
to the Lee´s," I will now give you time for yourselves, so that you can rest after the strains of 
the long journey. If you need anything, next to the door there is a telephone similar device 
that connects you to the restaurant. All services, all meals in this city are free of charge. 
Money and payment for services were abolished. So don't be embarrassed if you wish 
something, we have everything in abundance and food is part of the basic equipment of 
every living being and therefore not for sale. But everything you want to know about our 
system, you will also learn at the training center in the next few weeks."

The Lee´s make it first in the guest dwelling comfortable and the daughter explores the 
closer environment. On her ramble through the dome she comes to the tunnel, where she 
sees a signpost with several targets.
Temple of the Earth, Temple of Light, Gardens and Underwater City Aquacropolis. Mae sits 
down in one of the cars and thinks, <gardens>. The wagon sets itself in motion and brings 
Mae to the gardens. You will meet other children in the garden. Joshua and Alea are in the 
gardens right now, where they are dealing with a plant of Sirius whose seed Alea brought 
from Sirius. A few weeks ago Alea had sown it in a secluded cultural facility and Alea says to
Joshua, <This is the Sirian Health Berry, look how fast it has grown. Within a few weeks the 
seed has turned into a small tree. Oh, look, there's the guest's daughter from China, if I 
guess right. Come Joshua we want to greet you.>
"Hello, we're Alea and Joshua and you're the girl who came with the plane, aren't you?"
"Hello too, yes my name is Mae Lee and I am Han Lo's daughter. We came by helicopter 
from China today. What's that weird tree there? I've never seen anything like it and I'm the 
best in my class in botany."
asks Mae and points to the Sirian Health Berry.
Alea replies, "This is a Sirian health berry and comes from my home planet Sirius. With the 
fruits of this tree, the human body always remains healthy. But the fruit of this tree can do 



even more, a fruit has the nutritional value of a loaf of bread and satisfies the hungry."
"Sirius? Are you from another star?" asks Mae "but you don't look alien at all."
"Sirius and Atlantis are one, and mankind is related to us." Alea smiles and replies, "And 
Joshua, my husband is a man, but also a priest of honour of the Atlantians. We have been 
connected to strengthen the Sirian and Atlantic energies together. But you and your family 
will also learn that in the next few weeks."
Suddenly a boy comes running and shouts out, "The tidal wave's coming, the tidal wave's 
coming."
Alea, Joshua and Mae look at each other and Joshua asks, "Shall we watch the spectacle of
the forces of nature from a safe place? Alea and Mae nod in the affirmative.
Joshua leads the two girls out of the dome and heads north to a 1000 meter high 
mountaintop from where there is a good view of the northern water surface. At the top of the 
plateau you can see the huge wall of water that fills the horizon in its entire width. Down in 
the valley all the water has receded, you can see former villages that have been covered by 
water since the last years. At a distance of about 2 kilometres you will see the evacuated 
underwater city of Aquakropolis. In the tunnel leading to Europe-City you can still see the 
last stragglers hurrying to the safe place in the mountains.            
From a distance, a tremendous thunder sounds, the wave wall rolls over all the rest of the 
country which had been spared by the water masses so far. With a tremendous thunder and 
monstrous violence, the wave crashes against the mountain range and collapses. The 
mountains tremble under the violence. Joshua, Alea and Mae feel the violence, the trembling
of the mountain. The fjord where the first inhabitants of Europe-City landed continues to fill 
with water, its level rises higher and the water surface increases over the entire length of the 
valley. In places that are cut by valley incisions, the waves continue from valley to valley and
fill up the last deep valleys. After that, deadly silence reigns, as if the world would hold its 
breath. The sky darkens, as if the terrible wave had not been enough and a mighty rain is 
pouring down on the earth. The three children run back to the tunnel system and drive back 
to the city.
There you decide to go to the Temple of Light, because it is assumed that after the flood 
disaster something new is to be experienced there rather than elsewhere in the city.
The Temple of Light brings together the city's leaders, mentors and residents of Europe-City.
Senator Henry Munot speaks, "Now hopefully the last great flood has come over our earth, 
how many lives this catastrophe probably cost. Some of our brothers and sisters were able 
to retreat to the mountains before the floods, as we build here in Europe City and same 
cities. But on the other continents some peoples could not prepare for the disasters because
their political and economic interests were obviously more important than the protection of 
nature and mankind. So now it has happened and our task now will be to examine all 
continents and countries and to search for surviving people and animals who could save 
themselves in the mountains.

Since our brothers and sisters on the British Isles still need to be equipped with crystals, the 
Senate and I propose that this place should be the first goal of the mission."
During Henry Munot's speech, messengers from the connected cities of the Apennines, 
LeProvence and Valladolid arrive with the message that the senators are about to set up 
rescue forces to investigate the southern areas from Egypt to Morocco, as well as the 
Canary Islands. The Italian messenger informs that a troop has already left to contact the 



Balkans and Greece. Afterwards, the investigation into the Black Sea and Turkey as far as 
Israel will be pushed through the Sinai Canal into the Gulf of Dubai.

Henry Munot continues his speech, "This is very gratifying news from our brothers and 
sisters and a sign that humanity has recognized that only to be together and one can mean 
salvation.
I suggest that 6 mentors go to the British Isles and provide the brothers there with the 
crystals. I have already asked the priest of the temple to create 6 crystal boats and more 
violet crystals through the crystals. If the mentors need help for their trip, there are 5 
volunteers per mentor from Europe-City. Those of the 12 mentors who would like to embark 
on the journey of exploration may decide among themselves whether you will make the right 
choice or not."
After the storms have subsided and the seas have calmed down, the search groups leave 
the city. The mentors travel with the crystal boats to the other new cities. The mentors 
agreed that all 6 male mentors would carry out the search for the survivors. The female 
mentors remain in Europe-City to pursue their other duties.
The 6 mentors unite with their crystal boats loaded with crystals, on the shore north of 
Europe-City, to travel from there together first to the city of Bitania, because this city has not 
yet received any crystals.
Aquacropolis had survived the enormous tidal wave without damage, and the adjoining 
underwater gardens were spared as well. The inhabitants of Aquakropolis can return to their 
homeland.

On their journey to Bitania, the mentors realize that the tidal wave has destroyed a lot of land
and that the sea level has risen considerably. Only altitudes above 300 metres were spared.
Geological measurements show that the sea level has risen to 170 metres.

Scouting

On the exploration journey through the newly enlarged North Sea, the crystal boats are 
separated in a fan shape in order to reach a wide exploration area. On hilltops that have 
been spared by the floods, the mentors find few survivors to collect and take with them on 
their journey. The survivors are on the verge of starving to death because as city dwellers 
they have not learned which plants, fruits, fungi and insects are edible to nature.
Occasionally, crystal boats encounter sailing and motor boats that are completely 
overloaded, with people on board and threatening to capsize. In order to relieve the load on 
the boats, some people are taken over by the mentors on the crystal boats. The owners or 
guides of the boats will be given access routes to the cities of the Spiritual Union or will be 
offered to accompany you with your boats on your journey to England. Some of the boats 
prefer the southern areas, others accompany them to the north. Two days later the crystal 
boats reach the English coast, at the place where London should be, only water can be 
seen.
One day later the mentors see mountains appearing on the horizon, according to their 
calculations this should be the highlands of Wales.
The shrunken land, reduced to the Welsh plateau, is overpopulated by survivors who were 
able to flee from the surrounding region.
Londo is in the immediate vicinity of the Welsh mountains, approaching the coast by boat, 



but keeping a safe distance from the coast for the time being.
Some men on land see the approaching strange boat, grab their weapons and go to the 
beach.
Londo opens the hatch and goes on deck of the boat. Smiling, he asks the men, "Why are 
you armed, are you afraid of visitors who are on their way to Bitania?
One of the gunmen answers scornfully, "Hah, the legendary spiritual city of Bitania, there is 
no such thing.
A fantasy of some idiots who think they're better and think they're enlightened. Get out of 
here and leave us alone."
Londo sees behind the men a fearful group of other gunmen being prevented from getting to
the beach. Londo has the feeling that the survivors are oppressed and exploited by the 
presumed leaders on the beach. Obviously one of the captured people manages to get to 
the beach sideways and jumps into the water.

A supervisor observes him, pursues him and shoots the fugitive. Telepathically Londo gives 
his friends a sign to come with the boats to the Welsh coast.
Londo pretends not to have seen this action and asks the men, "We have the opportunity to 
take in 120 people and relieve your overpopulation of the country a little."
The spokesman of just now answers "Good idea, but unfortunately nobody wants to leave 
here or better said we leave no one here. We are the new masters, of the archipelago here 
and the people here, are our subjects and slaves and are needed."
London responds and gives the boat the spiritual order to glide closer to the shore, "You 
have apparently still learned no lesson from the previous catastrophe. Nothing is as it used 
to be, humanity has reached a new level of consciousness. Oppression and exploitation of 
nature and humanity are the cause of the catastrophe that has happened."
The armed man answers, "Blah, blah, blah, blah, blah, blah, You're making our slaves 
rebellious with your stupid talk. And who gave you permission to come closer? I didn't allow 
you to come any closer. But now enough has been said to disappear from here or we will 
use force to make you disappear."
At this moment the other crystal boats reach the coast and take position next to Londo´s 
boat.
When the gunman sees this, he shouts. "Oh, more of your kind? You don't seem to let words
intimidate you, then the guns must speak. Boys dock and fire from all pipes."
The armed men at the beach dock and fire at a grinning man who stands motionless on his 
boat and waits for his death.
Stunned by the equanimity of Londo, these shoot their rifles undirected and hastily. Some 
bullets fly ineffectively into the sky. Other bullets bounce off the energy field of the crystal 
boat and are hurled back to the firing shooter, who is fatally hit and sinks to the ground. The 
bewilderment of the other villains, who so far have kept themselves in the background, 
makes them forget the slaves. They come storming to the beach to replace and support their
dead and surviving comrades in battle.
Londo says to the people on the shore, "Don't be so foolish as to think you can kill us, our 
boats protect us with an energy field. All bullets bounce off it and hit every shooter himself. 
Give and you shall reap."
Laughing and full of disbelief, the villains now fire at Londo and the other crystal boats.
But instead of the targeted persons, only the shooters in turn fall victim to their own gift.
Londo glides by boat to the shore and enters the land. He stops at the fallen villains because



one of them moans and moves. Londo looks at him and says, "Now you have experienced 
what it means, who gives will also reap. If you had distributed kindness and love, you would 
have received love instead of bullets. But now you will go into the light and perhaps soon be 
born again in another life."
The villain is complaining of pain, but he still answers sneeringly," Oh no, stop bothering me 
with the spiritual phrases and go to hell yourself. "After that, the scoundrel shall be silenced 
forever.

The peaceful people of Wales come fearfully closer to the shore, fearing that a new 
aggressor has now come to you to oppress you further and take up the legacy of the killed 
villains.
Londo turns to the people who meet him and speaks to you, "My name is Terran-Londo, 
London used to be my hometown. I am a Chosen Mentor and Spiritual Guide of the New 
Age. My task is to find survivors and either take you to the spiritual city of Bitania or train you
how to survive here. The other boats you see behind me are other mentors. The boats that 
may look strange to you are of Atlantic origin."
A little man in a black cassock, steps out of the crowd and speaks to Londo, "My name is 
Father John, I have read and heard some prophecies relating to the present time. Therefore,
I have faith in you.
Many of the people here in Wales are not born here and some come from the regions south 
and east of here, some even from London. Our last remaining land has become too small for
the Welsh and the other survivors who have come to live here.in the same place. The 
villains, who regarded us as their property here, trampled on the dignity of mankind, treated 
us like cattle and saw us, because all animal meat suppliers were consumed, as a substitute
for cattle and pigs. Women and young girls were raped.
There was nothing human about these men anymore."
Londo replies, "Horribly capable of what shameful deeds some people are capable of. But 
now you don't have to be afraid anymore. I as well as the other mentors will help you to 
better shape your future here. We will build a Crystal City here and teach you how you can 
continue to exist with Atlantic technology.                  
Londo and his friends first build a temple in which the necessary crystals for the new city are 
created.
Gradually, all the colors of the crystals are created, as well as another violet crystal that is 
loaded back into Londo´s Boot. With the spread of more Atlantic crystals, the energy level 
increases and the crystals can produce faster and faster. The first town and the following 
new towns were still made of glass. Wales City is now built entirely from crystal tubes and 
crystal domes that produce crystals in the temple. Due to the power and energy of the 
crystals, human and physical effort is hardly necessary even during the construction of the 
city. The power of energy and thought are bringing the city together faster than the first 
construction of Europe-City took.
Within a week, people in Wales City move into their crystal apartments. Spiritual residents 
are the first to be trained in Atlantic technology. Father John is appointed priest of the temple
and protector of the crystals in a ceremony. Afterwards he receives the statutes of the 
USWE which are read to the people at the ceremony and a corresponding document is 
handed over.
The mentors inform the inhabitants of Wales-City that as soon as Bitania can work 
energetically with the crystals, a tunnel connection between Bitania and Wales-City will be 



established.
The new inhabitants of Wales-City celebrate happily and cheerfully their new future and 
cheer for the mentors.
The next day the mentors set off for their actual destination in Bitania.

Britania

A few hours later the crystal boat fleet is on the coast below Britania. The city is well visible 
from the coast. Twice as big as Wales City with space for twenty million people, the city 
shines in the light of the sun. The mental leaders of the city of Britania are Paul Sanders and
Peter McLean and both are eagerly awaiting the arrival of the mentors in the city.
Londo and his friends again transport a Violet Crystal to the city center where the temple is 
located and make sure that it quickly starts the production of the other units.            
Paul Sanders spreads out his arms and exclaims joyfully
"We greet you mentors in Britania. The floods have swallowed up much of our land and 
people.
Survivors, pour into our new city. We thank you for the crystals now our city can exist and 
protect life.
In the last weeks before the great tide, more pilgrims from the Scandinavian countries came 
to us, who were still staying with us, but wanted to leave for Europe-City in the next few 
days. But now that you're here, the Scandinavian pilgrims can accompany you. What are 
your goals next? What have you experienced since our first meeting in Europe-City?
But let's go to the temple garden there it can be told more pleasantly than here on the 



shores of the country. On some days our coast still reaches smaller but not harmless 
minimonster waves."
Paul Sanders, Peter McLean and the mentors walk to the temple gardens. There they meet 
the Scandinavian pilgrims who sit down at a pond for a convivial round at a large table. Paul 
introduces the Scandinavian pilgrims to the mentors.
Ole Sörensen from Sweden, Hakon Röndahl from Norway, and Sven Olaf Palme from 
Finland.
The mentors welcome Ole, Hakon and Sven and then start the discussion round at the pond.
Sandra, who travelled with Paul and Peter from Europe-City to Britania, serves the guests 
tea. Paul Sanders continues, "Since our arrival here and the construction of Britania, Peter 
has managed to bring most of his compatriots here. Because the Irish habitat has been 
drastically reduced in size due to lower altitudes, many Irish families have come to Britania. 
The English, Scots and Irish, who were once enemies of each other, live here together in 
peace. But Peter will also build another city on the Irish island in the remaining mountains 
there, because some clans with their families have stayed behind in their Irish homeland and
they don't want to leave their country. But now I'll tell you what's happened since we left."

Londo tells about the events in Europe-City after their departure.
"South of here in the highlands of Wales there is a new city called Wales City, which we built
together with the survivors there a few weeks ago and completed two days ago. When we 
arrived there a few weeks ago, the people there, still oppressed by some criminals, were 
treated like cattle as a source of food. The criminals who did not care about human rights 
attacked us, but the results of the attacks were the same as James Bates and his soldiers. 
The power of Atlantic energy has sent the bullets back to their senders. But now to you 
friends from the far north." "Londo addresses the Scandinavian pilgrims," what's the situation
in your homeland?"  
The Norwegian is the first to answer," Our country has been largely spared thanks to the 
huge mountain range, except for the already existing fjords, which have been slightly 
enlarged or lengthened by the tidal wave. Only the southern coast with the capital has fallen 
victim to the water masses. Our neighbours the Swedes and Finns have been more 
extremely affected by the floods. Small Denmark was completely flooded, but the population 
there was able to get to safety early and are partly in the Norwegian mountains. Sweden, 
which is directly on our border, shares the mountains with us, but the majority of the Swedish
land area consisted of plains and lake areas caught by the floods. The Finnish area, land of 
1000 lakes, was completely overrun by the floods.
But as a Scandinavian community of nations, we have already created a refuge in the 
Norwegian mountains that has united all the people of the northern region. Even survivors 
from the Russian territories have joined us. But now we also need such a mega-city in the 
mountains, which were shown to me in visions and dreams. In the dream a voice told me << 
go and search Europe-City or Britania and find the people who will bring you the Atlantic 
technology so that your people can survive.>>,then I called my friends together and we went
on the search for you. Because we also wanted to know what it looked like on the British 
Isles we chose this destination first. In order to unite the Scandinavian people, whether 
Swedes, Norwegians or Finns as people, not as a single people, we have together decided 
to dissolve our imaginary visual and physical boundaries that have separated us.
When the rest of humanity is ready, when the political and spiritual leaders of each nation 
agree, other countries will follow and dissolve their borders. Only if the entire population no 
longer orients itself according to races, ethnic groups and faiths will global peace become 



reality. We are all human brothers and sisters and every war, every murder distances us 
from what we are, namely human.
Even if it is written in the Bible that Cain killed his brother, even if there is an eye for an eye, 
a tooth for a tooth, this does not mean to have to live like this.
The original sins are not our world, they are only made into our world.
Now we have found the way that brought us to you, we will accompany you from here until 
we are back in our homeland."
Cordo answers this speech, "Yes your hearts are in the right place, accompany us on our 
journey until we reach your homeland. We will be the first to accompany Peter to Ireland and
build the next city there."
The mentors, the Scandinavians and Peter leave Britania the next morning and travel to the 
southeastern region of Ireland where Peter's home village is located.
In the late afternoon the fleet reaches Peter's home. The Great Flood has also done great 
damage to this country. When Peter and his friends reach their home village, it is only now 
that Peter realises how long he has not seen his homeland. His wife and sons are happy that
Peter has returned home.
The mentors and pilgrims let the family celebrate their reunion in peace and explore the area
around the village. They quickly found a suitable place where the city could be built. Near 
this place there is a bay. One of the mentors brings his crystal boat to this bay and starts 
discharging the crystals he needs. The crystals are set up at the foot of a small mountain 
group. The mentors install them at this location and have the crystals tunnel tubes and 
crystal domes produced. Also here the production develops faster and faster due to the 
increased energy of the crystals.
The groups of all crystal boats start with the basic structure of the new city and build the first 
pipes in and on the mountain. Some of the villagers see the activities of the newcomers and 
participate in the construction activities.
After a few hours Peter comes to the construction site with his sons Ian and Jason. Peter 
goes to Londo and Cordo and speaks to you," These are my boys, Ian and Jason. They 
made a discovery near here a few weeks ago. But Ian will best tell you himself."

Ian nods and speaks to the two mentors," Hello, I discovered a cave on a mountain slope a 
few weeks ago after the great tide, which was apparently uncovered after the tidal wave 
shook it. Because before there was only solid rock there. Jason and I have been curious 
how we explored the new cave. We found crystals and a wall of gold inside and felt that 
there must be something mysterious there. We felt a tremendous energy emanating from 
this wall and decided to keep this secret until our father would return home. When we told 
him today about our find, he said directly that which would interest you."
Cordo answers, "Well then show us the Ian Cave and we'll see what we can do."
Ian leads Peter Cordo and Londo to the cave. The entrance is big enough that everyone can
enter the inside one behind the other. After the passage a cave opens up, which, as seen in 
many other caves, bears witness to an ancient forgotten culture with murals and other 
objects. At the rear end of the cave you can see the famous cube-like golden plate in the 
ground. Cordo as well as Londo, feel the energy emanating from the plate here and call 
telepathically to Joshua and Alea. <<Joshua, Alea we have rediscovered a source of energy,
we need your help. We are located in the south of Ireland and have rediscovered a source of
energy here at a Celtic cult site. >> Alea and Joshua receive Cordo ´s thoughts and reply, <<
Hello Cordo, we believe that through the power of the networked crystals, we can teleport 
ourselves directly to you. The energy level has increased enormously. So don't be alarmed if



we suddenly appear next to you. >>  
A few seconds later Alea and Joshua materialize next to Cordo. Everyone present was 
amazed and Cordo said, "Wow, that went faster than I can think."
Cordo welcomes them and introduces them to Ian and Jason.
Alea and Joshua are examining the plate on the ground.
A triangle is visible in the base plate as Joshua carefully removes the dust. At each tip of the 
triangle there is a mark that must be entered.
Alea says to Ian and Jason, "These are the signs that bring us into the inner source of 
power. Three people are needed to get in. So if you use this cube in the future you have to 
include a third child in your circle. Through this cube you can travel to us in Europe-City but 
you can also contact us. Banish the enemies and attackers of your city to other dimensions 
or worlds where they can no longer do any damage. Do you know a person you trust who 
can share the mystery with you?"
Ian affirms this and calls his girlfriend Kerry.
Alea answers," well, Ian, Jason places you at the top of each triangle."
Ian and Jason follow Alea's words at ´s and stand by the markers. Alea stands on the tip and
Joshua stands behind her.
The plate jolts a little, a secret sliding door opens on the ceiling above them and the plate 
with the children drives into the room above them like an elevator.
On the wall in the cube there are switchboards and boxes in which there are stones in the 
colors of the chakras.
Alea now introduces the two boys to the operation of the elements. "Here you can see the 
control panel as well as the boxes in which the stones are placed. These stones are 
arranged in the colors of the chakras. Only those who are familiar with the chakras will be 
able to put the stones together as a code. Not with the hands, but only with the power of 
thought, the codes join together. On the other wall you can see a map of the earth, to the 
right of it a map of all worlds in space, to the left the map of dimensions. Not in every world, 
there's a transporter cube like this. So be careful with your thoughts. We're looking at your 
village from here now. Think of the centre of the village and the code will be created that will 
show you the place.
Look, a picture of your village centre appears on the wall. Now see there lies a big stone, 
concentrate on it and bring it here." The stone in the middle of the village dematerializes and
seconds later is in the middle of the cube.
Alea continues, "Now we bring Kerry here, put your mind to her. No matter where it is, your 
thoughts will find you and lead you here." Seconds later, Kerry materializes in space.
"Hey, what the hell, where am I? Ian, Jason, what's with the funny joke?" calls Kerry.
Alea answers instead of the brothers, "Greet Kerry, we have brought you here to be privy to 
the secrets, because without your help Ian and Jason will never be able to protect your 
village, your future from enemy enemies. You are today part of a new future, you are chosen
to be the priestess of this place, to make sure that this place is only used for the purposes 
for which this transporter is intended. Make sure the boys don't mess with the fact that no 
uninitiated persons enter this place. Only children can enter this place. When you reach the 
age where you grow up, seek and inaugurate your followers. Intuitively, Ian chose you as the
third member to keep this place. With and through this place, you are able to travel to other 
dice, but also to other worlds and dimensions, also to my home in Sirius. A long time ago our
transport cubes were installed on many worlds, but today the places have to be found again,
because time made these places fall into oblivion. So repeatedly be careful with the wishes 
and thoughts when you are here. Erroneous and unintentional transports to other worlds are 



not recorded, but due to the unknown position of the cubes can very rarely be retrieved 
because the energetic connection of the crystals is missing."
Kerry, Ian and Jason seal their sacred oath to protect this place until their successors are 
found and promise not to abuse this place for gimmicks or make it accessible to 
unauthorized strangers.
The five then leave the cube again by entering the positions on the floor again.The platform 
descends again into the cave and the access to the cube closes. Back at the mentors Alea 
and Joshua decide to stay with the mentors for the time being.
Alea speaks to Cordo," I feel that another cube will be found in a few weeks, I feel that it 
must be on the island of Iceland, so Joshua and I will stay with you for now, Cordo."    
A few days later the construction work on NewEireCity, as the new Irish city is called, has 
progressed so far that the Irish can get on without the help of their mentors.
The mentors, the pilgrims, Alea and Joshua get into the crystal boats and travel to Iceland.
Two days later they reach the south coast of Iceland and go ashore. Iceland used to be the 
northernmost inhabited island of the country with short summers and very long winters. But 
the climate here has changed completely, there is no sign of massive glaciers, no ice and 
snow-covered mountains. Palm trees and lush green dominate the nature of Iceland. Only 
the volcanoes are still there and like many others they are active again. The volcanoes are 
more active than ever and their lava increases Iceland's landmass every day. How many 
volcanic islands are probably active again, some of the mentors ask themselves at this sight.
Iceland volcanic land, ancient land of myths and legends. A country that is changing and yet 
home to many people. Here the floods of the global catastrophe passed almost without 
damage.
The mentors moor at the coast and enter the country. A group of people comes towards 
them and welcomes the mentors with the words, "We knew you would come and are 
delighted to welcome you to the new old Iceland. My name is Olaf Svenson and I am the 
spiritual mentor of Iceland. On many of my travels and explorations in the interior of the 
island I have found and learned some Atlantic technologies. Here in the mountains, next to 
the Caribbean Sea, was a second Atlantic base of the Atlantic culture in prehistoric times. 
Before the first signs of the impending catastrophe I was led to the secret places so that I 
could prepare our people accordingly. In a cave I discovered parts of an old city with strange
crystals that produced energy. Unfortunately, this cave was located in the middle of the 
volcanic area. In a few nights I spent there, in dreams and visions, my tasks were explained 
to me. I was able to remove one of the two existing crystals and brought them to our city, 
built a new temple there and built a city like the Atlantians showed me in dreams. In recent 
years we have studied the teachings of the Atlantians, who have learned to use the power 
and energy of crystals. In order to protect Iceland and the lower coastal areas from the 
enormous flood, we were able to use the energy of the crystals beforehand and set up a 
protective shield to protect the coastal regions. But what is possible with the crystals, I and 
my scholars could not fathom. In the mountains I discovered a place whose energy I could 
not use either, but I could feel and see.
I saw a golden square in the rock, but I wasn't able to fathom that secret."
While Olaf speaks his story about the latest events, he wanders with the group to the city 
that looks like Europe-City and the other new cities. They reach the temple and see the red 
crystal inside.
Cordo speaks to Olaf, "The golden dice can only be operated and opened by spiritual 
children who are pure minds. These cubes are transporters that allow people to transport 
animals and objects from one place to other worlds, dimensions and other places on this 



world. They are energetic teleporters that were once a connection between Earth, Atlantis 
and Sirius. We have with us a Sirian princess and a boy named Joshua, who through his 
wisdom became an Atlantic priest and thus connected to the Sirian princess Alea. If your 
people are on the spiritual path, some children will surely be suitable for this task as 
guardians and priests of the Cube."
Olaf replies, "Yes, it seems to me that my children have been ahead of me and have also 
made discoveries in the mountains, although I constantly admonish them to be careful 
because of the volcanoes in the mountains. Due to the activity of the volcanoes, many paths 
to the caves are no longer safe. Even the shields don't offer any security there. The way to 
the old Atlantic settlement is no longer passable on foot. Another access to the caves seems
to be possible from the sea side with a submarine because we have discovered in a cave 
below the ancient city a lake that obviously has a connection to the sea."
Cordo answers, "Olaf, we are very advanced in our energetic development and are in 
contact with the Atlantic Masters. If you tell us the exact position of the caves and the golden
cube, we can teleport directly to these places. We will also teach you and your adepts in the 
further handling of the crystals."   
By concentrating on the place described by Olaf, Cordo teleports the small group to the 
former Atlantic settlement. Once there, the mentors immediately turn to the Atlantic temple 
and examine it. There's one more crystal in this temple, it's the blue one. The others are 
missing to know the reason for the absence, the mentors try to elicit information from the 
past from the blue crystal. After several attempts and the inner help of the Atlantic Masters, a
light from the crystal shines that
creates a holographic image and shows the events of the past in a film.
The film shows in sequences the recent events as the first, how Cordo and the mentors 
enter the cave. Some sequences further into the past show Ole and other Icelanders visiting 
the cave.
Sequences from a time when Europe suffered under the yoke of nationalism then appear. 
Now there are sequences with recordings where human intervention was made on the 
crystals.
Special units of the German Empire who travelled worldwide to explore artifacts, relics, 
myths and legends found this place and tried to remove the crystals to misuse the energy of 
the crystals for their own purposes. The soldiers who tried to remove the crystals from the 
places were hindered by the crystals, because the crystals felt the evil intent of these people 
and did not allow the violent removal of the crystals. The crystals fought the soldiers with 
light and lightning rays and transported them into other dimensions and worlds without killing
them.
Descendants and surviving soldiers, however, did not give up with the intent to remove the 
crystals and more and more of them disappeared elsewhere. The soldiers assumed that 
their comrades were killed and then they tried to destroy the crystals with explosive devices. 
But the explosive force could only destroy three crystals. Thousands of pieces of colorful 
splinters lay on the floor. The four remaining and undestroyed crystals suddenly detached 
themselves from their place and floated to the ceiling where they disappeared into small 
niches. From there came more lightning rays, which transported the soldiers into other 
dimensions and worlds. Thereupon the remaining soldiers fled from the cave, but took some 
of the crystal shards with them. With each step away, from the other splinters and the other 
crystals, the crystals resisted the separation. The remaining splinters in the cave followed 
the splinters that were in the soldiers' pockets. With a tremendous speed the splinters 
followed their abducted parts. Tip and sharp splinters drilled into the body parts of the 



soldiers. Afterwards the crystals combined again to their original form and sat down so again
together. The soldiers who survived the onslaught of the many splinters became part of the 
reassembled crystals. The released energy activated an eruption of the volcano, which 
separated the reassembled crystals with the soldiers from the bad substance. The crystals 
survived the glowing lava, but the bodies of the soldiers did not. In the cave, only the blue 
crystal returned to its place. The triggered eruption had shifted the openings of the niches 
and hindered the return of the other three crystals.
Then the last sequence shows where the missing crystals are. The light beam becomes dark
again and retreats back into the blue crystal.
Cordo and his friends are sure that their task now will be to return the seven crystals to their 
place. Circularly around the empty place of the crystals, the mentors sit down for meditation. 
The inner Atlantic Masters increase the energy of the mentors. Through the energy the 
mentors connect with the soul of the mountain and ask it to release the crystals again. After 
a few hours, niches and walls open and the disappeared crystals float back to their place 
and reconnect with the temple place and the earth. When the temple is reunited with its 
crystals, the mountain calms down and the volcano in it gently and quietly adjusts its 
eruptions and lava flow.
The mentors thank the spirit of the mountain in meditation and awaken afterwards.
Alea and Joshua now ask Olaf for the location of the cube and Olaf leads them to the place 
where it was found.
The cube is not located in a wall or floor like in other places. Behind the cube there is the 
original place of the cube in the wall. In the niche there are two skeletons, with the uniform of
the secret unit of the Nazi regime. Alea and Joshua lay their hands on the cube and ask it 
through their spiritual connection what happened here. After a few minutes, the two of them 
detach themselves from the cube and talk to their friends. "This cube was regarded by the 
soldiers as another relic to increase their power and they also wanted to remove the cube. 
Unfortunately, these fools thought the cube would have to be pushed onto the platform to 
open it. But when the cube came into contact with the platform, a kind of energetic short-
circuit was created that destroyed the soldiers. We will now return this cube to its original 
location. Only then can we see how many children must be inaugurated to protect the 
Cube."
 Alea and Joshua sit in trance and connect with the cube, in their vision they move the cube 
to its ancestral place by the power of their mind and their energy. Before the cube takes its 
place, the two of them remove the two skeletons in the same way and place them 
elsewhere. The cube glides gently and quietly back to its place. The record is free again. 
Alea and Joshua return from the trance. Then they examine the plate which again shows a 
triangle.
Alea speaks to Olaf, "This is the third cube that must be activated by us. But for further use 
and protection against improper treatment, we need three children from your city who can 
take spiritual responsibility and appreciate the sacred mission. Are there such children in 
your town Olaf?"
Olaf replies, "Oh yes my sister got triplets 7 years ago that all three special gifts brought into 
the world and are called Indigo children. These three are Inga, Ole and Sven. Should I get 
the three of them now?"
Alea answers," No, you only need to visualize their faces in front of your mind's eye, we will 
then contact the three and teleport to this place here."
Olaf visualizes his niece, his nephews in front of his eye. Alea also takes them with her spirit 
and connects spiritually with the three children.



<< Hello, don't be afraid of my voice you hear in your mind, I am Alea Sirian Princess and 
High Priestess of the Golden Dice. Your Uncle Olaf is here with us and we need your 
physical and spiritual presence, here in the caves where the crystals are. I've contacted you 
to teleport you here to us. Open your mind and don't let feelings of defense come up.
Inga, Ole and Sven hear the inner voice and look at each other confused at first. Since the 
three can also communicate with each other telepathically, Sven asks his brothers and 
sisters first, <<Had you heard this voice from a certain Alea?>> The other two answer almost
simultaneously <<Yes, Yes>>

<<Then I was not wrong and we will open our minds and follow the voice that called us.>>
The three open their minds and let themselves be grasped by the energy of Alea and 
dematerialize themselves in the place where the three are. The energetic dissolution of 
these three seems to be nothing new to the villagers for a long time, because this talent of 
teleporting these children is sufficiently well known to the villagers, so that no one gets upset
anymore about the sudden disappearance of the children.

A short time later the three materialize next to Alea and Joshua. Alea Greet the three with 
the words <<I greet you, I am Alea and this is Joshua I am connected to. Do you know 
where we are, do you know this part of the cave?>>
Inga also answers in a spiritual way << We also greet you Alea. Yes, we have often been 
here in the cave, because we have mastered teleportation ourselves and have always 
visited this place this way. Even the cube that stood here is not alien to us, but where has it 
gone? >>
Alea answers << The cube is back at its original place in the wall there. Unworthy plunderers
have tried, for reasons of greed for power, to take this cube to another place and thereby 
wipe themselves out. We will now show you how to safely operate and enter this cube. You 
will be initiated into the secrets of the Cube and appointed protectors and priests of this 
place. You can see the plate with the triangle on the floor. Each of you stands on a marker 
on the tops, this will open the cube and we can then go inside. >>
The three stand on the platform of the dice opens. Then all the children enter the inside of 
the cube.

Alea connects this cube with the cube in Ireland and Europe-City and explains to the three 
how to handle the codes like the children of NewEireCity.
In the meantime the mentors have initiated Olaf in the use of the crystals and the crystal 
production of further crystals for the temple in the new city, which is still to be built in the 
mountains of Iceland. The mentors and Olaf teleport back to the city. There, after arrival and 
installation of the produced crystals, they make preparations for the construction of the new 
city Islandcity. However, due to the change in the climate, there can be no more talk of 
iceland here. There is neither snow nor ice in the mountains of this country. Instead, palm 
trees and other tropical plants thrive here, and even the native flora grows luxuriantly in the 
mountains and valleys. Alea, Joshua and the other three children have meanwhile teleported
themselves back to the village. Alea and Joshua meet the mentors in the middle of the 
village and ask them which country to visit next.
Cordo answers, "With our friends from Scandinavia we will soon leave for Norway, gather 
the survivors there and build the next new city in the southern area of the mountains, if there 



should be a cube there again we will call you again".
Alea answers," Well, Joshua and I plan to find the other dice from Europe-City. Because by 
the increased energy of the already activated cubes, it is possible to find and localize further 
connections. We will now say goodbye to you and return to Europe City." Alea and Joshua 
teleport back to Europe-City.



Scandinavia

A few days later the mentors and the Scandinavian friends leave Islandcity. The new city is 
eagerly being built by the Icelanders.
A few days later the crystal boats reach Norway's northernmost city Hammerfest parts of the
city have perished in the floods , other parts that are in the The high altitudes seem to be 
alive and still inhabited.
Since there is no harbour anymore, there is also no cheap landing place where one could go
ashore with the crystal boats, the crystal boats drive some miles south into a fjord that is 
safer. The Norwegian pilgrim has relatives living there and wants to visit them.
The mentoring group decides to separate. A part of the group will drive south to Oslo and 
build the next city northwest of the old capital in the mountains of the Telemark. Cordo and 
Londo stay together with the Norwegian Hakon. The crystal boat is hidden and protected 
from prying eyes by an energetic shield. They hike from the mooring to Hammerfest. After 
some arduous kilometres over a scree landscape they reach a mountain road which leads 
from the south to the far north. A sign on the side of the road indicates that there are still 
about ten kilometres to walk to Hammerfest. But Hakon says, "With the car or another 
vehicle it is still ten kilometers, but in about three kilometers distance, there is the possibility 
to leave this road because there is a path downhill that leads to Hammerfest. After about half



an hour, the three of them have reached the place where the path to Hammerfest is located. 
Stairs and a path wind their way down the mountain slope. At the beginning of the path there
is a sign that says 6 km to Hammerfest. The three enter the path and carefully climb down 
the path and stairs. After about 1km you will reach a hut. Smoke rising from a chimney 
indicates that the hut is inhabited. Hakon knocks on the door, seconds later it opens and an 
old woman appears in the entrance. Hakon speaks to her in national language," Greetings 
mother, "I am Hakon Röndahl, do you live here alone or do you still have family after the 
great catastrophe?"
The old one nods friendly and answers to Hakon, "Jungchen, the great flood has almost 
wiped out Hammerfest, but most had still had time to save themselves in the higher urban 
areas, including my sons. They are down in the village and help the other inhabitants to build
new huts. Hmh, Hakon Röndahl, the name Röndahl means something to me. Down in the 
rest of town, there's a pub with a landlord named Eike Röndahl."
Hakon nods and says, "Yes, that's my uncle, whom I haven't seen for a long time, I actually 
live in Oslo. But this city has probably been destroyed by the floods of the oceans in the 
same way as many other metropolises. The two men here are friends of mine from a new 
town in the mountains of Switzerland. Cordo here is a Spaniard and Londo is a former 
Londoner but this city no longer exists."
The old woman nods knowingly and answers," Yes, yes, the time was ripe for the earth to 
defend itself. Many of us have felt that something would change. But these fools who have 
polluted and exploited the earth ridicule our feelings that the earth has transmitted to us. And
many of them have now themselves become victims of their madness. You must be thirsty, 
drink this delicious apple juice, which is a rare delicacy up here in solitude."
The Old Lady gives the three walkers glasses in her hand while she talks with Hakon and a 
bottle of apple juice each.
The three thank each other and enjoy drinking the juice. Then the three say goodbye to the 
old woman and continue down the path to Hammerfest. One hour later they reach the first 
houses of the city. Hakon leads his two friends to the business his uncle owns.
Hakon opens the door that leads to the inside of the bar and calls," Hello Uncle Eike, I am 
Hakon, your nephew from Oslo. How many years have we not seen each other?"
An elderly man looks out of the kitchen and beams with joy as he hears Hakon's call. "No, 
what a joy to see you again, my boy. How are you, my brother, and the rest of the family?"
"Uncle Eike, we have a lot to tell you, but do you have anything good to eat here? My 
stomach growls like a starving wolf, because we walked from the first fjord south of here to 
here. Because of the strong waves we could not find a reasonable anchorage near the rest 
of the city here. First something to eat, then stories and questions."
Eike nods and conjures up something delicious in the kitchen, soon it smells seductive and 
even the mentors' mouth watering. A few minutes later Eike comes out of the kitchen loaded 
with plates and puts them on the table. Steaming and fragrant he serves crispy fried fish with
salad. He puts a few bottles of beer, wine, water and juices on the table and says to his 
guests, "Grab some and enjoy."
Also my two friends here, are highly spiritual and have abilities that a normal person 
probably won't understand. We are in search of mystical places, where for the city dwellers 
uncanny and magical happens, many Nordland stories tell of old legends and rituals of the 
old Vikings and earlier cultures once lived here. Caves with drawings on the walls, caves 
that create the feeling that an invisible source of energy fills you with warmth."
Eike looks at Hakon in an uncomprehending and worried manner and asks him, "Hakon, are 
you crazy, have the chatter of the conservationists damaged your brain? No one could have 



foreseen this flood, and the people who survived the floods were simply lucky."
Londo intervenes in the conversation by telepathically contacting Eike.
<< Hakon is right, there are things in the world that many people do not want or cannot 
understand because they have lost contact with nature and we have great understanding for
this. Many of our friends have only become spiritual in recent years, because the time has 
come and nature's cries for help have made this necessary.
Eike is amazed at the voice in his head and he seems to accept it. He asks, "Whose voice 
was there in my head? And how is that possible?"
Londo answers in normal ways, "I spoke through my mind, with your mind. I felt that you 
have a deep spiritual disposition and that there are many abilities sleeping in you that want 
to be awakened when you allow them to. I have seen inside you that we will need you soon 
and I would like to ask you to accompany us on the journey through the mountains to 
NewOsloCity, because this new city will soon be built in the mountains, north of the vanished
city of Oslo, by my friends and spiritual survivors of this country and the other neighbouring 
countries Sweden and Finland. What still keeps you here in this place, with the pub no more 
money can be earned, because money does not exist in this time any more and has also no 
more value. Don't think long and follow us because we need you as a guide in the 
mountains. The other people here in the city will also learn about the new city and the new 
future, because that is why we are here. I'm going to leave you alone with Hakon now to 
send the message to the people here in town.
which has developed a new consciousness worldwide and which is paid more attention to 
nature again. That the people overthrew their governments and everywhere only sought and 
found a common ground on the basis of love and peace. See you later."

Londo and Cordo leave the pub and visit the people in the city. Many old people live here 
and their children. You will realize that not many residents will consider moving and will tell 
you about only the most important changes in the world. After a few hours the two mentors 
return to Hakon and Eike.
In the meantime Eike has agreed to lead the three through the mountains, but afterwards he 
wants to return to his village, because that is where his roots are.
The next day the four of them leave. Eike owns a jeep that was converted to alternative 
materials by one of his friends after the gas price increases. This car runs on water gas and 
is absolutely environmentally friendly.
First they drive near the bay where the crystal boat is located, Londo and Cordo enter the 
crystal boat after a climb into the fjord. Inside the boat, they give thought orders to the boat, 
which are to ensure that the boat, later on command, through the thoughts of Londo or 
Cordo to the place where the two are automatically goes.
Then they go back up to the street and get back in the car to Eike and Hakon.  
The four drive through the northern mountains of Norway until you reach a fork in the 
mountain road. One way is the regular route of the country road that leads to the south of 
the country, the other seems to be more of a dirt road than a road. Eike drives on the piste 
deep into the wild mountain world, past steep slopes over boulders and ground furrowed by 
rain. As dusk falls, Eike stops the car at the entrance to a narrow gorge and says, "During 
the night we have to rest here, my car is very old and the headlights are broken. It's too 
dangerous to continue." Near the car, set up your camp for the night, light a campfire that 
will also keep away the animals of the wilderness. In the distance they hear the howling of 
wolves.
An eagle circles in the light of the last rays of sunlight in the sky. Eike gets some blankets 



and a basket of food from the car. At the campfire he prepares bean stew. A few minutes 
later, the four of them make themselves comfortable.
and dine together. Afterwards Eike speaks a few final words, "Here in the mountains nature 
is still very wild, bears and wolves have their home here, they are very shy towards people. 
But in times like these, when the floods made the land smaller and the habitats for animals 
were also restricted, the food sources of the animals here are no longer unlimited. Therefore,
it is advisable to keep the fire going throughout the night and set up a guard. I take over the 
first watch, Hakon the second and which one of you takes over the third and last watch 
afterwards can be decided by each of you. Tomorrow, after about 5 kilometres, we will have 
to park the car and continue on foot to the plateau where the hermit Johan Johansson lives 
with his family."
Londo will take the third and Cordo the last guard. The night passes without incident and 
when everyone else wakes up the next morning, Cordo has already prepared breakfast. 
After breakfast, Eike examines the gorge for passability, but because of a heavy stone block 
blocking the roadway after about 100 meters, he returns very quickly. " We'll leave the car 
here, the ravine is blocked for vehicles, so we'll walk from here to the Hermitage. "
Eike packs the blankets and supplies into the car and locks it up, saying, "There are not only
many bears in the area, but raccoons as well, and these critters are almost inventive when 
they smell food. That's why it makes sense to lock the car."
The path through the ravine is blocked by small and large rocks, so you often have to climb. 
When you reach the end of the gorge you have lost a few hours of time. Then a path winds 
along a mountain that leads to the valley of the hermit family. Five hours later you reach the 
edge of the basin. At the other end there are some huts from which gently light smoke rises. 
In the middle of the valley there is a small lake and a small forest. Between the lake and the 
huts there are some fields planted with vegetables and cereals. Some children play on the 
path between the fields and the huts.
Half an hour later the four are in front of the huts and are expected by Johan Johansson. 
The children they saw coming, the strangers registered visitors to their parents.
"Welcome to our beautiful valley, I am Johan Johansson and these are my wife and children.
We live here in harmony with nature, without the technical bells and whistles of civilization. 
My parents founded this hermitage once. That nature would take revenge, for exploitation 
and disrespect of the earth, as well as the plants and animal world, has become clearer and 
more predictable for us in recent years. This is why we have made most of the entrances 
and paths impassable for unwanted visitors. In the past years, I have studied the language 
of nature and become a shaman. I have discovered many secrets in the mountain world, 
places of power which give off an enormous energy. Caves that are witnesses of ancient 
cultures, from ancient extinct peoples to the Vikings. With you, at least with two of you, I 
have the feeling that you have already discovered other secrets of spiritual primeval cultures,
in some places. I also feel that you are very advanced on the spiritual level, am I right?"
Londo answers, "Yes your feeling is not deceiving you, I am Terran-Londo, Chosen Spiritual 
Mentor of the New Europe, next to me stands my friend Terran-Cordo who is also a Spiritual 
Mentor. We are looking for survivors of the Great Flood, as well as for other spiritual places 
that hide secrets and wait for us to unravel them. The younger of our companions is the 
Norwegian spiritual pilgrim who has sought us and found us in England or what is left of it. 
The older one is his uncle Eike, who runs a pub in Hammerfest."
Johan continues, " Hm yes, I have already seen the Eike in Hammerfest. Once or twice a 
year we go to Hammerfest to exchange surplus grain for other things after the harvest. But 
now I want to tell you more about the experiences and discoveries here in the mountains. I 



found here some mysterious places of worship of past cultures. In order to fathom these I 
have already undertaken some spirit journeys to visit the ancient peoples, but with each 
spirit journey I had the feeling not to be welcome and then always broke them off. On spirit 
journeys to these ancient cultures, I became a little more cautious, some time ago on one of 
these journeys I had unpleasant feelings that my visit was undesirable. A friend of mine also 
a shaman from a nearby valley could not keep his curiosity about the ancient cultures under 
control. His spirit traveled into the unknown dimension and did not return. His body has been
in this place for a year and it lives on. It's like his body from the Other World is kept alive.
Since my shamanic experience is not yet as advanced as with some old masters, I have had
to break off every attempt to free my friend from this situation."
Londo's answering. "Well, then we should start tomorrow with the place where your friend is.
Heaven shows us that night will soon fall. Did you perhaps see drawings on the walls in this 
cave and can you describe them? Maybe these indigenous people are already known to us. 
And perhaps tell us how the unpleasant threats of the primitive people felt or sounded, 
perhaps they have already announced their name."
Johan nods and leads his guests into the house, his wife has already set the table for four 
more people and welcomes them now as well". I am Jessica, Johan's wife and the mother of
Svenja and Ingermarit. But before you continue telling your stories, we want to pray together 
and eat afterwards. Ingermarit, it's your turn to pray today." The bigger daughter of the family
is about sixteen years old and already a little beauty. In her being she shows a wildness, 
because she also lives in full harmony with nature. Ingermarit speaks grace with a soft voice.

                         Mother Earth, Sister Nature,
                         Fire, water, earth and air.
                         You'll ensure fertility,
                         so that food can thrive.
                         A rabbit lost his life,
                         by the power of nature.
                         So that the life of this animal
                         had a meaning, we honor this one.
                         And thank you for his
                         Delicious meat.   
                         Mother Earth, we thank you,
                         Sister Nature, we thank you.
                         Fire water earth and air,
                         we thank you.

After the prayer Jessica serves green fresh vegetables, cooked and raw as salad, as well as 
the fried rabbit meat. After the meal Jessica serves a dessert of cherry groats with cream.
Johan makes himself comfortable with his guests in the cosy fireplace room overlooking the 
valley. In addition he passes a juniper cherry pig which he himself has pressed.       
Johan begins to tell, "About a year ago Jeremiah and I were in the mountains looking for an 
injured bear to heal. We followed the bear's trail until we came to a cave.
Cautiously we crawled into the cave, the bear lay humming and groaning in pain on the 
ground, unable to defend himself.
In a ceremony we sang of the bear, used incense and used our healing energy. But the bear
nevertheless died, he was so badly injured, apparently by a poacher. Before the bear died, 
the bear thanked me with a look I had never seen in a wild animal before. He told us through



his spirit that we should eat his flesh so that his life would make sense. And before he went 
into the light, he got himself up to show us something. Slowly and ponderously the bear 
trotted into another cave which lay in the darkness behind a rock ledge. There we felt an 
unknown and never felt energy. A golden cuboid lit up in the glow of our torches on the back 
wall. Characters and hieroglyphs were all around on all walls. Only it was not possible to 
determine whether the signs arose with the presence of the cube there, before or after. We 
were aware that if an unworthy person would enter this cave, the peace in the mountains 
would have ended. The bear died in this cave. Then we honoured and thanked him and took
some of his flesh. We closed the entrance to the cave with the Golden Cube. Then we went 
on through the mountains until we found another cave. But this was downright scary, near 
the entrance to the cave were only stones and dust, no plant grew within a radius of fifty 
meters. No animal seemed to approach this place. It was like something evil, something 
sinister was coming out of this cave place.
Jeremiah seemed to me to be magically attracted to this place, while my feelings were 
dominated by malaise. Despite all our feelings, we entered this dark place. Even the light of 
our torches could not illuminate the darkness. Ghostly, in the glow of torches glittered black 
crystals on the wall. Hundreds of bats scared by the light raged over and around our heads. 
We protected ourselves by putting the torches aside and crouching on the ground until the 
bats came to rest again and were no longer afraid of the light of the torches. We crawled 
deeper and deeper into the passage leading to another cave. Also here again black crystals 
on the walls, in between some other coloured crystals, the mysterious atmosphere 
intensified thereby. Wall paintings and characters, but different from those in the cave with 
the Golden Cube. In the middle of the hall there was an altar-like stone. Bone remains and 
human skulls lie around it. Some of the skulls looked old, others quite young. I shuddered at 
the sight and an icy cold was streaking over my body.
My friend Jeremiah, whom I had ignored for a while, sat on the ground and was already on a
spiritual journey to the dimension of the people responsible for this darkness here. I implored
Jeremiah to come back, but he had already penetrated too far into the spiritual world of the 
other people and I felt that they would not let go of their sacrifice. Nevertheless I followed 
him for a while on his spiritual journey, but the dark energy that came towards me on the 
way was too much for me and so I withdrew back into my body, haunted by thousands of 
murmuring voices shouting to me that the Zumanjis would never let go of their victim who 
came to you of their own free will. Horrified and in deep fear I returned to my body. 
Jeremiah's body sat motionless and petrified in the place he had chosen for meditation and 
spiritual journey. I laid out rock crystals in a circle around him and wanted to discuss his 
body with the light of love, but the Zumani became very angry and created a storm in the 
cave which drove me from the cave to the light of nature. With the exception of a few days a 
year, I return to this cave under heavy security measures to see if the body of Jeremiah still 
exists or has died and crumbled. But even after a year, I was there only last week, his body 
still seems to exist and live. His skin feels warm and soft, despite the cold that surrounds 
him. Neither beetles nor other creatures have attacked his body. Apparently he activated a 
shield for his body before he went on a spiritual journey that absorbs the evil energy. Do you 
know if we can bring him back from the dark dimension?"

Cordo replies at this point, "One of our shamans had to do with the Zumanjis a few years 
ago when we moved through the Swiss Alps to France with the crystal tunnel construction. I 
think we need to order our shaman here who might be able to solve the mystery about your 
friend Jeremiah.



The cave with the golden cube is a good thing, because if necessary this cube can also 
clarify the situation of your friend. The golden cubes, of which we have found several so far, 
are all located near the newly established crystal cities, such as Europe-City, NewEireCity, 
and NewIslandCity, and we are looking for more golden cubes.
The origin of the cubes dates back several thousand years and all come from the planet 
Sirius. The Sirians are the forefathers, the Atlanteans and of our species. Atlantis was once 
a colony of Sirius. When Atlantis disappeared and perished in the eyes of mankind, the 
Atlantians had completed and fulfilled their destiny on Earth. However, the Atlantean people 
did not die out, but only changed dimensions in order to observe humanity from there safely 
and secretly on its path of life. To find certain people who would work on the new time.  The 
prophecies and visions that ancient peoples once wrote and foretold became descendants of
Chosen Men, to be passed on from generation to generation. Until the time the prophecy 
came true. At the beginning of time, when spiritual consciousness awakened in many 
people, we and our friends were called to be chosen, to the spiritual training of primitive 
peoples and shamans. Many of us were married to family, entrepreneurs of companies 
before we became spiritual. One day, however, we saw no sense in what we had done so 
far, constant quarreling with our partners, failure of business relationships. We began to 
deprive the power apparatuses, politics, industry and money of our faith, our trust and to 
question the correctness of these groups. Many of us left a life of prosperity and returned to 
the roots of naturalness, the very purpose of being. At the height of the time when the 
prophecy was to happen, we were called by a dream to a spirit journey to Atlantis and raised
to mentors, allies by Atlantis. For the salvation of spiritual and surviving humanity we have 
been equipped with Atlantic technology, which is superior to the hitherto supposed modern 
technology to classes. To solve the puzzles, we need the help of the shaman and our two 
protectors of the golden cubes. Joshua the Atlantic priest and the Sirian princess Alea."  
Johan is amazed and confused at the same time when he answers,
"My goodness, Atlantis, Sirius are the ancient legends after all? Our forefathers of Sirius? 
Then everything that is told and taught to mankind about their own history, starting with 
Adam and Eve, would just be a huge fairy tale, wouldn't it?" But Cordo shakes his head, "All 
faiths in this world carry within them a part of the truth of humanity, and each of them has its 
own prophecy, but that is another story. We must now contact our three helpers, which we 
do with telepathy."
Johan answers, "Telepathy? Hm, I was allowed to experience this knowledge meanwhile 
also. On some days or nights Jeremiah seems to me to want to send messages through 
telepathy, but they arrive only in fragments because the Zumanis block his thoughts. And it's
hard or impossible for me to decipher the messages."
Cordo answers, "The problem will be solved by the shaman, Alea and Joshua as soon as 
you are here and this can happen very quickly until the three of them arrive. Alea and 
Joshua master teleportation."
Cordo does not wait for an answer and moves with Londo a little off into the silence. The two
first make telepathic contact with the shaman Rollender Fels. They reach him, but he does 
not understand their desire, as if the telepathic thoughts of Cordo and Londo were blocked 
by a foreign power. Then the two of them ask for the support of their inner masters and send
their thoughts together to Alea and Joshua. They both receive the message <<Alea, Joshua,
we need your help again, again a golden cube has been found. But this time we also need 
the help of the shaman Rollender Fels. Please tell him we have a problem here with the 
Zumanjis. And bring him along. We will wait for you here in this place, but right away 
everyone will go to sleep here in this small village and we will follow the example of the 



others. Sleep too, but first contact the shaman and prepare him for his task. Good night and 
see you tomorrow. >>
<<We will try, otherwise we will bring Rolling Rock with the Cube to the place where you 
need it. We also wish you a good night>> Alea answers.

The next morning Alea and Joshua materialize directly in the house of the shaman Johan 
and his family.
Although the family knows that the two priests of the Cube will appear by teleportation, they 
are only a little shocked when the two children arrive at the house without warning. Alea and 
Joshua welcome the mentors and the Johansson family, then they share a message from 
Rollender Fels. "Rollender Fels has received the message from us. When he heard that the 
Zumanji also did their mischief in Norway and were resident there, he immediately made his 
way to the cave of the shaman Fiery Stone to ask him for further advice.
After his spiritual journey to the Sumak shaman, Rollender Fels will contact us telepathically.
We'll teleport him to ourselves. But now we should go to the cave of the golden cube and the
two daughters of Johan must also come with us, because as before only children can be the 
protectors and guardians of the golden cubes." Svenja and Ingermarit, the two daughters are
delighted that they are given such an important task.
Shortly thereafter, the small group of mentors, Alea and Joshua, goes with Johan and his 
daughters to the cave with the golden cube. After about an hour's walk they have reached 
their destination and enter the cave with the cube. Alea and Joshua initiate Ingermarit and 
Svenja into the handling of the cube. Joshua receives a teleport at this moment, a sign from 
the shaman Rolling Rock, about the willingness to be teleported.  Joshua, Alea, Svenja and 
Ingermarit take the positions in the cube and concentrate on Rolling Rock in Europe City and
bring it through the cube into the cave to the mentors.
Cordo welcomes the shaman Rolling Rock and introduces him to the shaman and his family,
then he asks, "Have you learned anything about Fiery Rock, the Sumakhan shaman?
Rollender Fels replies, "Not much, the northern clan, does not have much in common with 
the clan in the Swiss mountains except for the fact that it is the same Zumanis tribe. Every 
clan has its own prince. Fiery rock could only tell me so much, that once there were about 
ten clans, which spread over wide areas of the earth and built their own colony in their 
respective areas. Also the Zumanis in the Swiss mountains are only a principality. After 
some stories he could still tell me, there seems to be a central point somewhere in this or 
another world where the Supreme Prince or Emperor of the Zumanji dynasty is located. And 
the more unexplored areas and caves are explored for mystical and unknown energies, the 
more likely it is to encounter other Zumanji peoples."
Alea speaks, "The Zumanji people are also known on Sirius and are among our worst 
enemies. In the past they tried again and again to take possession of Sirius, but against our 
power through love, light and energy the Zumanjis were powerless. Perhaps we can find out 
from the cube where the dark central power of the Zumanjis is located. Otherwise, I still see 
the possibility of my father directly questioning the highest priest of Sirius by making a trip to 
Sirius."
Rollender Fels continues, "In the modern world of the 20th and 21st centuries, the Zumanjis 
seem to play an important role in the economy. Some economic bosses are said to carry 
Zumanjis' genes and DNA. It looks as if the Zumanjis have found a way to help especially 
power-hungry people
and wealth-oriented people and to cast a spell over them. Zumanjis live exclusively within a 
planet, and therefore do not need beauty, sunlight or a loving world, which are more of a 



hindrance to widening and enlarging a Zumanji dynasty. The more hatred, envy, war and 
destruction there is in a world, the more likely it is that Zumanis are at work or attracted by 
this human nature to connect with the wicked of this world. I suspect that Johan's friend had 
to travel to the Zumanjis world because some of his ancestors mixed with Zumanjiblut. In my
studies, which I did occasionally in the caves of the Sumakhan and the Zumanji in the Swiss 
mountains, I have noticed some pictures which show that Zumanjis have united sexually with
earthly women and that from this offspring has developed. In the two bodies of the traitors 
who participated in the construction of the glass tunnels to then call the brother Earl Bates 
when they found the special material, I also discovered an energy pattern, which I could not 
assign at that time. I have been able to clearly recognize this pattern in my studies as 
Zumanic energy pattern."
Cordo answers, "Well, those are rosy prospects, besides an environmental disaster, you 
also have to deal with a foreign power. Or could it be that the environmental catastrophe, 
basically not initiated by man, but by the Zumanjis to gain power over the earth?"
Rolling Rock answers, "That's exactly how it looks. But now it would be advisable to look at 
the cave where Jeremiah is located. But first I would like to study the signs in this cave in 
order to recognize and evaluate the energy pattern of these Zumanjis before I go on the 
spiritual journey to the Zumanjis and Jeremiah".
Cordo, Londo, Johan and rolling rock hike to Zumanji Cave. After about an hour, the group 
reaches the cave where Jeremiah's body is located.

Meanwhile Alea , Joshua and the two daughters of Johan have visited the cube to look for 
energy patterns of the Zumanjis. Soon some successes are visible and not only the already 
known places where Zumanjis cult sites are located are visible on the map, but also the still 
undiscovered secret hiding places. Joshua draws from the map on the wall of the cube, a 
copy in a small book and notes all the places. To learn more about the Zumanis, the four 
decide to make a journey with the cube to Sirius to learn more about the priests.
When they try to contact Sirius with the cube, this attempt is obviously blocked by Zuranjic 
forces. Alea is confused about this attack, as well as the Zumanjis blockade. That's why they
leave and close the Cube first. They go back to the house of the Johanssons and wait for the
insights of the mentors and the shaman.
Alea tries to contact her father telepathically and gets a weak answer,
<< Alea, don't try to contact us through the cube or thought transfer. The Zumanjis attack 
Sirius and a journey with the cube is very dangerous, even the Telepathic Way is largely 
blocked. Just because I felt that you were looking for a way to us, I built a short-term energy 
shield to protect this thought transmission so that the Zumanjis could not locate your 
presence on earth. Do not enter places with Zumanji energy and stay away from the caves. I
will contact you again when we have repulsed the Zumanji attacks. See you soon, Alea my 
daughter.>>
Joshua feels that Alea is in great danger, because if the Zumanjis notice that the Sirian 
princess Alea is on earth, there could be a danger that she could kidnap the princess and 
bring her into her power. He decides not to let Alea out of his sight for a second.  
 
Rolling Rock, Cordo, Londo and Johan enter Zumanji Cave. Jeremiah's body is still in the 
unchanged rigid posture and trance.
Rollender Fels examines the drawings on the walls and finds out after a few hours that this is
another trunk. The prince of this tribe bears the name Sortor, but seems to be a relative of 
Zantor because on a pedigree on another wall there are 12 brothers named.



<< Na excellent, a family dynasty in which all brothers are the leaders of a clan. So either 
this Sortor is here somewhere in this cave or in the other dimension. >> thinks Rolling Rock.
He actually wants to turn away from the pedigree when he sees a small lever at the edge of 
the table. As he carefully moves the lever, the wall opens and opens the way to a staircase 
leading deeper into the mountain.
He gives his companions a sign to follow him and says, "Follow me, but my friends don't 
touch anything. Such a sneaky people as the Zumanjis have certainly installed some nasty 
traps in the corridors." Rolling Rock carefully enters the passage to the first step leading 
down. He carefully examines the steps and the railing on the wall. Opposite the wall there is 
a column which carries the steps.
Over the spiral staircase it goes helically deeper without incidents. He counts several 
hundred steps and estimates that they are about two hundred meters below the entrance to 
the cave. Seemingly endless, the stairs lead further into the depth. A musty smell rises into 
his nose, a sign that you have soon reached the end of the stairs.
At the end of the stair tower a hall opens which is lit by torchlight. Figures and sculptures 
with devilish grimaces decorate walls and a corridor leading to a throne or altar. The hall 
seems to be immeasurably large. Carefully Rolling Rock and its friends walk through the 
empty hall until you reach a throne, but this one is also empty. And yet Rolling Rock has the 
feeling that someone is watching her appear. A shadow moves behind a column. Also Cordo
has seen this and moves from another side towards the column so that the one who created 
the shadow cannot see it. A few minutes later he finds a boy behind the column that has 
hidden there anxiously. Cordo takes him away and takes him to the group. Johan recognizes
the boy, it is the son Aaron of Jeremiah who disappeared a few weeks ago. After the boy 
has calmed down and sees his father's boyfriend, he is visibly relieved.  
Johan asks the boy, "Aaron, what are you doing here? Your mother and the whole village 
have been looking for you for weeks."
Aaron replies, "My father appeared to me at night, in my dreams, and called on me for help. 
He always told me to come into this cave to find a secret chamber. I have found the secret 
chamber, but I don't dare go in there, because it is very dark there and from there comes a 
terrible stench."
Johan answers, "Show us the secret chamber. I'll just introduce you to my companions. This 
is a shaman named Rolling Rock and the other two men, Cordo and Londo, are both 
spiritual masters connected to the masters in Atlantis."

Aaron leads the men to the entrance of the secret chamber and uses the switch that opens 
this room. A bestial stench in the form of a cloud of scent escapes the chamber. Spiders 
come out of the darkness. They are the same arachnids that Rollender Fels saw in the first 
cave. The shaman illuminates the room with a torch, on the walls there are switches and 
levers next to different grimace faces that hide new secrets. The bottom of the chamber 
consists of a pit
where the spiders are, above it runs a narrow bridge leading to the wall with the levers.
Since Rollender Fels has no special desire to become food for the spiders, he tries to move 
the levers by telepathy. He focuses on the first lever and triggers a trap. If he had stood on 
the spot, his head would have been cut short, because a circular saw drove out of the wall. 
Then he concentrates on the next lever and it moves to another position.
Part of a wall in the main hall behind the altar opens. Rolling Rock moves one after the other
with the switches and levers that trigger further traps until the entrance to another room 
behind the altar is completely open.



Rollender Fels then says to his companions and Aaron,
"I think your father had the feeling that we were coming here, but if you hadn't drawn Aaron's
attention to the secret chamber, we would very probably have left this room again and then 
gone on a spiritual journey to your father. I think your presence here has a special meaning, 
let's see what is in the room behind the altar."
Rolling rock approaches the room behind the altar, on the floor there are grooves that can 
illuminate the room because here again there are sliders and a slight smell of kerosene he 
can perceive. Apparently there is a secret temple of the Sumakhan, which was misused by 
the Zumanjis. He opens one of the sliders and kerosene flows into the gutter, then he ignites
the kerosene with his torch. The room is illuminated almost daylight. A throne in the middle, 
on the back wall becomes visible. On this sits a skeleton, on the walls he sees and reads the
characters of his ancestors. He reads them to his friends.
"Zumanjis have found our secret hideout. Many of my brothers and sisters were dragged into
the depths of the mountain, banished to the dark dimensions of Zumanji. And buried me, the 
shaman Liquid Fire, head of the exiled Sumakhan in this place, alive. For thousands of years
we have been persecuted, by the dark people, from the galaxy and the Zuman star system.
The one who finds this place has the task of freeing me and releasing my spirit there, where 
I can finally find peace. Our prophecy will come one day and a great-grandson of our people,
our lost dynasty, will come. Rolling Rock will be his name that will free the spirit of me and all
other prisoner brethren from the claws of Zuman.
Rolling Rock You have come and now connect with my spirit. Even though this cave is 
surrounded by Zumanji energy, in this cave this energy has no power. Rolling Rock go into 
trance and connect with me.                             
The one who calls himself Jeremiah is also a great-grandson of the Sumakhan, but has 
taken the wrong road to free us. He, too, is part of the prophecy. Connect with me now and 
you will learn more."
Rolling Rock turns to the throne of Liquid Fire and sits across from it on the ground. He 
closes his eyes and sings an old song. Deeper and deeper, he glides into trance and his 
spirit meets the figure of Liquid Fire the shaman of his ancestors.
Rolling Rock greets him, <<I greet you Liquid Fire. Your brother Fiery Rock is waiting for you
in freedom. I have freed his spirit from the Zumanji curse. How can I free you and also bring 
the spirit of Jeremiah back into his body?>>  Liquid Fire answers, << Greetings, noble 
grandson of Sumakhan. Our prophecy has been fulfilled and has arrived. You are our 
chosen one. You will be the conqueror of Sortor the terrible Zumanji and destroy him. 
Because if you just ban him to another dimension, he'll reappear one day.
and his people will again bring terrible things to earth. The Zumanji embody absolute evil, 
Zuman is not a star or planet, but a black hole or a living pseudo-star in the universe that 
travels through the galaxies and swallows love and all beautiful things. Zuman lives on good 
and evil. He devours good, evil attracts him and gives him strength to increase his power. If 
he swallows too much of the good things he destroys himself, but since evil is present 
everywhere, evil also nourishes him and his continued existence is secured to infinity if the 
whole world does not change for the better and finally expels evil. Distribute and spread the 
love, the good and the beautiful in the power of the Zumanji strongly and they will lose their 
power here. In the hall, in front of this room, you put lightful signs, beautiful things, paint the 
walls with the symbols and signs of love, you will challenge Sortor and he will face you and 
your friends.
Do not destroy him with hate and sword, but only with love and light. Use Atlantis 
Lightsabers and Lightsabers only for light production, but never strike with these weapons. 



When Sortor is filled with the Light of Love, the Light of the Sun of Atlantis, generated by the 
violet crystals that are already reinstalled on this planet Earth, you can hurl all Zumanji back 
into your Dark Home and free Earth from evil. My brother Fieriger Fels had not been able to 
find out as much about the Zumanjis as I did in the past. You buried me alive here in this 
cave because you thought it would destroy me and my spirit, but I knew that it would all 
happen because I too was part of the prophecy.
Now go back to your being and fill everything in this mountain with light and love. Make sure 
that everything you and your friends do against Sortor is based on light and love and does 
not use brute force against him.
This is the only way to defeat him.>>  

Rolling Rock awakens from the trance and tells the experiences and instructions that lead 
Sortor to face the fight against light and love.
Cordo and Londo consult with their inner masters Rhan and Thar. The two inner masters 
separate from the bodies, materialize and join Cordo and Londo. Thar and Rhan visualize a 
violet crystal in the Zumanji hall until it materializes there.
Londo and Cordo paint many signs of many cultures on the walls expressing love and light. 
The purple crystal that has now fully materialized begins with the production of the divine 
light of love.
Suddenly the floor of the hall trembles, a painful cry tears the silence apart. Sortor appears 
and materializes in front of the altar, shouting, "Who dares to desecrate this place of 
darkness with light, love and beauty?  
Rolling Rock responds, "I; Rolling Rock, Shaman and Heir of Sumakhan dare to show this 
place its limits through absolute love through the beautiful and Divine Light. For the 
Zumanjis, the time has come to retreat or to be destroyed by perfect love, beauty and divine 
light.
Your era of hate is over, the earth is filled only with love and the light of beauty."
The violet crystal shines brighter and brighter, its light fills the hall completely. Sortor roars 
with pain, "No, no, away with the light, remove this light, where are my warriors? Guards 
sweep the intruders away.  I can't move. I can't. It hurts so much, this light, this love. Ah, I'm 
dying, I'm dissolving. Zuman help me... Zuman, where are you?
Zuman's far away, in another universe, and he won't be able to help me. Ah no this power of 
love is too strong for me."
Sortor is illuminated with the light and his body
the darkness fills with this light of love and the blackness on his body gives way to the light. 
Then it dissolves and disintegrates into dust. The dark statues and grimaces of the faces on 
the walls, also crumble to dust. And give the hall a new face. White marble columns, angel 
statues shine in the light after thousands of years. At the ceiling of the cave a tunnel opens, 
through which the sun shines on the altar. The shaman liquid fire materializes in the light of 
the sun and steps in front of rolling rock and embraces it.
"Finally free, thanks to your strength, thanks to the light of Atlantis, thanks to the love that 
has returned to earth. Thanks to you and your friends. The spirit of Jeremiah has already 
returned to his body, but he cannot move because his body has become very stiff in the 
posture he is in. Let's go to the room he's in. The long descent, through the tower with the 
many stairs, was only an illusion to confuse the mind. The truth is, Jeremiah's right up one 
floor above us. Let's go, because I want to finally meet the second, living great-grandson of 
the Sumakhan."
The group goes back to the stairs and climbs up. In fact, there are only a few steps to the 



next floor. When you arrive at Jeremiah's, you see him again, as he is with you, trying to get 
up, but his limbs are somehow rusty and stiff from the long time of his sitting posture. When 
he sees Johan and the others of the group he shouts, "Good to see you again Johan, my 
friend. Aaron, you were looking for me too? And who are the others? Anyway, it is nice to 
feel something again, even if it is physical pain now, I have the feeling that I am living. In the 
dark world of Zumanji, my soul was tormented daily, but the word daily is actually wrong 
because there was no sense of time in this world. It was like an infinite experience to have to
suffer mental pain." Johan and Aaron kneel down next to Jeremiah and both rub his arms 
and legs so that they get a feeling again.
Aaron says, "Father, these are all friends, there are Cordo and Londo from the new Europe 
City of a new city in the Swiss mountains. Both are spiritual mentors and connected to the 
forces of Atlantis. Next to it stands Rolling Rock, a shaman and heir of Sumakhan, from the 
same city as Cordo and Londo. The fourth is the shaman Liquid Fire, of the Sumakhan 
people and through us, liberated from the rule of the Zumanji. Sortor, Dark Prince of Zumanji
is destroyed and his kingdom here in the mountains with him. That's why you were able to 
return to your body. The cave world here is clean again and Sumakhan can grow again. 
Because you and I are grandsons of the ancient dynasty of Sumakhan. Our task will be to 
renew the old one. People and all tribes of this earth will soon live in unity and peace, in a 
new order and society."

After a few minutes Jeremiah can get up, but he can't stand still for long. Jeremiah sits down
on a rock and then says, "I think you have to carry me home, my body is so weak. Yes, she 
will take me home to my wife, she will strengthen me and make my legs strong again."
And I will now rest for a while with my brothers and sisters, whom I have not been allowed to
see for so many years. If you need my help, come to me in the cave, go into trance and 
travel to my world."
The friends say goodbye to Liquid Fire and release him into his resting place. Then Rolling 
Rock and Johan take Jeremiah between them and support and carry him home.
A few hours later the group reaches a plateau where the hut of Jeremiah is located. But 
when he disappeared a year ago in the Zumanjiwelt, this high valley was empty except for 
his hut. Now there are several thousand huts here with refugees who were able to escape 
the monster waves. Aaron has already run forward to tell his mother about his father's 
return, then he comes with his mother, his brothers and sisters and a chair, the returnee, so 
that Jeremiah can be carried better and more comfortably.
Sarah the wife of Jeremiah, mother of Aaron, his brothers and sisters is overjoyed to be 
home again.  Jeremiah is brought by his friends into his hut and put into his bed.          
   
The mentors explore and investigate the plateau and recognize that it is best suited for the 
construction of the next metropolis. Cordo contacts the other mentors who went further south
with the crystal boats to find out what they had learned from you. <<Hello Lisboa, what 
discoveries have you made on your journey and where are you now?>>
Lisboa receives Cordos thoughts and replies, <<We are now in the space of the megacity 
Oslo, of which only the northern districts on the mountain slopes are left. Some twenty-five 
million people have been able to save themselves from the disaster.   
North of Oslo we have started to build the next crystal city on a mountain massif with a high 
plateau. According to our calculations, the area that can be built on is not sufficient for the 
numerous people; we can build here for a maximum of 10 million people. And what did you 
and Londo discover?>>



Cordo answers, << We have here two large plateaus with the most optimal area. Both offer 
an area where we can build crystal cities for up to thirty million people. There are about three
million survivors on a high plateau here at the moment, some of them report that further east
there is a refugee camp with ten million survivors. We will build the two cities here in the 
north, because we also discovered the next Sirian cube nearby and have already activated 
it. In addition, we had another dangerous situation, with the Zumanjis, but this has already 
been overcome and their disastrous presence, at least in this area, has been wiped out. But 
according to the latest findings, we will often clash with the Zumanjis, because there are 
more Dark Zumanji colonies in other countries or regions.
Lisboa answers, << Hm, you always have exciting experiences we have had no contacts to 
dangerous old peoples so far. Just desperate people who are whining after having lost 
everything and who still can't believe that a new order like in Europe-City can exist and 
last.>>
Cordo answers, <<Now well, we'll build the next town up here and then a way to your new 
town. See you soon Lisboa and greet the others of us.>>

Cordo, Londo go with Johan through the two plateaus where he and his friend Jeremiah 
have their huts.
Cordo speaks to Johan," "This high valley and the one where Jeremiah lives are subject to 
the most optimal conditions for the construction of two megametropolises and thus the 
refuge for the many millions of people."
Johan protests, "What are we building here? Paving with concrete and people? I'll never let 
you do that!"
Cordo replies, "I can understand your protest, but I am now showing you in your mind, a 
visual image of Europe-City, where twelve million people live in harmony with nature, without
burdening the earth or destroying nature."
Johan sees the pictures of Europe-City and sees that this city is really good for the 
preservation of nature.
Cordo continues his speech, "Johan these cities will not be built for eternity. One day, when 
the earth is purified again, the floods are reduced and the balance in nature is restored, the 
cities will be able to be transformed into small villages again. Then the earth will again make 
more land available to people, but first all people have to learn that land is only borrowed 
and the land cannot be sold from person to person. For the earth, the land, belongs to no 
single individual but to all those who live on it. The climate researchers of the past years 
were not always in agreement about the climate catastrophe, each of them had different 
opinions. Some calculated the sea level rise of seventy metres, others more, others less. 
They calculated the catastrophe without taking into account all unknown events. Others see 
a global water shortage after the global flooding, which has now arrived, of the lower land 
surfaces and after 100 to 500 years, because the water surface decreases again.
There may be a danger that water will become very scarce and a global water shortage will 
develop. However, it is only assumptions made by scientists that allow possible scenarios to 
be calculated without taking nature and man into account. Therefore, the glass cities are 
designed so that they can later be converted into water reservoirs before the water in the 
emerging deserts dries up and the planet dries up."
Johan replies, "Well then, let's build the metropolises here, because the surviving people 
from the former neighbouring states of Sweden, Finland and Russia also had to flee their 
flooded areas. The refugee camp, which is located in the high valley of Jeremiah's hut, is 
ruled by a former mayor of a larger eastern city as camp commander. Apparently, he still 



hasn't learned anything from the mistakes of the old systems.  

End of an environmental destroyer

Henryk Vaalenberg was once a Dutch citizen until he found his love in this country and 
became a Norwegian. His wife, daughter of a Norwegian politician, got him the post of 
mayor. A sober, realistic person, atheist, completely unspiritual, who oppresses the survivors
with a sense of power. Also with Jeremiah's wife and with my family, he tried to let his power
work as a politician. And our spiritual shamanic work, he tries to label as spinning and 
insanity. But look at the man himself, he's back there at the biggest tent."
While Johan is talking, he goes with Cordo and Londo, to the refugee camp, to the place 
where Henryk is.
Cordo takes the lead again and speaks to Henryk Vaalenberg and the people in the camp, 
"Hello dear survivors, my name is Terran-Cordo, I am one of 12 spiritual mentors striving for 
a new world order. Our new home after the flood disaster is Europe-City, a city made of 
glass in the Swiss Alps. In Central Europe, our hand and numerous helpers have created 
other cities such as LeProvence in the south of France, NewValladolid in Spain, 
NewFlorenca in the Apennines, Bitania and NewWalesCity in England. All newly created 
cities belong to the USWE United Spiritual World of Earth in a temporary political group that 
is striving for the end of the old systems and thus the new world order of all-encompassing 
love and life in harmony with nature. All natural resources such as food and water from the 
earth, energy and housing, are absolutely free for every human being whether a member or 
non-member of the USWE and are part of our fundamental rights. Anyone who strives for 
profit by selling food is liable to prosecution in the sense of the USWE and is excluded from 
the community. Money systems and trade that promote materialism and wealth, for a two-tier
system of poor and rich that has provided population no longer exist. Me and my friends are 
here to build for you, like in Switzerland, your city, like Europe-City, your new home. You will 
learn through us how a future life without work and money as you know it can exist, a 
community based on absolute love. You will not be completely without work, for the food 
must be grown in the fields. Working in the food fields is a duty for the community. In return, 
everyone receives a place to live and sleep, education for everyone, in the new world order, 
in spiritual things and in dealing with nature. Everyone here in the valley and the many 
people who are still travelling in the mountains, fled from the floods that have destroyed the 
country, will find here two new metropolises where life will soon be like in paradise. Also 
north of Oslo, a new city is already under construction. Anyone who never wants to live in 
fear of being able to feed their family tomorrow is welcome here. Settle down here and 
become part of the USWE. We have no differences, no better than you, all people have the 
same rights and duties, no matter if they come from Africa, Russia or China. All people are 
one people from planet Earth, all are brothers and sisters, whether Catholic, Buddhist, 
Muslim, Hindu, Spiritualist or Atheist. Even atheists believe in something, like the power of 
money." When Cordo finishes his speech, he sees astonished, believing and unbelieving 
faces. After his speech, many first have to process and understand the just heard spiritual.
Henryk Vaalenberg is the first to regain his composure and screams, "Heh such nonsense, 
here some people are scolding each other as shamans talking to nature. Others claim that 
people can only heal with the will. I laugh myself sick. Have you all gone insane, has the tide
washed your brains out? It will never be possible for people to exist without borders, 
between rich and poor, good and evil, without hatred, envy, without money and work. I don't 
think so. No, no, there's no such thing. If you build your city here, I will be curious how many 



will move in and participate. Did you get that nonsense? A life without money, wealth and 
power? No thanks, without me I'll find myself another place to settle. I pack up my tent, who 
comes with me and leaves these lunatics?"  
Henryk goes to his tent and packs his things.          
He looks into the round to see if everyone follows his example. "Have these lunatics 
poisoned your minds? Are you stupid? You're fools to believe such nonsense. Come Maja 
we have landed here in a wrong world. We're going away."
But even his wife Maja, makes no effort to follow him, instead she answers him, "No Henryk 
I stay here and the children too. For years, you've imposed your will on us, but that's all over 
now. When we got married thirty years ago.
I couldn't imagine what a disgusting package you would turn into through politics, power and 
corruption. You have sold our city for wealth, a finca on the Balearic Islands, the health of 
the urban population trampled underfoot. Industrialists have bribed you and bought you to 
store nuclear waste in the caves of our city. Yes, I know everything, you monster. Why are 
so many in our city sick of strange diseases? Why does our city have the highest mortality 
rate? Many babies were born crippled. Only because you wanted monster unconditional 
power and wealth. So where's your wealth now? I went down with the stock exchange cities,
money has no more value, I hope that your Finca also sank.
All I have left for you and your kind is pity,
I can't even hate you because I've learned to love even the ones you should hate. While you 
were selling your soul, I went to a witch and shaman and got initiated into the art of healing 
and am already a member of a spiritual association. You are complicit in the disaster and I 
will ask Mother Earth and the Universe to punish you. No spiritual man can get his hands 
dirty on you, you're not worth it."   
Henryk hears his wife's sermon and he gets angry. In anger he draws a weapon and directs 
it at his wife you call," If you come Maja, not at my side with me then I kill you and the 
children."
Cordo builds a shield from Maja, because he suspects that this guy will pull the trigger and 
Maja feels this.
Maja replies, "That was already clear to me, when it comes to admitting guilt and asking the 
victims for forgiveness, you pinch coward and instead threaten me with your wife and 
children. But shoot us, you can't kill us because we're under the protection of Mother Earth. 
When I learned that you had sold the caves under the city as a storage for nuclear waste, it 
was already too late, because I had already learned through a secret environmental 
commission that an accident had happened in the caves.  
You're not aware of anything about this accident, are you? Although you were in the caves 
at the time. While you were down there, you were contaminated with the trash. When you 
were in my practice because you didn't feel well, I noticed that your body was dissolving. 
That was six months ago. I had narcotized you and taken several tissue samples from you. 
They all disbanded by yesterday. You're already dead, Henryk, I couldn't stop your decay, I 
just put a device in your body that would save you the pain by giving you a certain amount of
narcotic every day.
If I hadn't installed that device on you, you'd have been dead for months. But for two weeks 
now, the device is empty and the pain will soon drive you crazy.  
Unfortunately I have nothing left to refill the device, because the city has become 
uninhabitable thanks to your waste history. Strangely enough, the children and I are not 
radioactively contaminated, I guess because I and the children went through a special 
shamanic initiation and changed our energy patterns. I was able to persuade many of the 



inhabitants of our city to this treatment by the shaman and also to save them from decay. 
Those who didn't want to believe this thing have already passed away. So go ahead and 
shoot, and load some more guilt on yourself, I'll be fine."
Henryk is shocked by what his wife has said and only now he realizes that a certain feeling 
in his body is getting weaker and weaker. His face becomes pale with chalk as a wave of 
pain has just flooded his bowels and he bends together. Begging, he looks at Maja and 
shouts, "Maja, help me, please."
Maja shakes her head and says, "It's too late, I can't help you anymore, Henryk."
Henryk raises his gun and wants to aim at Maja, but another wave of pain runs through his 
body, powerless his hand falls down. He holds the pistol spasmodically, looks again at Maja 
and points the gun at himself and pulls the trigger with the last of his strength. But no shot is 
fired, the pistol only makes a clack. The armoury's empty.
Powerless and wailing he sinks to the ground and says, "Mother Earth, I have done you 
harm, I repent, please redeem me, God Father in heaven redeem me".
Nothing happens, no lightning, the earth does not open and yet something changes, a beam
of light appears over Henryk´s head. Loving light envelops, visible to all present Henryk´s 
entire body, frees him from pain, releases him and lets his soul go back into the universe.
Maja and her children buried the dead body in a small cave at the end of the plateau.
Londo takes the crystal boat near the city and unloads the purple crystal. The crystal is 
installed near Jeremiah's hut and activated to produce the other crystals.
The next day, the first construction works for the construction of the city will begin. Many 
people here see a new future for themselves and their families.
Cordo and Londo teach the people in Atlantic architecture, Johan and Jeremia, who is back 
on his feet, choose the spiritual citizens who are suitable for leadership and administration. 
Among them Maja is appointed the first priestess, the city of New Hammerfest and later 
initiated by Cordo into the handling of the crystals.   
Two days later all missing crystals were produced and installed on the temple square, now 
the production begins, the crystal domes and crystal tubes. Among the population there are 
many farmers, who examine the mountain world for fertile soil conditions. In the weeks that 
follow, they then set up farms and plant cereals and vegetables.
Fishermen and cattle farmers bridge bottlenecks with fishing and meat.
Joshua and Alea, who are still here in the camp, travel back to Europe-City via the Cube. 
Since there is enough food produced in Europe-City, they want to make sure that the 
missing food and seeds are delivered by the transporter to the newly developing city.
Cordo and Londo remain until the two crystal cities in the two plateaus are completed. Some
of the new citizens of NewHammerfest, are deployed as a search party for other survivors to 
be expected from the eastern areas and lowlands of neighbouring Sweden, Finland and 
Russia.
Londo supports and helps the search parties to find numerous survivors. Within the next two 
months, the population in the two new cities will grow to twenty million rescued people. Since
the two cities are quite close to each other, both new cities will be given the names New 
North Hammerfest and New South Hammerfest at the inauguration ceremony. From the 
southern city, Londo and Cordo are accompanying a construction team that is building the 
new transport link that will lead to New Oslo. Rolling Rock, Johan and Jeremia also 
accompany the construction team, not only because the two shamans want to escape from 
the crowds in the two cities, but also because they want to experience new adventures in the
mountains and increase their shamanic healing powers.
On the route between the northern metropolises and Oslo, the longest stretch of tunnel 



construction to date runs through the mountains. Numerous caves filled with grown crystals 
are discovered at the route. Every mountain that is drilled on the way south is honored by 
the shamans and in every larger cave a temple place is established. After six months, the 
construction team reaches the southern part of the mountain range and is thus close to New 
Oslo. Cordo and Londo are now looking for this town so as not to miss it. Cordo tries to 
make contact with the other mentors, but some unknown Energetic Power seems to control 
the thoughts of the other mentors and Cordo doesn't get through to you. Londo also feels 
this unknown power. Londo and Cordo ask their inner masters Rhan and Thar, <<Rhan, 
Thar we cannot contact our thoughts with the other mentors nearby. Do you have the 
opportunity, through the joined inner masters of our brothers, to experience why we cannot 
penetrate to them?
Rhan and Thar reply <<We have also tried to communicate with our brothers, but we can't 
get through to them either. A foreign unknown power seems to have taken control of the land
before us. Even the contact with the high masters in the dimension of Atlantis is blocked. We
have the feeling that there is a strong energy source of the Zumanjis dominating the area. 
We can't imagine anything else at the moment.>>
Cordo thinks, <<We should carefully examine the area in front of us and avoid any contact 
with people in this area at first. Further construction will be temporarily halted and the 
construction workers are to return home for the time being. Only the shamans should stay 
with us.>>
Londo and the inner masters are of the same opinion.
You go back to the construction site and explain the situation to the people. Some of the 
construction workers are also shamans, or otherwise spiritually inclined and want to stay. 
Cordo and Londo give their consent and the others return to New South Hammerfest first.
              
Rolling rock, Johan and Jeremia explore, first the terrain alone. In the protection of nature 
the three camouflage themselves and sneak along the southern new coast. According to a 
map Johan carries with him, they are located west of the extinct city of Oslo. Carefully and 
slowly they explore the area to the east. In the distance you can see parts of the former 
skyline of Oslo. Some peaks of churches and isolated roofs of skyscrapers rise out of the 
water. They explore the coast until the city lies below them, protected by the darkness. The 
city of Oslo lies dark and silent at its feet. Not far from them, there is a former street that led 
into the city. In the light of the moon, they notice a shadow standing under a tree that is 
lighting a cigarette.
They sneak in closer and see a soldier in an unknown uniform. Rolling rock picks up a stone 
and hurls it down towards the city. The stone hits a rock and makes a sound. The soldier at 
first looking a bit sleepy is suddenly wide awake and calls someone in Russian, "Stop, stop, 
who's there?" He moves in the direction from where he heard the sound and shoots his 
machine gun in that direction. A bird flies up, frightened and chirping. The Russian grins and 
takes his place again. From a place above his location, a second guard comes running to 
him and asks him, "What's going on?" He answers, "Oh Sergei, it was just a bird."
Now the three shamans know they're Russians. And they wonder whether these are state 
soldiers or remains of a private army, the Russian Mafia and the industrial elite of Russia.
Since a straight path along the coast is now no longer possible, the three retreat about a 
thousand meters. From there they explore the area inland and keep a safe distance from the
road on which the guards are located. A few kilometres further on, the three are on a hill 
from where you have a view over further valleys and mountain heights to the north and east. 
On a plateau, they see the new city of New Oslo shimmering. A road that leads to this city 



over mountains and through valleys is guarded by many soldiers. On every hill there is 
moonlight, an armed guard in sight. The three of them decide to bypass the city and orient 
themselves to the north at first. After three hours you reach a hill north of the city in the light 
of the sunrise. Strangely enough, the Russians focus their attention only on the southern and
eastern coastal areas, as if they were expecting attacks only from these directions.
Rolling Rock and its friends now sneak further east towards the coast under the protection of
the mountain. Two hours later it is bright, ground fog rises and gives them further protection 
from detection.
An hour later the fog dissipates and they see the eastern coast.
A huge fleet lies in the water, consisting of floating islands, former cruise ships and Russian 
warships. On land, on another plateau, above the coast, you will see tanks and trucks, 
behind them thousands of soldiers preparing to advance inland to explore and conquer the 
rest of the land.
Horrified by this collection of combat-ready soldiers, the shamans immediately decide to 
return to Cordo and Londo. In the evening you reach both of them and report about the 
condition.
Cordo replies, "We'd better retire to the two cities and turn them into fortresses."
They enter the tunnel and energetically seal the entrance to the demolished construction 
site. Inside the tunnel they are connected to the energy of the crystals and teleport back to 
the twin city.
Once there, call the people together. First the spiritual leaders of the city meet in the temple. 
Cordo asks the priests, "What special happened during our absence? How many refugees 
have come to both parts of the city? Were only Scandinavians or also Russians there? On 
our trip to New-Oslo we discovered that the new city was occupied or besieged by Russians,
apparently they were able to gain knowledge about how the Atlantic crystals work, because 
any kind of contact with our brothers is blocked".
Maja replies, "Since you have accompanied the construction of the tunnel to the south, 
about 10 million refugees have arrived here. Most of them are Norwegians, Finns and 
Swedes, but there are also about one hundred thousand Russians. We've assigned these in 
the Northern City to an area where these quarters are located.
Only now do I realize that many of the Russians have recently been seen near the temples 
and have been more closely involved with the crystals instead of first taking care of their own
concerns such as family and cooperation with the farms. It looks as if the Russians are trying
to gain power and knowledge of the systems and then sabotage the active defence in the 
event of attacks by land troops. But what can we do now?"
Londo asks Maja, "How strong is your security department and what nationalities are in the 
units?"
Maja answers," We have about 25,000 men in security. There are 15000 Norwegians, 9000 
Danes and Swedes, the rest are Finns. They're definitely not Russians at security." Londo 
replies, "Well Maja, strengthen the security forces to 150,000 men, but so that the Russians 
don't realize. Cordo and I remove the crystals from the northern city and bring them to the 
southern city first. The crystals in the southern city are guarded day and night. Johan get 
your daughters, the two should try to contact Alea and Joshua through the connection of the 
dice and then send a warning to the other metropolises." Then he asks his Inner Atlantic 
Master,<< Can we change the energy patterns of the crystals to avoid the manipulability of 
the Russian saboteurs?>>      
Thar replies, << yes that's possible, we can do that. The new codes are then automatically 
transmitted from crystal to crystal and the top central crystal in Atlantis takes over worldwide 



control. Only those who know the new code are able to work with the crystals. For uninitiated
the crystals are then worthless.>>
Maja and Johan lead the build-up of the security troops and increase them to 150000 men 
on the same day,
consisting mainly of Norwegians and Swedes.
Cordo and Londo, equipped with the Atlantic weapons, go to the northern city and control 
the temple grounds. The presence of the Russians, who are obviously in the process of 
manipulating the crystals for their own purposes, is strikingly large here. The two mentors 
activate their energy shields through their Inner Masters and position themselves next to the 
crystals. The two deactivate the crystals via their mental force. The crystals are released 
from their position and float into the tunnel that leads directly to the southern city. The 
Russian units feel unmasked and put their weapons on Cordo and Londo. A commander-in-
chief of the Russian force approaches the two and says, "I am Colonel Rasnikov and I have 
taken control here and I am the vanguard of the new Russian world power. We will bring all 
survivors of this world on our side and those who do not want to cooperate with us will be 
destroyed. So leave the crystals where they are so our scientists can reprogram them."
Londo and Cordo hear the words of the Russian, but ignore Him and continue to remove the 
other crystals.
When the colonel sees that the two men are not paying attention to his words, he orders his 
men to shoot.
Ten men put their weapons on the two mentors and fire their bullets. A short time later the 
shooters themselves are hit, dead on the ground, because like so many times before, the 
bullets bounce off the energy shields of the mentors.
The Russian colonel is dismayed at the loss of his men and now asks, "How does something
like this work, the guns are fired and the bullets bounce off, as from an invisible tank? Who 
are you?"
Cordo answers now for his part," We know that you want to take over our city, we also know 
that our third city in the south near Oslo was either taken by your soldiers or is besieged by 
the soldiers. Me and my friend next to me, we are mentors, the spiritual leaders of a new 
social order. This social order is established by the USWE United Spiritual World of Earth. 
The USWE consists of many millions of Spiritual People who have survived and escaped the
floods of the environmental disaster.                         
We mentors are in direct contact with Atlantis and are also protected by Atlantis. The 
crystals can and may only be used by people who are worthy.
Those are recognized as worthy who live in harmony with the earth, who are faith and 
knowledge, spirit and soul, our Higher Self and perfect love, the true meaning of being on 
earth. Those peoples who misused nature and earth as self-service shops for raw materials, 
those who initiated wars because of these raw materials, are to blame for the fact that the 
earth resists by environmental catastrophes. Exploitation and disregard for nature, through 
environmental pollution, destruction of habitats for animals and plants, arms races, 
underground nuclear bomb tests, wars and modern enslavement of peoples for wealth and 
materialism, are the cause of environmental events on Earth. Now remove yourself and your
soldiers from the holy temple of this city. This is a restricted area for non-spiritual enemies 
and aggressors. Be glad that you have been accepted into a community where food and the 
right to free housing are fundamental rights of the USWE. If you continue to disrupt our 
hospitality by force of arms, you will regret it."
Colonel Rasnikov smiles mockingly as he replies, "Faith - Spirituality - Perfect Love - 
Environmental Protection. Hahaha I laugh myself broken, some more lunatics who believe 



that there is something higher than man himself. And then the joke of the millennium, power 
and energy of Atlantis. I'm out of my age where you can tell me fairy tales. Hahaha, hahaha I
laugh myself limp.
Listen to me carefully, for what I say now you will only hear from me once and is my last 
warning. We'll take this town and open all the entrances for the soldiers who are coming. 
The crystals will be reinstalled in this city and explained to our scientists in handling and 
technology. If not, we storm the southern city and kill all those who do not bow to our will. 
Have I made myself clear enough?"
Londo, who has examined the Colonel spiritually and mentally, speaks up on the telepathic 
level and so speaks to Him, << Yes I can feel that your heart, no love can feel. You are a 
bad person who lives only for hatred and bloodshed, you are not worth listening to. We will 
continue to remove the crystals and bring them to safety. You are not able to stop us, and 
your soldiers can no longer enter the southern city, because an energetic shield prevents 
this.
The Russian colonel hears the words in his mind and looks very confused at the area, 
because he cannot understand how the voice can get into his head. This time Londo speaks 
to the Colonel in the human way, "Well, you have just experienced a little taste of our 
Spiritual Endowment. But our abilities have much more to offer. I can read your thoughts and
those of your soldiers. Some of your people seem a little more believing and afraid you'll 
give another order to shoot."
Some of these soldiers nod after this sentence and give their colonel the signal to retreat.
The colonel ignores Londo's words and calls his people to use the grenade and rocket 
launchers. But none of the soldiers are following his orders.
Furious and trembling with anger, he snatches a soldier's mortar from his shoulder and 
targets Londo. Soldiers prefer to distance themselves from the colonel before he pulls the 
trigger. The grenade flies at Londo to bounce off the shield ineffectively and flies back to the 
shooter. The colonel can still see the grenade coming back to him. He stumbles backwards 
in fear and sees the grenade explode in front of him. Because he was able to retreat a few 
meters, the grenade didn't hurt him completely but hit him very hard.
Cordo and Londo are giving the soldiers a sign to doctor your colonel. Then Cordo speaks to
the soldiers, "You can stay here in the city if you want, and you will stick to our hospitality. 
Hostilities and attacks against the Scandinavian population are punished with expulsion and 
exclusion from the community. In our legal system, there is no death penalty, no prisons. 
Those who rise up against the USWE community receive a boat and are sent on a mission 
to explore the seas. If he continues to commit offences against nature and people in need, 
we can read the experiences and actions for or against those who need help in the stored 
thoughts. Only then is it decided whether the candidate will become an outcast forever, or 
whether he is ready again to live in a community.
Those of you who want to stay here can comment on this, those who prefer to go back to 
their units will be let go.
But remember, if you decide to stay here, you will also have to fight the attackers if this city 
is attacked. You must also tell us what the situation is in the new city of Oslo, around our 
brothers and friends."
There is disagreement among the soldiers after hearing the words of Cordo. Some do not 
want to betray their compatriots, but they do not want to return either. Others ask to be 
released and want to go back.  
Another troop wants to stay and separates itself from the others and gives Cordo and Londo 
a sign that they are ready for another negotiation.



Cordo and Londo dismiss the first and second groups of soldiers from the city. They are to 
leave the city immediately without going to their quarters and without weapons. For this, 
Londo and Cordo open a lock that leads outside. About 80000 soldiers leave the city through
the lock. The remaining 20000 remaining soldiers choose one of your group as speaker. "My
name is Alexei Rokov, my people have chosen me as their spokesman. Before the floods 
flooded our land to the west and east of the Ural Mountains, we all lived in a city at the foot 
of the mountains in the plain. All the inhabitants of the city were spiritually inclined, our 
wives, children and us men. Many of us were connected with nature as shamans, herbal 
witches, seers and healers. We knew soon the floods would come and the land would be 
under the water. We built shelters in the Ural Mountains and went before the flood came into
the mountains.
After the flood, the downfall of Moscow and other cities, the home of the Russian elite, the 
Mafia and the industrialists, they gathered on floating fortresses that looked like islands and 
joined together to form a unit with the goal of taking over and exploiting the countries without
leadership. To found an elite state in which only the rulers had the right on their side and all 
other people were only to become slaves. The survivors of our city were the first to be 
attacked by the power hungry. Those who thought that their spirituality would suffice and 
would bring the attackers to their senses were slaughtered by them. These included our old 
people, our women and our children. The younger women and our daughters were 
kidnapped and taken to the brothels on the floating islands.  We men were put into an army 
of mercenaries, beaten and humiliated until our pride and will were broken. These 
barbarians want to make their armies so big that they attack the surviving population of the 
former USA almost without a fight and either destroy or enslave them as well. To them a 
human life is worth nothing, only women and young girls are treated somewhat better by 
them, but only to be able to exploit them sexually. But now back to the barbarians who took 
your city of New Oslo. We were there when the Russian troops invaded the new city. Our 
squad was in a department that was used to explore the area. Our troop leadership, selected
specialists in espionage and infiltration, saw thousands of people working on the 
construction of the New City. Curiously, some of the commanders disguised themselves as 
Swedish shepherds and hiked to the construction site. Once there, the spies were received 
by a man called Mentor Terran-Lisboa. He said to the newcomers that if they wanted to 
participate in the construction work, they would be accepted as new citizens into the spiritual
union community and would be under their protection. At first, the spies acted as if they were
actually interested in the spiritual thing and joined the construction workers. Since the 
components were already produced by the crystals, they had to be collected from the temple
and some of the spies were used as carriers. During the night, the crystals produced no 
other components, which the spies used to take a closer look at the crystals. With measuring
devices in their luggage, they determined that the crystals not only produced components, 
but also free energy and electricity for the already finished city districts. A scientist who was 
part of the espionage squad was able to analyze the energy pattern of the crystals and find 
out how they worked. Then he hid near the crystals and the next day he could see and feel 
how the crystals were being served. When he returned to his general, the Russian scientist 
told what he had seen, heard and learned about the crystals. Finally, he told his general, (if 
we get the city into our control, enemy troops can attack us as often as they want and run 
into it, because the crystals are able to create energetic shields, at whose touch everyone is 
burned and destroyed). So I suggest that some of us stay here to gain control of the crystals.
Meanwhile, some of your people, General, will take the rest of the troop. On a sign from us, 
we open the energy shield for a short time, the troops arrive at night on the construction site 



of the city. Several thousand armed soldiers will have an easy game with the inhabitants, if 
the soldiers, directly clarify the new power relations and demonstrate these also if necessary
with force of arms.) The general agreed to the plan and the following night the city was 
occupied and taken over. The next morning the mentor Terran-Lisboa was imprisoned and 
placed in an energetically shielded cell. The general called a meeting together and explained
the new conditions to the people. The people in the city should continue to build their new 
home as before. Whoever refuses to follow the new Russian state will be executed."
Cordo asks Alexei, "But there were still three mentors in the city, apparently they are hidden 
among the population and waiting for a way to get rid of the occupying troops."
Alexei answers," Three more mentors, of which I know nothing, although I had the feeling 
that there were other men in the city who had certain energetic powers. But we said nothing 
of our feelings to the general and kept our knowledge to ourselves. Some cowards, who 
were to be shot by the new rulers for minor offences, told the general that there were other 
cities in Norway like these in the north of the country. The general got all the knowledge out 
of the traitors and after they had told everything, they were executed anyway. Then the 
general put together a squad of 100,000 people, including me and the people from my town.
Disguised as disaster refugees, this is how we came to this town. I assume that the eighty 
thousand soldiers you have removed from the city have settled somewhere in front of the 
city and sent a courier to the other troops asking for help. I also listened to a conversation I 
had between a stranger and the general. It was about a people with the strange name of 
Zumanji working with Russian industrialists and the Mafia."
Cordo answers," Again the Zumanji, a few months ago we were able to destroy one of your 
tribal princes. We know that the worse and more vicious the group, the better for the 
Zumanjis, the more they wanted to ally themselves with some groups of people. They live by
hatred, fear and destruction. And that makes the whole thing a problem, because the 
Zumanjis operate from another dimension and can only be found on Earth in cave systems 
that are difficult to access. The Zumanjis are an ancient people whose history is as old as 
that of the people of Atlantis and Sirius. Zumanjis have been the enemies of Atlantis and 
Sirius since time immemorial. Only the malice, the greed for power, of mankind have 
favoured the evolution of the Zumanjis and given them the necessary basis on earth to do 
their mischief in secret.
But how can we now change the situation, in this country here, that drives away Zumanjis, if 
we find the next cave system that represents a gate or a bridge into our world."
Londo replies to Cordo, "We must try to get in touch with Alea and Joshua and if it is just a 
spark, a short signal that the two receive. When the Zumanjis block mental transmission, it 
looks bad. Let's ask Johan's daughters if they can get to the cube without being seen by the 
soldiers. We should also find out where the soldiers are."                   
Cordo goes to Johan and his daughters, while Londo explores the area outside the city and 
sights the soldiers five miles southwest of New South Hammerfest in a valley.
Cordo asks the girls, "Were you already in the cube around Alea and Joshua to report on the
new situation or is the transmission frequency of the cubes also blocked by the Zumanjis?
Ingermarit replies, "Unfortunately, even with the cube at present, neither transport nor 
contact is possible. Sirius also advised not to use the dice, otherwise there is a danger that 
the Zumanjis could locate Alea's presence on Earth and kidnap them."
Cordo is visibly disappointed and broods over another solution. A short time later Londo 
appears again.
He reports about the soldiers' camp.
Cordo, for his part, reports on the findings he has made, "Londo, we cannot contact Alea 



and Joshua through telepathy or with the Cube. I also have the impression that the Zumanjis
are trying to penetrate our thoughts in order to experience our plans.
However, the altered energy patterns of the crystals are still strong enough to keep the 
disturbance away. However, due to the change, there is no connection anymore to the 
already activated crystals in the other cities. One of us has to take the crystal boat to the 
other cities and change the frequencies so that all free crystals vibrate the same. Only then 
is there a chance that the energy of all crystals will rise again. Can you take Londo on this 
mission?"
At this moment, Rhan and Thar materialize next to the two mentors. Contrary to their 
previous way of communicating, they speak to Londo and Cordo in a normal way. "We also 
have the feeling and certainty that we are separated from the Atlantic dimension by a 
blockade of the Zumanjis. The source of energy emanating from the Zumanji caves is very 
strong, but we have been able to determine approximately where other Zumanji nests are. 
Near the city of Oslo there is a huge cave system in which the Zumanji presence is very 
large. If Londo is willing to take the crystal boat back to the other cities and leave you Cordo 
here alone with me, there may still be hope. However, I have learned from the last possible 
contact with the priests in Atlantis that Sirius has always repulsed the attacks of the 
Zumanjis. Contrary to its previous combat strategy, Sirius has set its weapons systems to 
destruction. In the case of Sirius, however, no lethal rays in the conventional sense are fired.
For evil energy nourishes the Zumanjis, so the priests have developed a weapon of absolute
love that is partly born and bundled from divine and universal love. The power of this 
weapon disrupts and destroys the bad energy on Zuman. The Zumanjis are weakened. 
According to our latest information, Sirius is about to launch the first attacks. If within the 
next few hours the energy of the Zumanji collapses, we have a chance. And if Londo takes 
over the mission, the Russians' chance to take over more cities will be nil."
Londo declares his willingness to embark on the mission with the Crystal Boat.
He says "I'm going first to Iceland, then England and Ireland, from there to Europe City and 
then I'll come back right away". One or two of our sisters will then take over the mission in 
Spain, France and Italy. Should I bring Alea and Joshua on the way back? What do you 
think?"
Thar answers," No, the two are safer in Europe-City. We have to do without their help."

Londo's Mission

Londo nods and then makes his way to the northwestern bay, where the crystal boat is still 
in hiding. He reaches the boat without incident. Seconds later, his boat races towards 
Iceland at the highest possible speed. On the way he sees floating battle islands of the 
Russian Armada in the distance on the southern horizon. But since he camouflaged his 
crystal boat he is invisible to them and reaches Iceland after one hour. The friends in the 
new city are outraged by the situation in Norway and help Londo reprogram the crystals. He 
also informs the children, who are guardians and priests of the Cube, temporarily not to 
contact the other confidants with the Cube. After the crystals have been newly coded, he 
feels the strength gained through the crystals.
Shortly he says goodbye to his friends and continues his journey to England. Also this way is
not disturbed by any enemy unit and after a little more than an hour it reaches the Scottish 
Highlands and Bitania. The new coding of the crystals is also carried out here. The power of 
the crystals increases again. Quickly Londo leaves Bitania and goes on to Ireland and finally 
to Wales. He can also recode the crystals at these two support points. The power of the 



crystals has increased again and so he can increase the speed of his crystal boat a little bit 
and set course for the coast off Europe-City.
A few hours later he sees a belt of hundreds of floating islands off the coast of Europe City. 
He dives with the crystal boat and moors in the underwater city of Aquakropolis. Archibald 
Cunningham is visibly happy to see Londo and tells him what has happened over the last 
few days." Oh Londo, I don't know what's going on here, the last few weeks, the power of 
the crystals has been sinking deeper and deeper. Then last night, these floating islands 
arrived here. The crews on the floating islands have not yet taken any action against 
Europe-City, as if they were waiting for something."
Londo replies, "Archibald nice to see you, the enemy ships and islands are from Russia, 
former industrialists and Mafia members have built an army. Their goal is to bring the earth 
under their rule and to destroy all life that thinks differently than its elite. They enslave 
women and young girls for their whorehouses, male children and old people are killed 
mercilessly.
They have managed to invade our new city near Oslo in Norway, catch the mentors and 
manipulate the crystals against the other crystals. I'm on a mission to recode the crystal so 
these barbarians don't get another chance to spread their power. I now drive through the 
tunnel into the temple and hopefully arrive in time."
Londo enters the passage to the tunnel and sits down in one of the vehicles that transports 
him to the Temple of Light at lightning speed. Arrived there he sees the mentors, as well as 
the senate of Europe-City and a so-called diplomatic delegation of the Russian combat units.
A general is speaking to Henry Munot right now," We have our combat units lying off the 
coast, calling on the population and the so-called USWE state apparatus to surrender to our 
power. Your crystals are not worth much at the moment and have no chance to fend off an 
advance of our troops. We wish for an immediate surrender, otherwise many millions of 
people will die. I do not think it will be her wish, within the framework of her so-called 
constitution, for this country to turn blood red. We will give you one hour to reflect and not a 
minute more, if you then do not surrender, our soldiers will come and raze your city to the 
ground, this is a promise. “
Londo doesn't listen any further and looks at Elektra-Athena and pushes himself behind her. 
He whispers to her, "Athena, it's Londo I'm here to recode the crystals, I need your help. "In 
an hour, there's barely time to do it." Unnoticed by those present, in the temple hall Londo 
and Athena move to the crystals. Londo tells her the frequencies and both work feverishly on
recoding the crystals. Ten minutes before the deadline, the power of the crystals is restored. 
Londo gives the crystals the order to completely illuminate the city, to activate the energy 
shields.
Afterwards he steps beside Henry Munot and speaks to the present friends and the enemy 
aggressors. "General they have lost, the crystals are working for us again, also their troops 
in Norway are lost if they attack us or any other city of the USWE. Even the Zumanjis can no
longer help them because I have just received the message from Atlantis that Zuman no 
longer exists. Zuman has gone under in a ray of divine loving light. The few Zumanjis who 
are still on earth no longer have any power, even your malice and bloodthirstiness, can no 
longer feed them."
The general pales with rage and shouts, "Who are you and where do you come from? How 
can it be that my soldiers, my armies, no longer frighten you?"
Londo replies, "I am Terran-Londo spiritual leader, one of twelve, associated with Atlantis 
and Sirius. The crystals have been newly coded and are therefore no longer vulnerable to 
the energy of the Zumanjis and can no longer be blocked. Sirius has won the war against the



Zumanjis from the planet Zuman. Zuman was destroyed by the light of divine energy. The 
few Zumanjis still on earth in their caves will be found and tracked down by the increased 
power of crystals. Light Warriors of Sirius are just arriving at us, see... there in the sky 
appear the golden spaceships of Sirius to turn your troops into peaceful men, see... how the 
divine light, which envelops your ships in absolute love and turns your soldiers into men 
again, who become children of the earth again and lose the thought of hatred, envy and 
murderous lust forever."
In fact, some golden spaceships appear in the sky, firing rays of light at the floating islands. 
None of the ships and islands explode, only the people throw their weapons overboard into 
the water, laugh and suddenly seem cheerful. They also take off their uniforms and throw 
them to a hill on top of each other which they light afterwards. Naked they dance laughing 
around the fire.
The general leaves the temple snorting with rage and demands to be left outside. He storms 
towards his ships and sees hundreds of thousands of soldiers dancing naked on the islands.
The captured girls and women dance with them, because they too have been captured by 
the rays of happiness and have lost their hatred of the tormentors. Seconds later the general
is also hit by the rays, his face lights up, takes off his uniform and throws it into the fire as 
well.
Shortly afterwards the Sirian spaceships disappear again as fast as they appeared.

Alea steps forward and speaks, "Sirius, has sent his Light Warriors to Earth for the first time 
to assist his brothers and sisters on Earth. Again the aggressors have lost power and have 
become themselves people who live in love and light.  The Light Warriors of Sirius will return
when the time is right. The superiority of the fleets threatening Europe-City and Norway was 
too great, so Sirius took this action. The enemy soldiers live from now on in love and in the 
divine light. Your mind has forgotten what malice and war mean. The Russians are no longer
enemies but now again our brothers and sisters and are ready for a life of peace and 
almighty love. They will now return to Norway and then to their homeland to serve the USWE
cause in their homeland and carry our message of perfect love".

Londo also travels back to Norway to bring the good news to Cordo and his new friends.
The floating islands of the Russians, bring the former Russian soldiers back to their 
homeland. They then continue their journey and head for the Urals and Caucasus mountains
to proclaim the message of peace and love. There they build the cities Ural-City and further 
south NewRussia.
A few months later, on the first day of 2049, the last new cities of the former European 
continent, including the new cities in the Urals and Caucasus, were completed.

2049  

The mentors have returned to Europe-City to take a short break. But their mission is not yet 
complete.
The Lee family travels back home after the extensive studies. In order to supply the Chinese 
Empire with energy and all other things, only the Violet Crystal is taken along, since there is 
not much loading space in the helicopter.
A week later, the male mentors form 3 groups of 2 crystal boats each. Londo and Cordo first 
go to LeProvence and Valladolid, from there to the Canary Islands to see how the new 



formation has evolved. They then continue their route along the North African coast.
The second group Lisboa and Germanius explore the southern European area of Italy up to 
the coastal areas of Turkey.
The third group consisting of Rottam and Iberius, explore the Middle East and then head 
south along the East African coast.   
      

Western Mediterranean and the Canary Islands

Cordo and Londo drive separately to LeProvence and Valladolid to adjust the crystals to the 
new frequencies. Afterwards the two meet again, at the Strait of Gibraltar and continue their 
journey to the former Canary Islands. A few hours later they reach the position of the 
northern part of the island. Lanzarote, a country that has always been marked by volcanoes 
and therefore had a special charm, lies in front of you. A visible volcano, in the south of the 
island still smokes, but seems to have lost its energy in power. The northern part of the 
island appears on the high steep west coast still green and untouched by the raging 
volcanoes. A small town on the northeast coast called Orzola still exists, as if the tide had 
overlooked it. The two decide to go ashore in the village where time seems to have stopped 
to explore the island more closely. Some villagers see the strange boats landing on the 
shore and somewhat shy and anxious, they watch it from their houses. Cordo and Londo get
off the boats and go to the centre of the village. Cordo speaks to Londo, "I lived here in this 
village a few years ago, actually the villagers should know me. I'll go ahead."
Cordo walks up to a restaurant and calls out loud," Pedro, Pedro Alvanza, where are you?" 
An old man looks a little surprised behind the door and asks, "Antonio? Antonio de Silva y 
Cordoba? Is that really you?” Cordo replies, "Yes, my mother once gave me that name, but 
now I call myself Terran-Cordo. The changes in nature and the world have also changed me,
Pedro. Even my friend here by my side once had a different name. Today his name is 
Terran-Londo."
"Ay, Antonio, what a joy to see you. Yes, Mother Earth has become very angry with the 
people who reward their goodness with contempt and exploitation. It's been a long time 
since you lived with us, but tell us why you have this new name."
Cordo speaks to him," Pedro, "this is a long story, I try to make it as short as possible. As 
you know, I was on this island 20 years ago learning from nature. From 2012 to 2040 I 
received in my dreams, messages and assignments that I should learn and fulfill. Part of my 
assignment was here in Lanzarote. Towards the end of 2039 the dreams became more and 
more concrete and told me to go to the middle of Germany. I saw eleven more people who 
had similar visions to me and already in my dreams I knew that we were being prepared for 
a special mission. Our final destination was revealed to us in 2040. A few thousand years 
ago, there was a cosmopolitan city on Earth called Atlantis. From traditions of wise 
philosophers and scientists of antiquity legends about a lost mysterious culture were carried 
on into our time. Stories, fairy tales, speculations and theses have accompanied mankind 
since Homer wrote about the history of Atlantis and his people. Only the Egyptians, the Inca 
and Mayan cultures, have a similar mystical past and have therefore received more attention
from archaeologists than other primeval cultures of human history. The sinking of Atlantis on 
Earth was part of a journey because the Atlantians had realized that humanity was not yet 
ready for a peaceful life. Therefore these changed their being, into another world, into 
another dimension in which Atlantis still exists today. Through their technology, Atlantians 
are able to leave the dimension to send observers into our dimension. For centuries, in every



epoch of the earth age, the visitors came from Atlantis in the other dimension to show 
particularly worthy people on earth a way that would lead to a better future. Many of those 
who think differently were persecuted or killed for their visions and new ideas because the 
powerful were afraid of losing their power. But even at the beginning of the 21st century, the 
powerful were still afraid of losing their power. But now the number of those who have new 
visions and ideas has grown to millions. Numerous people from continent to continent 
developed spiritual understanding and sought the way back to natural being. Londo and I, 
are part of this development, we are both highly developed in spirituality. Thus we could 
travel 2040 into the dimension of Atlantis with our spirit and were initiated into the new task 
on earth. We are 12 spiritual leaders who are called mentors, at the same time we carry the 
knowledge of Atlantic technology, as well as a second spirit, within us, which is available 
from one Atlantic Master at a time. But now Pedro tells us what happened here on 
Lanzarote. On our travels through the seas a few years ago we could already see that the 
islands Lanzarote, Feuerteventura, GranCanaria, Tenerife and the other small islands have 
grown to a big island due to the activity of the volcanoes".
Pedro nods and tells,
"The first volcano to erupt was Teide on Tenerife, which devastated the island. Many places 
on the coasts were simply erased and erased. The lava flows poured over the tourist castles,
skyscrapers that have been destroying the natural beauty of the island for years. Millions of 
visitors brought a lot of money into the country. But the ground, mother earth on which the 
skyscrapers stood, was not appreciated in any way. On the contrary, new and bigger houses
were built all the time. Only a few locals saw the crime that was done to nature, one of them 
was in the 20th century Caesar Manrique, who fought and enforced especially here on 
Lanzarote, for environmentally friendly building. His monuments are still standing, as if 
Mother Earth wanted to thank him. After the eruption of the Teide, ancient volcanoes on 
GranCanaria and Lanzarote also woke up again.
The volcanoes on GranCanaria also destroyed the shameful tourist strongholds, but spared 
the small towns of the locals who had not participated in the materialism of the resorts. Here 
on Lanzarote only the volcano erupted in the south of the island and spared the middle and 
the north of the island. Also the tourist places were not destroyed as the only ones, because 
these are the heritage of Caesar Manrique. The volcano released its hot mass to connect 
Lanzarote with Fuerteventura, within a few days a new transition to the neighbouring island 
was created. Mother Earth seems to me to want to create a new paradise here. From one of 
the higher places, on the west coast, we have a magnificent panoramic view over the islands
and the new development of our homeland. With my carriage and the donkey, I can get you 
to that point, if you want. But first, we're gonna have a little beef. My son,
Jose-Pedro took the boat out to sea during the night to catch a couple of fish, they are just 
roasted in the kitchen " Cordo and Londo welcome this offer and Cordo answers, "My nose 
already has this delicious smell of grilled fish in its nose". Then Jose-Pedro comes to the 
table and sets it up, he says," you see father, "I was right yesterday with my hunch that a 
visitor would come today".
Pedro looks proudly at his son Jose-Pedro and answers." Yeah, and you said we could stay 
on the island. That neither the volcano nor the sea will destroy our village. Some have left 
the island, but soon they will return." After a delicious lunch with the crispy grilled fish and as
dessert of some fruits that thrive on the island, Pedro gets the donkey and the small 
carriage. As if everyone had the time of the world, they drive west to the steep coast. After a 
few hours you reach the high plateau and experience a natural spectacle which you have 
never seen before. On the horizon they see three volcanoes still spitting out their lava, red 



fire brightens the evening sky in the west, the sun sinks into the sea. Burnt new land, with 
fiery stripes spreading, water vapor constantly rises at the places where the lava flows into 
the sea. A few miles further west an underwater volcano seems to be active, because even 
in the water of the sea it glows red and fiery from the depth. With an ear-splitting bang and 
thunder, a volcano rises from the sea and creates a new island. The violence of the eruption 
is so violent that, Pedro and his friends are torn to the ground. The pressure and violence of 
the eruption will trigger a tidal wave that will not harm the nearby island, but rather the 
American continent. The friends drive south along the coast. A few kilometres further they 
turn inland and reach a small town. Most of the houses seem deserted. But near the church 
of the place, some life seems to reign. Some elderly people who did not want to be 
transplanted stayed here and did not agree to an evacuation from their homeland. The sons,
daughters and their families stayed with them. Pedro greets all who see him. An old woman 
asks Pedro," Ola Pedro, "what was that big bang earlier?"
Pedro replies, "That was another volcano, about 10 kilometres west of us, that rose from the 
depths of the sea and now enlarges the island world further, Mary."
An unknown man, Northern European type, who has been in a house so far, steps onto the 
square and asks, "What am I hearing? Another volcano rising from the sea? I don't get it. 
Why here and now, my calculations and research have predicted that a volcano will rise 
north of the island."
Cordo asks him, "Who are you? And why calculations?"
The stranger introduces himself, "My name is John McEven I am American and by 
profession I am a geologist. I've been here on the island for 4 years, researching geological 
changes and volcanoes."
Cordo introduces himself and Londo as well, "My name is Cordo, Terran-Cordo and the 
other is Terran-Londo. We are spiritual leaders and mentors of the new metropolises 
Europe-City and co-initiators of the new
"The European social order of the USWE."
McEven looks without understanding and asks, "Spiritual leaders? A cult that tells people 
some bullshit about the end of the world? And what does USWE mean?" Cordo replies, 
"Spiritual leadership has nothing to do with bullshit and we are not sectarians either. What 
have they actually done in the last years since 2040 that they do not know what is happening
on Mother Earth? And their USA no longer exists either, the government was infiltrated by 
industrialists and abused and misappropriated for their machinations. American corporate 
bosses are now aggressors and pirates on the world's oceans. They attack other countries 
and plunder what the floods have left the environment and climate disaster. The USWE is an
abbreviation for United Spiritual World of Earth and all people who are aware of themselves 
and nature have participated in the new social order. We are currently on an expedition to 
find survivors and bring them into USWE membership. Whether the people and survivors 
want to live under the protection of the USWE and its cities or not is actually of secondary 
importance here. Nevertheless, all survivors humans are somehow integrated into the new 
system. Most of them are spiritually educated and want to live in the spiritual community. We
don't force anyone. Our old homeland no longer exists, so new cities had to be built for the 
people so that they would not starve and die of thirst. Our new metropolises look different 
than the cities used to look. Europe has shrunk enormously due to the floods. All land under 
three hundred meters is sunken in the sea. Fertile land is scarce on which food can be 
planted. Old cities have the soil on which, in the 100 years of western civilization, these 
stood on the coarsest contamination.
The Netherlands no longer exists, so the disaster was the end of the world for the Dutch. 



England and Ireland consists only of the remains of the highlands and mountains, Germany 
and France the same. We give many people back a piece of hope for a new time. And 
liberate them from old structures of the past time, from superfluous power systems. There 
are no more power systems that exploit the earth without letting the others participate. There
is no need to work against money or investments. In the world of the USWE all people who 
follow the rules of nature receive food, water, energy and a living space for themselves and 
their families.
These things are for everyone. Poverty and wealth also no longer exist because payment 
and means of payment are no longer needed.  "Power and energy are generated 
automatically by the Atlantis technologies we use."
Cordo shows McEven maps about the current situation of land formations in Europe.
McEven answers, "That's all well and good, but I don't believe in God, nor in spiritual, and 
certainly not in Atlantis. I don't deny the situation that has developed and that's why I'm here 
because I want to know why so many volcanoes erupt here and elsewhere at the same 
time."
Cordo replies, "So you are a person who walks through life without fantasy and are not open
to mysterious things. You think with your mind and you have lost the feeling that comes from
your heart and soul. Well, if you want you can accompany us for a while and we will prove to
you that Atlantic technology exists, that spiritual thinking and acting with heart and brain is 
possible. Maybe you'll change your mind after all." "Well, I'm curious to see what you can 
teach me, I wanted to continue travelling in the next days anyway", answers McEven.
The mentors, Pedro and John McEven leave the village and travel back to Orzola. After 
another delicious dinner with grilled fish and wine and an overnight stay in Pedro's house, 
the mentors say goodbye. Afterwards both board their crystal boats and McEven 
accompanies Cordo on board.
McEven is astonished by the inside of the boat and wonders how it is steered, as there are 
no apparatuses like on a ship. Cordo leads McEven to A Seat. And then takes his seat.
The two crystal boats detach themselves from the coast and continue silently to the south. 
Fuerteventura is covered by two volcanoes and connected to GranCanaria. The water gets 
hotter and hotter, dead fish float on the surface, which are finally dissolved by an acid. But 
the acid doesn't even attack the crystal boat. Cordo turns to John McEven, "See the fish are 
dissolved by an acid. The crystal boat we're in is immune to the acid. Any other ship with a 
steel, fiberglass or wooden hull would be dissolved in this broth."
McEven answers," Yes, terrible and fascinating at the same time, what the volcanoes can 
trigger. But I've been wondering all along why the boat moves without causing noise and 
vibration."
Well, these boats are actually made out of Atlantic technology. I move the boat with my mind
and my spirit. I'm connected to the boat, so are you, but different as a guest. The boat 
provides them with food or water, but only if you think of water or food in your mind does the 
boat react to it. But there's another way we can talk. Because we are both connected to the 
boat, we are also connected to each other and can communicate with each other on a 
spiritual level." Cordo now switches to thought communication..<< Now you can hear me on 
a spiritual level? The boat is driven by my thoughts. What drives the boat is pure energy, a 
movement without polluting the environment is possible with this.>>
McEven understands the spiritually spoken words of Cordo and is very amazed. He thinks 
<<Also there is something about the spiritual thing and all skeptics and scientists, are idiots 
who are not willing to think beyond their horizon.>>
Cordo answers with a smile << No, no they are not an idiot and the other scientists are not 



either. There are only things that cannot be measured with the mind, from feeling, intuition 
and the heart already. In the past mankind has lost the true aspects of its being on earth and
has become puppets who were only steered by money and other power apparatuses and 
thus became slaves of their own power structure. Emotional and spiritual changes were only 
harmful for the modern sober person without deep feelings. The closeness to nature and the 
power to understand one's own nature are systematically destroyed at the beginning of 
childhood schooling.>>
<<hoppla they actually heard my thoughts?>>
<< Yes I can read your mind like a book>> Cordo replies
McEven wants to answer something but Cordo comes before him, << See them we are now 
at the southernmost place of the newly formed island part of GranCanaria. Its land mass has
expanded south by 10 km. And in this direction now no volcanic activity will spread any 
more. It takes time for the new land mass to cool down and it takes even longer for it to 
become habitable for living, but the first living creatures to start creating a new habitat here 
will be the microorganisms. Let's have a look at the west side up to the islands LaGomera 
and LaPalma. Afterwards we drive northwards again at the Moroccan coast, then through 
the Strait of Gibraltar and then over to the Balearic Islands>>
Past cooled lava fields, the crystal boats glide towards Tenerife and after half an hour reach 
the new coast of this part of the island, also here the new coastal part is about 10 km away 
from the old coast. Between the rigid, but still steaming lava mass, a stream of glowing lava 
is still pouring into the sea and is still forming new land. The journey continues westwards to 
the islands of LaGomera and LaPalma. Although these two small paradises were spared by 
the volcanoes, the lava mass of Tenerife has spread up to these two. The lava has blocked 
the natural accesses to the two islands. Entering LaGomera and LaPalma is initially only 
possible from the air.
Cordo and Londo set course for the Moroccan coast. A few hours later you will see that all 
the lowlands have been washed over. Large parts of the western Sahara are under water. 
The High Atlas Mountains, whose foothills they see, have hopefully become shelters for the 
nomads and other inhabitants of this land. Carefully they approach the coast and the 
mountain landscape. But they see no signs of life in the mountains. Maybe the residents 
don't want to be seen either. Disappointed that no contact was possible here, Cordo and 
Londo continue their journey. Further north you reach the coastal town of Tangier from 
where only parts of the city can be seen on the slopes of the mountains. Below some houses
Cordo and Londo are landing. Some children play on the roofs of the houses. Streets 
leading to other places in the mountains have been washed away by the floods and become 
impassable. The children on the rooftops, see the two boats coming and call their parents. 
Some of them come to the windows of their houses and look carefully at the strange boats. 
Some men also come out of the houses, but are armed with rifles. Cordo calls in the Spanish
language if they can understand him. But apparently they don't want to understand him. A 
somewhat older man comes from another house and replies in Spanish, "Senor the people 
here hate the Spaniards, are they Spaniards then they run away and let us die in peace 
here". Cordo answers," My mother was Spanish, my father was Spanish, so I'm Spanish too,
but I'm Spanish who doesn't give a damn about nationality, because the earth has become 
too small for that. Many areas were overrun and flooded by the waters of the floods. There is
chaos everywhere and it seems that people still haven't learned that our earth needs people 
who accept each other without fighting each other. Your grandparents and parents were 
Moroccans, you are Moroccans and your children too. And if you want your children's 
children to experience Morocco, let us help you and we will take you where you can find a 



way that will lead you to the safe mountains to build a new future there. If you continue to 
hate, Mother Earth will destroy you from this spot. Your houses on the slopes won't last long.
Not all tidal waves are over yet, again and again tidal waves are triggered by man and 
nature. So you want to lament further whether you can be helped by a hated Spaniard or 
see in me what I see in you. People who are there for each other, because I am also a 
person and I do not want you to have to wait for death here. Mother Earth sent me and my 
friend to save you from the situation."
The old man translates the spoken, his remaining roommates some then speak to the old 
and he translates back to Cordo.
"The village elder says that your heart is in the right place and they are ready to let you take 
them to another place. But how many people can find a place in the two boats, we are still 
five hundred here in the village."
Cordo answers," in my boat fit fifty people and in London as well. So in five trips, we'll take 
you to another place.
Cordo and Londo drive as close as possible to the shore and let the families get in. Then the
old man says, "Do you know a country where it is green and blooming and we don't have to 
die of hunger? Although so much water has flooded our land, this water is not pure and 
carries many poisons. The mountains of our homeland are beautiful, but also here a whole 
people will die of starvation, because nothing wants to thrive in these mountains."
"How many of your countrymen exist here in the mountains?" asks Cordo.
The old man answers, "We were once about twenty million in this country, how many of you 
still exist I do not know."
Cordo has a picture of Europe-City appear on a wall and speaks, "This is Europe-City in the 
mountains of Switzerland, the new and first city of the USWE. We are ambassadors of 
USWE - United Spiritual World of Earth.              
Our mission is to find survivors who want to live in a city like this. They will be able to live a 
life in these cities that they have never had before. We have the technology to build such a 
city even in the driest part of your homeland. Since there's no more money, you don't have 
to pay for it either. There everyone is offered life in a spacious apartment, with plenty of 
energy and food. The only condition is to abide by the 16 sacred laws of the USWE, to love 
and protect nature. If you want this life and you can also encourage your fellow countrymen 
to this life, there is the possibility in Italy, France or Spain to learn the technology at one of 
our southern academies in order to pass it on to your people in this country. Let go of your 
national consciousness, let go of the selfishness that dominates you. We live in a new time 
where people realize that we don't need a separation according to race or faith, because all 
people are equal, no one is better or worse than others. Only because the heads of state 
want their people to believe that this or that country is bad for their own people do hatreds 
and wars arise. Love all people as you would love yourselves, then global peace will come 
by itself and with it paradise on earth. Hate and state egoism will destroy all of us and the 
earth on which we live. Do not let yourselves be abused as tools of the mighty any more. 
Become an instrument of love, the remedy of all men. Seek and appoint your spiritual 
guides, those who live in harmony with nature as shamans, healers and seers. Your spiritual
mentors, can connect their knowledge with the knowledge from our academies and your 
people here in your homeland, together with all go into a new paradisiacal time. Well, what 
do you think?" Cordo shows the people the pictures of Europe-City and the other new cities. 
The Moroccans are impressed and waiting to be brought back to a safe place on land. A few
miles to the east a new bay has been created, on whose shore survivors from other villages 
have already gathered. The hundred people with the old man, who is also a shaman and his 



name is Hamid, as he tells Cordo on the way on the short journey and his go ashore and are
greeted by the people present. Obviously there are also acquaintances or relatives from 
another place. The people sit down on the shore and wait for the rest of the rescued from his
village. After another four trips, the residents are all gathered on the shore. After some 
greeting rituals about ten thousand people sit down together to hear what the shaman has to
say. Cordo, Londo and McEven are now exploring the hinterland and the heights to find a 
suitable place for a new city. Soon the two discover a safe hill with plenty of room for a 
domed town, which can be built on three mountain massifs. Then the three return to the 
meeting place and see the people still discussing. Apparently, there are some clergy who 
are insisting on the rules of the Koran. Cordo and Londo join the assembly and join the Old 
Shamans. They ask the Old Shaman if there are problems that he affirms," Yes, the two 
spiritual leaders of the old mosque from Tangier are against a connection with the Western 
world.
Cordo answers," This is going to be difficult with the two stubborn guys.
Please, Hamid, translate again for me what I'm about to say. Holy men, I do not wish to 
undermine your religion or your faith. We are here to show the surviving people a new future 
that can mean peace for all people in the world. Wars, greed for power and capital, 
intolerance of religions against each other, are partly causes that have triggered this 
worldwide catastrophe. We will not dispute your land or your homeland, nor will we destroy 
your faith. We want all people to live together in peace, to live humanity as children of God, 
Allah and Mother Earth peacefully and in harmony with one another. We don't dispute 
anyone's religion. That is why we have established mentors and our chosen political leaders 
for time, the USWE. 16 rules for absolute peace and love for all people were developed by 
spiritual and spiritual leaders from different countries. An Islamic minister, the supreme Mufti 
of Arabia, has contributed to the 16 statutes of the new community. Our earth has become 
small for the inhabitants, too small to fight any more. We no longer have a need for violence 
against those who think differently. More violence, more wars will destroy humanity and God 
will lose His children."  
The Old Shaman translates the speech of the two Muftis Cordos. The two Muftis nod 
thoughtfully and understand that the course of things must be stopped in the old pattern, 
otherwise there is the danger that mankind will be completely exterminated from the face of 
the earth. Therefore the two Muftis agree with the plan that a new city can be built here. 
Cordo speaks to the people of the congregation and the shaman translates again," Dear 
friends, we now want to start building a city that will offer you and those who are yet to come 
a new home. Up on the mountain we have found a suitable site where a city will find a new 
home for many millions of homeless Moroccans and people from the neighbourhood. We will
help you and show you how your new home will be built. We've got everything we need to 
start construction immediately."
Cordo and Londo unload a purple crystal and teleport it to the selected site. The people on 
the shore, follow the two mentors to the place where the new home will come into being. 
Cordo lets the old shaman, the two muftis, ask where they want to build their mosque and 
installs the violet crystal in this place. He explains to the shaman and the two muftis the 
handling and the sense of the crystals. Since the two Muftis have no experience with thought
transmission, some people are selected from the community who have already trained and 
experienced this spiritual ability for themselves. These people are then trained and 
instructed in the handling of the crystals.   
With the completion of all crystals, the construction of the Crystal City begins. Little by little, 
the crystals are produced, some equipment is used to drill holes in the mountain, then the 



first crystal tubes and crystal domes are produced. As long as the Moroccans need their 
help, Cordo, Londo and McEven will stay with the people here. About six months later, the 
next city is completed and is habitable for the people. As in the crystal cities of the past, the 
domes contain gardens of pure, flowing water, growing enough fruit and vegetables for the 
many people. The people here are very happy and glad that their spiritual leaders have 
given up their stubbornness for the good of all. When Cordo and his companions leave the 
city to set off for further destinations, they are solemnly bid farewell. In the meantime, the 
crystals have also produced another crystal boat, on which three other chosen people from 
the city travel to LeProvence to learn more about the spiritual knowledge of the Atlantians at 
the existing academies and to pass this knowledge on to their own people. Cordo and Londo
continue towards Malta and Cyprus.

Italy - Greece

Terran-Lisboa and Terran-Germanius have meanwhile visited the Italian crystal city of 
NewFlorenca. From there they explore the sea to the south. You have heard from the 
inhabitants of the new city that on the islands of Sardinia and Sicily a few months ago the old
volcanoes erupted and caused devastating damage. As you reach Sardinia, you will see that
this island has doubled in size to the east. Also the other part of the island was strongly 
affected, so strongly that here for the next years no life on the island will be possible. Lisboa 
and Germanius continue to drive past the other small volcanic islands, such as Stromboli, 
which are also active and also here redesign and enlarge their land mass. Further south the 
two see Sicily. Here, too, the island stands under the fire stream of the glowing lava and is 
constantly enlarged by the flow of the lava. On the east side of the island there is no more 
waterway, but the island is connected with the mainland of Italy. Lisboa and Germanius 
circle the southern end of Italy and drive up the Adriatic again on the eastern side, they see 
small villages and villages which offer a home to many people on the slopes of the 
mountains. Apparently they are still inhabited and also the surrounding fields shine in a rich 
green. Further north they come close to the Po plain which is now covered by water up to 
the mountains of the Dolomites and Southern Alps. The people who could save themselves 
here fled to the mountains. Lisboa and Germanius land on a mountain south of Lake Como. 
People who live nearby in makeshift huts are curious to see the two crystal boats coming. 
Lisboa speaks Portuguese, his native language and other languages such as Italian, 
German and English. That's why he addresses the Italians and tells them about the three 
new cities Europe-City, NewFlorenca and LeProvence. One of the Italians replies," We thank
you, stranger, for this information, because our families will soon starve here if the tide does 
not go back. We'll move south with the other residents across the mountains to the city of 
NewFlorenca." Happy with the information, the surviving Italians break off their miserable 
huts and first move westwards to hike from a convenient spot further south on NewFlorenca.
Lisboa and Germanius drive further east to the coastal area of the Croatian peninsula Istria, 
but this has also been almost flooded except for a few hills. Lisboa wonders where the 
Balkan emissaries might have built the new city. Along the former coast of Croatia the two of
them drive south again. Some of the offshore islands like Rab and Losinj are still there, but 
also shrunk like many other islands. Only the grey rock formations look defiantly out of the 
water. After a few hours they reach the town of Dubrovnik, which still exists except for a few 
houses and the fortress. Behind Dubrovnik, on the next higher mountain, the next crystal city
rises and shows its presence openly and recognizably for constantly arriving refugees of the 
catastrophe. Lisboa and Germanius moor below the new city in a new bay and enter the new



city. Numerous people meet them all are cheerful and full of love. They ask one of the 
people they meet where to find the spiritual advice and Roseanna the mentor who was a 
pilgrim in Europe City. Pleased about the high visit from Europe-City, the city dweller leads 
the two to the temple of the city. There they meet Roseanna, who she recognizes 
immediately. Pleased about the long-awaited visit from the founding city of USWE, Europe-
City introduces the two mentors to their spiritual committee. "Welcome to Dobrolibre, the 
new crystal city. Since my return from Europe-City the construction of the city was connected
with some obstacles. Many of our compatriots did not want to live with other compatriots 
from the neighborhood like Serbia in a city. Because they still can't forget what the Serbs 
once did to their fathers and mothers. With angelic tongues and a lot of persuasion, the 
Spiritual Advisors and I were able to convince the population that a new era has dawned, 
that the old hate patterns and traumas of the past are over and that such a time is finally a 
thing of the past. The people here should dedicate themselves to a future full of peace and 
love and let go of old things. Much work, many meditations and healings were necessary to 
move people to a new way of life. After weeks we were able to get the people to finally 
forgive in order to live in peace and love with each other and for each other in the future. In 
the following months, refugees arrived from all flood areas, south and east of this new city. 
Many spiritualists were among them, who joined the spiritual council and with me were 
shaping the future of this city. Thank God we didn't have any difficulties otherwise and we 
were spared hostile foreign pirates. Lisboa, Germanius, what have you experienced in this 
time?"
Lisboa tells of the experiences and founding of crystal cities on the journey in England, 
Ireland, Iceland and Norway. From the fights with the Russian soldiers and finally the 
foundation of two more crystal cities in the Ural Mountains and the Caucasus. Lisboa and 
Germanius remain in the city for about three days. Afterwards both say goodbye and drive 
further south to find the Greek crystal city.
On the journey in the direction of Athens, both pass by the North Greek Islands. Thanks to 
the mountain formations of the islands, the interior of the islands is protected and offers 
sufficient space for the inhabitants of these islands. When the two mentors see the proximity 
of Athens, both can see that the coastline and port city of Athens has also largely perished. 
On the heights behind Athens and the contemporary witnesses of antiquity both see the next
crystal city. In a bay below this city, the two of them go ashore and soon stand at the gates 
of the crystal city. There's a farm on the way to town. But the city and the farm are secured 
by the energy shield. Through their Atlantic connection, however, both can step through the 
shield without landing in another dimension, for the inner masters help them to do so.
 The two see a farmer and his wife looking a bit Northern European, "Hello, we are the 
mentors from Europe-City. My name is Terran Lisboa and this is Terran Germanius, we are 
looking for Dimitros Sanopolos, who was here many months ago as a pilgrim in Europe-City 
to learn the architecture of the Atlantians. He has built a wonderful city, even more beautiful 
than ours, in the splendour of the Greek sun. Why are the energy shields active? Are you in 
danger of external attacks?"
The farmer answers with a Dutch accent,
"Welcome to NewHellas, me and my wife emigrated to Greece before the disaster. I am 
Klaas and this is Antje. Once upon a time our home was the city of Amsterdam in the 
Netherlands. When we felt that this city would soon go under, we moved away and found our
new home here on the heights. A few months ago, Russian pirates attacked our city in the 
Black Sea. Dimitros and some of his spiritual friends were on an exploratory tour to find 
more fertile land as we need more farms. We could not warn Dimitros in time, because we 



were besieged by the pirates. Dimitros and his two friends ran into the middle of the pirate 
camp. They were killed there because the three of them did not want to reveal the access 
codes to the city. Among them was Dimitri, the only man who was spiritually advanced 
enough to send thought transmissions. But before he could send a call for help to Europe-
City, he was shot by the pirates. Apparently the pirates themselves have some spiritual 
people in their ranks and could therefore attack NewHellas. In any case, the pirates did not 
enter the new city and for the time being they continued to besiege our city. But almost every
week they show their presence and appear off the coast to shoot like lunatics with their 
gunboats in our direction. They don't fire the cannons at the city anymore, because they 
know exactly that the Atlantic technology fends off bullets and catapults them back to the 
sender. Instead, they are currently engaged in a pure war of nerves against us, which should
wear us down in another way. We can't let our kids play in nature anymore. From here we 
always have a good view of the sea and can quickly warn them through our connection with 
the city. When we saw your boats coming, we immediately reported to the council of the 
temple. From there, the energy shield was activated."
Lisboa answers," Dimitros is death? What a loss. We will stay with you for a few weeks or 
months to support you and the people of NewHellas. Did you both take part in the 
construction of the city and found caves in which you felt an unknown energy but couldn't 
find the source? Or discovered any other mysterious places?" Klaas replies, "Yes, there 
were some inconsistencies during the construction work, especially feelings of an unknown 
energy that we could not locate and find. This place is located in a cave near our temple. 
Sometimes the crystals give us the feeling that the unknown source of energy is the same as
that of the crystals." Germanius asks, "Have you tried to let children find the place?"
Antje answers, "Why from children? No, that wasn't considered."
Lisboa responds, "Because children, with a deeper curiosity, approach something 
mysterious and are more receptive to certain energies than we older ones. Children born in 
the more recent times since 2020 have surprisingly often innate abilities which we older ones
born before the new time have to learn laboriously in studies."
Klaas and Antje nod understandingly and Antje answers,
"That makes sense to me and now that you address this, our daughter Emmanah, is 
developing rapidly in the spiritual field at school. Faster than we can."
As the two mentors talk to the farmer family, a group of spiritual counselors arrives at the 
farm to look at the strangers who were able to walk through the energy shield without being 
destroyed. The group from the temple speaks to Klaas and Antje and asks them in Greek 
who the strangers are.
Antje, who is very good in the Greek language, explains to the spiritual advice who the two 
men are. The faces of the men from the temple light up and turn directly to the mentors from 
Europe-City. "Welcome to NewHellas, we are the spiritual council, the city my name is 
Antonios the supreme priest and successor of Dimitros. The other Spiritual Priests of the 
Temple are Helenea a shaman, Dimitrios the son of Dimitros and apprentice in the Temple 
of Light. I'm afraid that's all of them at the moment. By having Dimitros and the other two 
priests killed by the pirates, our spiritual power has been weakened."
Antonios has barely finished his sentence when Antje calls," The pirates are approaching 
our bay, apparently they have noticed your arrival and are interested in your boats."
Lisboa answers," Let the pirates come, they cannot enter the boats, because they also have 
a shield and only react to mine and Germanius his thought pattern. The boats are constantly 
under our control." At the same time, Lisboa calls the other mentors, who are located in 
other parts of the Mediterranean, through thought transmission, and asks them for support. 



A few seconds later he receives confirmation from the streams of thoughts that the other four
mentors will arrive here in a few hours.  
The pirates sail with their fleet into the bay and surround the two crystal boats. An unmanned
boat approaches the crystal boats and collides with the energy shield. Through the energy 
the unmanned boat dissolves into nothing and is transported into another dimension. So the 
pirates have become more cautious in the fight against the unknown power. But this time it 
seems as if the pirates want to hold a longer siege time in NewHellas, because more and 
more ships and battle islands come into the bay and near the coast. A fleet even bigger than
the Bates brothers.
Lisboa speaks to Antonios," this time it seems to be a very long siege. I have just asked the 
other four mentors for support because I feel a spiritual strength among the pirates that can 
be dangerous. However, if someone uses his spiritual ability for murder and oppression, the 
user of this power, will not have long joy in his doing. We'll fetch our boats and then go to the
temple and prepare for battle."
Lisboa and Germanius concentrate on their crystal boats. The boats rise out of the water 
under the amazed and angry looks of the pirates. To demonstrate their power, Lisboa and 
Germanius have their boats fire flashes of light that throw more small boats into another 
dimension. Afterwards the boats float to the temple of the city and connect with the dome at 
the highest point, as light guns.
Klaas and Antje also retreat to the city. Lisboa asks Klaas again for the cave with the 
unknown energy and Klaas shows him the entrance below the temple. Klaas and Antonios 
lead the mentors into the cave. In a larger hall with a small lake Lisboa and Germanius feel 
the pulsating source of energy that seems to hide behind the wall. Lisboa calls in thoughts to
Alea and Joshua and sends a signal and call for help to both of them. Shortly thereafter 
Joshua and Alea materialize like so many times before next to the mentors. Klaas and 
Antonios are slightly shocked by the sudden appearance of the two children. Lisboa explains
to the two, the presence of the children and tells Klaas and Antonios in advance that two or 
three children have the spiritual abilities needed in this place. Klaas says" Our children, 
those of me and Antje, are the right ones, because our children often play here in this place 
although Antje always wants to forbid them to do so. But I feel like our two know exactly 
what they're doing. I go and fetch the two and Antje, because she should know that our son 
and our daughter are energetically and spiritually superior to both of us."

Alea and Joshua clearly feel the energy of the cube.
They examine the walls, but these are made of massive hard rock. Joshua explores the lake 
and dives into the depths. After a few minutes he reappears to catch his breath and dives 
down again. In the depth he discovers a lever, which he actuates and quickly reappears 
afterwards. The place where the cave lake drain is located lowers and increases the flow 
rate. The water level in the lake lowers until another passage is uncovered. From this 
passage the water flows into the lake, a spring seems to be further inside the mountain. 
Joshua dries off as good as she can and speaks to the mentors and Antonios present.
The water of the lake is just as energetically charged as the spring in the mountain of 
Europe-City. This charge makes the water not only healthy, but also pleasant on the skin. 
But let us wait until the new guards and priests of this cave have arrived, for that will be the 
task of the two children of Klaas and Antje". A few minutes later Klaas appears with Antje 
and the children. Klaas speaks to Alea and Joshua, "These are Piet and Sanja our two 
children."
Alea and Joshua welcome Piet and Sanja. Joshua shows Piet the lever that secures access 



to the next cave and raises or lowers the water level. Then the four of them enter the 
passage leading to the cube's hiding place. A narrow passage, partially the four must crawl 
through this leads into a small hall. The source is on the left wall. The water flows 
cascadingly over stones to the small stream at the bottom which then flows into the large 
lake in the hall. The cave in front of them is round, to the right of the spring the wall is 
golden. Joshua searches the floor for symbols and marks that open the cube. But he can't 
find any here. Piet helps him to search, he discovers a pattern in a stone below the spring. 
The water flows over this stone and veils this pattern. Piet squeezes the pattern, nothing 
moves. Then he tries to pick up the stone. Since this is not particularly large, may weigh only
about five or six kilograms, this can be picked up by Piet. Another switch is exposed and 
appears in a niche below the stone. Joshua praises the boy Piet, of which he is a little bit 
proud. Piet uses the switch and the cube opens. Alea, Sanja and the two boys enter the 
cube and Alea explains the handling of the patterns and boards. Afterwards Alea 
demonstrates the transport possibilities into the different worlds and dimensions with which 
the pirates besiege the NewHellas. Gradually disappearing from the bay, some pirate groups
dematerialize themselves and materialize on the desert planet that Alea has chosen. Joshua
chooses the water planet and has two ships of the pirate fleet transported into the water 
world. Sanja then sends some pirates into the dimension of forgetting. And finally some 
pirate troops disappear through Piet in the dimension of absolute love. But there are still 
more ships and pirate combat units in the bay and on the coast. But the disappearance of 
some troops has caused chaos and confusion among the pirates. A delegation of pirates, 
equipped with a white flag march towards the city and wish the conversation with the highest
of the city.
Alea and the other three children see this on the picture wall and close the cube for now.
Alea says to Piet and Sanja, "Well, we got the pirates pretty confused. Now they want to talk 
to the city senate because they suspect we killed their soldiers. But before we return to the 
city, you will now be appointed priests of this place. Only when you stand before the end of 
childhood to ascend to the adult level can you pass the ministry on to other children. The 
water of the spring has very good healing effects and can even bring healing and relief to 
injured or dying people. But now we return to the others and to the city. Our guests want to 
be enlightened that the soldiers live on in another world."
The four children return to the waiting mentors and spiritual guides of the city. At the same 
time a boat arrives with the message that pirate negotiators are standing outside the city 
asking for an interview. Together they all go to the place where the pirate chieftains are 
received. An energy window opens and lets the pirate delegation pass.
Before the waiting they stop and the chief of the pirates begins to speak, "You have 
demonstrated your power abundantly and killed many of my soldiers. That's understandable 
as a defender of a city, yes. But we didn't expect this secrecy and deceitfulness."
To his surprise, Alea steps forward and answers, "You're wrong in one way or another!"
The pirate intervenes and asks, "What's the point of children not keeping their mouths shut 
when adults want to hold a conversation?"
Unaffected by the pirate's verbal outburst, Alea continues, "We, I this boy and the other two 
children have not killed your soldiers, nor will we kill your soldiers. Murder and manslaughter 
are not part of our way of life. We embody light and love. Your soldiers are fine, they're just 
in another world. Some were transported on the desert planet about two or three light years 
from here, another troop with its boats on a water planet. The third troop is in the dimension 
of forgetting, already they don't know anymore what crimes and murders they once 
committed and the fourth troop is, with the Bates brothers, in the dimension of Absolute 



Love. Your soldiers will only die if they turn their weapons against the city and fly the 
projectiles back to the shooters through the energy shield. And to show you where and how 
the disappeared soldiers are, I have opened a channel to you through which you can see 
them and also speak. It is a mental channel that is only in my power to open it and convince 
you of the opposite of your opinion. In the Spiritual New World, children also have the right to
reveal their opinions and knowledge. The children are the new generation, the spiritual social
order that will develop in the coming years. We children are the future of the world and strive
for an order without war, hatred, murder, power and materialism. If you and your pirate 
soldiers do not want to see that your power structure will have no future, you will be moved 
to other worlds and dimensions where you must forcibly fit in if you do not want to perish."
Alea opens a virtual channel that opens a window to the worlds and dimensions and shows 
the pirate chief his people. One of his most faithful friends seems to be present, whom he 
calls out, "Vladimir, you too have been torn into this world how are you my brother? Can you 
hear me?"
In the other world on the desert planet, a virtual window also opens in front of Vladimir and 
he sees his brother in this window and answers," Yes, brother Michail, I am fine and so are 
the other soldiers. But where we are we don't know. The whole country consists of desert 
and mountains. So far, we haven't met another living soul. No animal, nothing but absolute 
solitude and emptiness." Alea speaks to this Vladimir," Listen carefully if you want to survive 
in the desert world of this planet. I promoted your troop to this world called Xanthu. On the 
planet there are inhabited cities, which are located in the mountains in caves. So you're not 
alone there, already before you, other attackers and power-obsessed soldiers were sent into
this world by the Bates clan. It could be that you meet them, if they have not arranged 
themselves, with the natives of the planet. Live in a certain peace with each other and not 
against each other, because the natives will respect you only if you bow down small. The 
primitive people the Xanthus, this planet has a very long warrior history and are very feared 
in the planetary world of this solar system, but the warriors represent a code of honour, 
which you must respect."
Vladimir replies, "We are not equal to your spiritual power. Our life was and has always been
evil and that will probably not change in this life. It will also be certain that we will soon be 
unemployed on earth with so much peace and that we will therefore behave like berserkers 
there. I know that our hunger for power, our greed for wealth has brought humanity and the 
earth to where it is today. That's why I'm not angry that I'm here on this planet now. By the 
way, I am also the spiritual part of my family, but I have never used the spiritual in me. 
Michail listen to me, some you with the people on earth and let you transport to us. Those of 
our soldiers who still have family can return and adapt to the new development. Mikhail let 
the rest of the troops transport you here, if we can arrange it with the Xanthu, maybe we'll be
more respectable again."
Mikhail is astonished at his brother's talk and somehow feels the urge to follow his brother 
into this world and he answers," Well, I will explain the possibilities to the soldiers at the bay 
and let them decide who comes into the world you are. I know that some soldiers in your 
country still have family and I release them. See my brother soon."
Then Mikhail turns to the mentors and Alea and says, "My brother convinced me that we are 
no longer suited to the new development on earth, I can no longer reorient myself towards 
loving togetherness, because in the time since my childhood I have only seen and 
experienced hatred and death. From this I had concluded at that time that I must become 
probably also like this. Maybe it's the best way to get sent to this world. Xanthu."
Alea closes the visual window and answers,"



Well, your decision shall be fulfilled for you. Prepare yourself and your soldiers for a new life,
on the desert planet Xanthu, we wish you good luck on this planet and hope that you can live
in warlike harmony with the warrior people of the Xanthu. If you and your soldiers are ready, 
give us a sign, then we will transport you and your weapons to Xanthu into a new future".
Mikhail and his companions return to their troops and call for a meeting. In the bay that 
offers space for the many people, Mikhail speaks to his soldiers. "Friends, comrades and 
comrades, we have become one big family, one insanely big task force. But what we have 
seen as enemies so far are people who don't want to fight anymore. They have decided to 
harmonize on the way, the faith, the spiritual way of life with the situation on earth. But I and 
many others here have learned only one thing: to fight and to wage war. We've become 
superfluous here, in a world that doesn't want any more fighting. Our friends, my brother 
Vladimir, who disappeared into thin air this morning are not dead, but alive. Not here, but in 
a world far from here, waiting for us warriors. A planet in another solar system. The people 
here in the city have the opportunity to send us into this world in which we want to live in 
which, perhaps, we are needed. Our task here on Earth is finished. Those who still have 
family here on earth and don't want to leave them alone have the chance to go back now 
and today. I release these soldiers who were recruited in a forced manner again, even those 
who came voluntarily and have a wife and children somewhere can still decide today 
whether they want to go with me or adapt to the new situation of absolute peace and love on
earth. You are free to choose and give yourselves the time of one hour. Whoever wants to 
go goes now, whoever is still here in an hour will come into the new world and lead a life as 
a warrior."
When the many soldiers who hear the words of the actually irascible pirate chief hear, many 
believe to dream. But if you think about it, they can understand why. Recently, warfare had 
become too easy on the one hand, no battles were fought any more. The population of the 
earth, had changed and has risen through some processes to another level of 
consciousness, which wants to reshape the earth under new aspects. The supremacy of 
spiritual humanity is growing daily and leaves no alternative open to warriors.
At first some secretly leave the camp, as several others see this, more soldiers leave the 
camp openly. No one is handicapped or shot for the former offence. They throw away their 
guns and hope to be back with their families soon.
An hour later, about fifty thousand fewer soldiers are on the square and the leader Mikhail 
gives the mentors the sign that they are ready for the other world Xanthu. Alea, Joshua and 
the new priests of the NewHellas Cube return to the cube and initiate the transport sequence
that transports about three hundred thousand soldiers to Xanthu.
Gradually, troops and weapons disintegrate and are transported to the other world. After an 
hour there is peace and quiet in the bay. Two ships were left behind for the returnees who 
want to return to their families.
Those soldiers who were not transported into the other world, have stood at the edge of a 
forest. In the meantime, they have chosen a speaker who will ask mentors in the city for 
advice. This man approaches the city a little timidly and anxiously and waves to the people 
he can see in the temple dome of the city. Antonios gives this man a sign that he can safely 
enter the city. At the entrance of a lock leading into the city, he is received by a resident of 
the city with the words, "Let your comrades also enter, we have prepared food and drinks for
you and your former comrades-in-arms here. Get your comrades, you are welcome with 
people who love peace and with us." The man nods and goes back to his fellow sufferers 
and comrades and tells them the news. The fifty thousand people stream to the locks that 
will be opened for you and enter the temple hall. Young women and girls bring food and 



drink to the guests. The mentors, let the men eat and drink in peace. Soft music echoes 
through the temple and increases the feeling of holistic being and peace in the hall. After the 
forced soldiers have strengthened and refreshed themselves, they sit on the benches 
around the centre of the temple and wait for the mentors to speak. Lisboa receives the 
spiritual message from Cordo and the other mentors that they are in the bay, but cannot 
recognize where enemy troops are supposed to be here. Lisboa only tells them to come to 
the temple in the city and also waits for their arrival.
A few minutes later, the other four mentors arrived in the temple center at Lisboa and 
Germanius as well as Alea and Joshua.
Lisboa opens the speech, "Dear friends, people of NewHellas, forced soldiers of the former 
pirate army.
Europe has become complete, a realm of love and peace. All countries of the old Europe are
united and connected in the new crystal cities. But our mission is far from over. There are 
still many dangers and struggles waiting in the rest of our world, but also people like us who 
are looking for global peace and all-embracing love. The survivors in Africa, Asia, America 
and Australia are still waiting for the sign of a new era. Some will still find us, others we will 
search and find. But even the people who have lived from danger and war have realized that
their presence on earth, in its present state of new evolution, has become superfluous. For 
this reason, a pirate army has already voluntarily allowed itself to be transported into a world 
where battle, war, glory and honour are still needed. They volunteered to be transported to 
Xanthu, the desert planet in a distant galaxy by Alea and Joshua. I feel a great presence of 
spiritual potential among people who have renounced a future as warriors in another world 
and would rather return to their families. I feel that among you shamans and other spiritual 
healers are and ask you to step forward."
Hesitantly and timidly, because these so far for their spiritual disposition, mostly laughed at 
and as sissies, have been insulted rise, several hundred of them and step into the center of 
the temple and introduce themselves. Shamans, spiritual healers, natural healers, Reikians 
and sorcerers and come mostly from areas of northern Russia, where their families have 
settled in the sheltered altitudes.           
Lisboa continues," In your country, your homeland, there are still many people 
scatteredtabda@hippylife.eu waiting for the spiritual leaders to whose task you have 
committed yourselves. As shamans and healers you are chosen to join the USWE 
community and bring love and peace to your homeland. Here and in the next days you will 
receive an education that will enable you to build such a city like this one in your home 
country to provide protection for the survivors of the people, your country and neighboring 
country. Spiritual and spiritual development of all people on earth is strived for and a 
community that needs neither power structures nor materialism. All you need in your new 
future is love, light and peace. The Atlantic Crystals will give you these three important 
aspects of life. You who have stepped forward and have committed yourselves to spirituality 
are the chosen ones for your homeland and will be initiated into your new task here and 
now. Repeat after me and say your names. I... pledge to use my spiritual gift for the benefit 
of all people in my homeland. I am ready to share my Spiritual Knowledge with other people 
and the new Global Nation of USWE with love and peace, for the benefit of all people 
whenever it is necessary to support them with my strength. Everyone who has now been 
initiated here in this ceremony has been eternally connected to the spiritual thought of 
Mother Earth and raised to be the protector and priest of nature. I feel that many more of you
have spiritual abilities but cannot yet be perceived by you because your feelings are still in 
conflict. But be sure that your spiritual development will soon show when you are ready to 



open yourselves spiritually and spiritually to other things. Tell me from which regions and 
parts of the country you come. According to your homeland, a certain number of Violet 
Crystals will be generated, which you will take with you on your journey home.
With the help of the crystals you will be able to build such metropolises as these, feed your 
people and generate energy. If you are ready to take on this task and mission for your 
homeland, then answer yes and name your homeland as such. A few months ago we were 
already dealing with a group of pirates in Norway that included forced soldiers and spiritually 
gifted men. They already founded new spiritual cities in the mountains of the Urals and the 
Caucasus. "On your journey home, you will surely find them."
The new initiates, step forward one by one and say yes and name the place of their 
homeland. It turns out that the people who come from large parts of the Russian continent, 
Siberia, Urals are some of them. Some of them come from areas where the land no longer 
exists due to flooding and are forced to choose new areas or go to areas where the family 
has saved themselves.A few days later the Russians have learned their spiritual tasks, as 
well as how to handle the crystals and then leave with the two large ships and three crystals 
the building blocks of the new future, the Bay of NewHellas.             

 
In the temple of NewHellas the mentors as well as Alea and Joshua meet again to discuss 
the next steps of their mission.
Alea speaks first and hands over a list to the mentors. "These are places where there are 
more Sirian cubes. We, Joshua and I have been able to detect these in the last few days 
through the increased presence of energy of the cubes in the designated areas. These are 
places or areas, from Morocco in the Atlas mountains, as well as Egypt at present the signal 
is still very weak, but will increase with the increase of other places, in Spain north of 
Valladolid, where the signal was very clear, and we could accurately determine this place on 
the map, Also in the mountains of Italy near NewFlorenca we could detect a cube. In Israel 
currently, still very weak to locate, Turkey is now detectable by the cube here in the 
mountain south of Istanbul in a mountain range, as well as strong signals in the mountains of
Ural and Caucasus. After that when these are activated the next ones will be visible to us - 
and noticeable. Since for us, the dice in Italy and Spain are very accurate, we will go directly 
to these places and activate them, as well as find suitable children for this task in the 
respective cities."
Cordo next says, ' Now that we have set Europe on the road to becoming a new paradise, 
our task here is complete. But our mission includes Global Peace and so our next areas, the 
Middle East, will be the North Coast of Africa, which we will then examine for more surviving 
people with spiritual energies.
But all in all I am glad that we took the first hurdles in Europe and paved the way to love and 
peace for the people there and thus opened the way to a paradise on earth. If all the other 
pirate clans of former industrialists are as understanding as this pirate who voluntarily moves
to another world, then we will soon have achieved our great goal."
The mentors remain for a few hours in the city of NewHellas and rest for the next mission. 
The next day they separate, again in groups of two to approach the next goals of the 
mission.
Also Alea and Joshua go to the next destination in the Apennines and then to Spain to 
activate the cubes in the secret hiding places.
 
                      End of the 1st book          


